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IT ALL began with
Zoroaster, more correctly
called Zarathustra. He may
have lived in the Sixth
Century B. C. or he may
have lived earlier. At first a
priest of the Aryan faith,

Iran's ancient polytheistic
nature worship, he later

emerged as self-proclaimed
prophet of the god Ahura
Mazda. His teachings,
hymns, prayers and rituals

are preserved in the Avesta
the earliest known
manuscript of which dates
from the 13th Century A. D.—at least 19 centuries later.

Scholars hesitate to

summarize Zarathustra's
teachings but I propose to

try. Ahura Mazda, the
greatest of the gods,
eternally at war with

(Continued on page
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Tells How to

Make Money Writing

Short
Paragraphs
Chicago Man Reveals a

Short Cut to Authorship

Discloses little-known angle by which
beginners often get poid five to ten

times more per word than the rotes

paid to famous authors. Now anyone
who can write a sentence in plain Eng-

lish con write for money without spend-

ing weary years "learning to write."
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pet word as was earned by famous

authors.
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themselves. Mr. Benson Barrett
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heenjoyed a steady income—made
enough money in spare lime to

pay for a fine farm near Chicago.

Finaffy, Mr. Barrett decided to let

others in on his method. Since then

study or practice.

contributions to magazines within

two weeks after starting.

Mr. Barrett says that the only skill

required is that the beginner be

able to write a sentence in plain

English. Almost anyone with a

grade school education can write

well enough to follow Mr. Barren's

plan, t

Shut-i
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folks w
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tive way— all types are making
money on short paragraphs.
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stud if to. He shows you a simple
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hundreds, lie gi 1

;ing for this kind of

ray from be-

ginners. In other words, he teaches

you a method, an angle, a plan

right away.
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send full information about his
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like to try his plan. If the idea of

getting paid for writing short par-
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UNRAVELING THE MYSTERY OF MAN
Do you possess inner powers

as yet unused?
Do unseen powers influence your life?

Is your life the success you
had hoped for?

Are there other worlds about you?

Can you part the veil to higher worlds?

Can you intuitively tune in to

inspiration?

Where did you come from and where
will you go from here?

Have you lived before?

Are you afraid to die?

Do the dead ever contact the living?

Is it possible for living man to

become immortal?

Astara has the answers to these and
many more of life's enigmas, gleaned
from many sources including the
world's great Scriptures, ancient Mys-
tery Schools and their modern counter -

Astara is a world-wide, non-profit

organization created for only one pur-
pose—to help you. If you seek a richer,

fuller life with meaning and purpose
write now for the free booklet, "Find-

ing Your Place in the Golden Age."

Golden Age. I. Ion. A*
Ast&ra j

"AN ASTARIAN IN NEED NEVER WALKS ALONE"

QUOTE OF THE MONTH
Research is the invasion of the

unknown. One may traverse pre-

viously mapped territory, plan-

ning one's course in some detail

until one reaches the border oj

terra incognita. At this boundary,

there must be an abrupt change

in strategy. The jungle is dense,

perception is limited. One cannot

know where one will be a day

hence, one cannot be certain oj

either distance to be covered or

direction to be taken. In short,

one cannot plan. The best one

can do is prepare for contingen-

cies.

—DeWitt Stetten, Jr.

Editorial in Science

August 18, 1972

THE TOPIC this month is as-

trology. We do not know-

much about astrology nor have
we ever been drawn to it partic-

ularly. Perhaps it always has
made us somewhat uneasy. This
was true even when we were
publishing Winifred Tennes' ex-

cellent monthly astrology col-

umn — excellent, that is, as such
monthly coverages can be.

We finally ceased publication
of Winifred Tennes' column be-
cause she felt and we felt that

individual horoscopes may have

value but the daily, weekly and

monthly generalized horoscope

columns are of little or no value,

that it is not valid to go from the

general to the particular, that

the general advice of an astrol-

ogy column cannot apply accu-

rately to specific individuals.

In reviewing the claims of

astrology, however, I admit to

mixed feelings. On the one hand

I never have been able to accept

the concept that the minute of a

child's birth can have over-

whelming influence on its life.

What happens to babies whose

birth is Caesarean or hastened

by drugs or accidents? What
happens when chance intervenes

to hasten or delay a birth? And
why is it so important anyway?
On the other hand I respect the

research which seems to support

many of the claims of astrology

— particularly the research of
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the late Vernon Clark whose un-

timely death we still mourn.

00
SKEPTICAL BELIEVER

I AM NOT alone in my ambiv-
alent attitude toward astrol-

ogy. Sydney J. Harris, the news-

paper columnist, recently refer-

red to himself as "skeptical be-

liever," hanging loose on both

sides of the question.

"I am at the same time a skep-

tic," writes Harris, "because I

am equally convinced that astrol-

ogy, as understood and prac-

ticed today, is as far from the

essential truth of the matter as

ancient astrology was from Re-

naissance astronomy, or medi-

eval alchemy was from modern
chemistry."

Harris believes that in some
unknown way "... the life of the

electron is related to the life of

the person, and that each of us is

the result of a confluence of fac-

tors, from the genetic to the

cosmological, that we have
scarcely begun to comprehend."
And he is repelled by the multi-

tude of quacks and opportunists

who are exploiting astrology,

giving advice on which is the

best way to blow your nose, to

bet on the horses or to stay at

home because it is dangerous to

go to work. If astrology is really

a science, he says, it should

have a greater purpose than

QUEST BOOKS
by Laurence J. Bendit, M.D., and

Phoebe D. Payne Bendit
Dr. Bendit is a psychiatrist, deeply interested in psychic

experience. His wite and co-author—a natural clairvoyant.

NOW IN ECONOMICAL PAPERBOUND EDITIONS

The Psychic Sense
The authors employ their combined knowl-

edge of medicine, depth pyschology, and
clairvoyance to investigate man'3 myster-
ious Sixth Sense— his ESP or Extrasensory
Perception. Writing tor the non-technical
reader, clearly and understandably, Dr. and
Mrs. Bandit explore intuition, Insight, percep-
tion, and other psychic-sense experiences.
227 pages. A Quest paperbound, $1.75,

The Transforming Mind
CAN we save our Earth from death-by-

pollution—by nuclear bomb?—by over-popu-
lation? Reactionaries— in modern science
as in the philosophy of tolalitarians—would
put down the individual as nothing more
than a computer digit. Yet the human mind

change the direction of history! 165 pages.

A Quest paperbound, $1,95.

This World & That
Is there rational explanation for the

phenomena of spiritualism and the seance-
room? Here is a frank examination of com-
munication between the living and the dead,
ghosts, haunted houses, astrology, heal-

ing, prophecy, and other aspects ol con-
temporary psychic experience. A fascinat-

ing, very readable exploration! 194 pages,
with index, A Quest paperbound. $1.75,

Mirror of Life & Death
In this unusual book, Dr. Bendit, the

psychiatrist, is chiefly concerned with the

aspects of death—a subject sooner or later

on everyone's mind, but one not often

openly discussed. He explores questions
that both young and old wonder about and
throws rational light on a puzzling and
sometimes disquieting inevitability, 199
pages. A Quest paperbound, $1.35,

Self Knowledge: A Yoga for the West
As a Jungian psychiatrist. Dr. Bendit proposes a new kind of yoga, taking

into account the modern knowledge of Freud, Jung, and others. This Is

a yoga tuned to our Western cast ol mind, rather than to the Oriental.

A small but challenging book. 100 pages. A Quest paperbound, $1,25.

AT ALL BOOKSTORES or postpaid return mail trom Quest Books Dept. FT,

306 West Geneva Road, Wheaton, Illinois 60187. (Sorry, no C.Q.D.)
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Now on cassette tapes

Ast&ta
What is it?

... a Place of Light, a School of

the Ancient Mysteries, a Center of

all Religions, a Fraternity of all

Philosophies, an Institute of Psy-

chic Research.

How Can Astara Help You?
Astara, a non-profit organization,

was founded for the sole purpose

of helping you. Send SI for a

specially recorded cassette tape

which tells the story of Astara and
how it can help you.

arlyne Chaney, Directors fx K

jsa Ave., Los Angeles, Calif. 90004

ignorant, melodramatic pan-

dering to our hopes and fears.

"As commonly practiced to-

day, astrology offers the worst of

both worlds — bogus science and

shallow philosophy," Harris con-

cludes.

00
WHERE WE STAND

CERTAINLY we are not as

skeptical as Syd Harris. Our

long association with Fate

Magazine has taught us almost

anything is possible — we have

learned to believe everything

and nothing because all answers

to scientific questions are provi-

sional only. But we always

founder on astrology's insistence

that a few days, hours or min-

utes are all-critical.

We do believe that broad cos-

mic forces are sweeping across

the earth in varying rhythms

and affecting us tremendously
— in general terms. But these

rhythms are not short-term and

their effects probably are not as

specific as astrologers claim. We
also believe there well may be

cosmic rhythms astrologers and

other scientists do not yet recog-

nize and that these rhythms may
be responsible for important ef-

fects not yet credited.

00
THE SANDIA REPORT

A GROUP OF scientists at the

AEC Sandia Laboratories in

How psychic are you?

TfST YOURSELF WITH THESE PROVEN

OCCULT MIND OPENERS AND

DISCOVER VOUR OWN HIDDEN f
POWERS WAITING FOR RELEASE!

Test ycur ESP. clalrvDyancy, ability at

palmistry. witcMikE attributes or analyze

your tiand* ri tins .only (2.ZS lor each test.

llfSTSWEREDEVISED

BY RECOGNIZED, RESPECTED EXPERTS IN

M FIELD Of THE OCCULT Psychics.
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GEORGE CARDINAL' LcGROS

1 N. Wall Ave., Joplin, MO 64801

SCIENCE OF TAROT
CORRESPONDENCE COURSES BY THE

FOREMOST CUSTODIAN AND SPIRITUAL
CENTER OF THE ESOTERIC WISDOM OF

TAROT AND THE HOLY QAEtAlAH

INSTANT

EVOLUTION

Evolve FASTER, easier,
without years of study. A
new way to QUICKLY ex-
perience The Infinite One-
ness. Discover a "mental"
body. MYSTIC powers,
ECSTASY. No meditation, no
denials, no positive thinking.

Reveals world's GREATEST
living teacher. Send for free

information.

INSTITUTE OF ADVANCED THINKING

Dept. F-273

P.O. Box 606
Pacific Palisades. Calif. 90272

Albuquerque, N. Mex., some
months ago published a report

titled "Intriguing Accident Pat-

terns Plotted Against a Back-
ground of Natural Environment
Features" which suggests that

accident rates and other aspects

of human behavior probably are
influenced by such natural

phenomena as the moon's phases
and solar cycles.

Sandia scientists used a com-
puter to analyze thousands of ac-

cidents occurring in their labora-

tories over a 20-year period.

They plotted injuries against the

phases of the moon and against

the sun's rotational cycle. Their

findings include the following:

• Accidents tended to peak
when the new moon is in

apogee — farthest from the

earth.

• Accidents tended to peak
during the moon phase similar to

that which existed when the per-

son involved was born or 180°

away from that under which he
was born.

• During the sun's rotation

there is a 27-day cycle of distur-

bances in the earth's magnetic
field. Sandia accidents tended to

peak during the first seven days,

the 13th, 14th, 20th and 25th days
of each 27-day cycle.

• There was a positive correla-

tion of accidents and sunspot
activity which peaks on an aver-

age of every 11 years. Such a

NOW! Perform Awesome Miracles

with the Invisible Crown
of the Psychic Masters!

Transcend time and Bpace to pluck fantastic riches from

the far corners of the Universe . . . Gain the admiration of

men or women . . . Control your destiny . . . Materialize

precious objects out of thin air and know limitleBB wealth!
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|

FAMOUS SEERi
How He
Foretold
the

Future

~ T

It occurred, for example, in

and 1969.

eadings of the magnetic
[ in the Albuquerque area

red that variations in the

.etic field strength seem to

espond to increases and de-

clines in the accident rate.

• Most accidents seemed to oc-

cur when the barometer was ris-

ing or falling sharply.

This is fascinating — although

the Sandia researchers caution

us their results are only prelimi-

And does it have anything

to do with astrology? Probably

yes, if we conceive of astrology

as describing a general influence

of cosmic forces on human be-

havior reflected in broad rhythms.

Probably no, if we conceive of

astrology as describing a specific

influence of cosmic forces on in-

dividuals in particular ways and
on specific days.

The differences are clear. On
the one hand we are talking

about biological rhythms (bio-

rhythms) caused by cosmic for-

ces, all of which may not be iden-

tified. On the other we are talk-

ing about the influences of the

planets on your life and my life

in a particular way on a particu-

lar day.

00
THE PROBLEM WITH POT

HE MOST serious drug abuse
problem in the United States

Al WST! 1HE ULTIMWE
ESP& PREDICTION KIT!

GALAXY GAZER

TarAstro-Guide

/Alts

IT'S UNIQUE
i COMBINES TWO SCIENCES
INTO ONE

i ANSWERS QUESTIONS
i GUIDES YOUR DECISIONS
i QUALITY MADE

arin Koal's amaiing new "Gala*)' Gazer @" TarA
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WILLIAMSBCRlj PlUU.lSllMtS

Nearly 2,000 years ago a mysteri-

ous white man walked tram tribe

to tribe throughout America . . .

WAS HE JESUS?
AUd

HE WALKED THE AMERICAS is the

documented story of Ihis pilgrimage
northward through South and Central

America, Mexico, and across North

America. L. Taylor Hansen, who devoted

IS years to collecting legends from
scores of Indian tribes, asks this ques-

tion: "Was this white Prophet mho spoke

a thousand lanijuagcs. healed the sick,

raised the dead, and taught In the same
worda He used. Jesus himself?"

Magnificently printed fn 2SG king-sized

pages, color on every page,

gold-stamped leatherette cover.

HE WALKED THE AMERICAS

Only je.95 plus 35d postage and handling.

AhiOlutt money-back guarantee.

VENTURE BOOKSHOP
P.O. Box 24), Highland Park, 111. iOOW

So why has marijuana sud-

denly become such a problem?
According to Snyder, because it

is forbidden. He believes the vil-

lain is the Federal Bureau of

Narcotics which always has re-

garded marijuana as a danger-

ous drug.

It was not a matter of serious

concern anywhere in the world

until the 1.930's, Snyder says, but

on meager evidence of its toxi-

city the Bureau of Narcotics pro-

moted severe legal restrictions

on its use. The Marijuana Tax
Act of 1937 was so severe it end-

ed the medical use of marijuana

in this country and probably

throughout the world. And he be-

lieves it led directly to the "drug

problem" society faces today.

Snyder commends the few voices

who spoke out against this law at

the time it was passed. They
predicted exactly what has hap-

pened as a result of its passage!

00
PARADOX

IT IS A paradox that in the

same month Harlow Shapley

died, Capt. Edgar D. Mitchell

resigned as an astronaut so that

he might study "the psychic po-

tential of man and other forms of

life."

Harlow Shapley, director of

the Harvard Observatory for 35

years, died in Boulder, Colo., on

October 20, 1972, at the age of 86.

f Cucumbers and Beauty
by ANA MAHER

1 '.naily become resened A lo'tunate lew (ind the answer and are rewarded
nun a ccmpiei.c in.ir renins fresh and youthful 3:1 their lives.

Ten years age. I had this skin problem Nothing very Mfion. hut when I took my mirror over

to a bright light i '"u'i defect evidence- ni dryness anc flint little nn»s m those areas where wnniies
have a tencency to snow *irst And I didn't like it. I knew thai these were danger signals ttiat warned
ot an aging skrn,

I was also very bewildered i had always taken She best care of my skin. I used e«pensive night

ceams. lotions and "-ighiy icuted astringents So I t-ied other ceams. with no imprcvement Finally

Then one day I had a visit from an e'der:y widnwed neghbot This charming lady was about
seventy, but she had the most beajtdui. moist, youthful skin I remained about it and mentioned

my own skin problem.

S!ie teld me she used a marvelous cream which had been 'ormu:ated by her Jatc husband, a

pt-ys'iian. ai-d that s"e i-ade <l tiers?;! "Try it." she said, and then she le't and returned wiih a »a<

ot this cream

So I t'ied using my neighbor's cream.

In only three wee»s. I began tn see a marked imoir.vempnt My skis was '-estier. clearer, smoother.

After two -lonths. my toimer d'y. duM skin was revitahied The mes and outhness had been eased

away My skin row had a ycuthti, . almost translucent cuaMy I was IMUM with my neighbor's formula

For iK yean. Inn kind lady kept me supp'red with this ciean And I want to ten you that my skin

was more vital and younger looking than it had been when I first started to use it. six years before.

Then my neighbor died suddenly — and with her went that wonderful cream and its secret

ingredients. I was saddened by the loss of a good friend — and dejected by the loss of a miracle cream.

Her family told me that ber personal papers revealed no formulas of any kind. I was desperate. Bui I

did have three jars left from the last batch she had made.

So I took the cream to one of the besi known analytical cosmetic chemists. The cost at the

analysis was enormous, but I got what I wanted. I had the wonder cream formula.

It had a base of pure cucumber juice, two super-moisturizers and -thren natural lubricants. It

e'so contained I'llamms A and and a spefa: rnttponent tc keep Ihe CLtumber juice ''?sh My chpmisl

I know what Cucumb-e Frosl :an rin 'n- you Inersl-i-c I offer yo, this (JtlCCNDriCNIL GUAHfiN'FF

Try it See for yourself in your own mirror how, alter a lew treatments, Cucumbre Frost helps revitalne

dull, diy. aging skin How Cucumbre frost helps ease away lines and puffiness Many wnmen wrote me

of astonishing results after only Iwo weeks Some take longer. But I say this so you: It. for any reason,

you are not delighted with Cucumbre Frost - return ihe unused portion to me for a complete refund. Nc

You now have the opportuoily lo have a vital, youthful, lovely skin - at no risk, Cucumbre Frosl

can be purchased only hy ordering it directly from me. Simply send your name, address and J5.0C

[cash, check or money order) to:

ANA MAHER INC. • Dept. 8002-A • 19 West 44th Street, New York. N.Y. 10036
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Norman Wakefield, who found them, in-

dicates they are 350 million yean old.

Matter of the printi probably resembled

Ichthyoitega, a three-foot-long amphibian

whose bones are found in beds of a sim-

ilar age in Greenland. (DPI Photo*)

He was an intern ation ally-known

astronomer who concluded that

probably 100 million other plan-

ets in space are suitable for

higher forms of life. Yet, taking a

purely mechanical view of the

universe, he participated in the

persecution of Immanuel Veli-

kovsky and disbelieved in the

psychic.

In contrast, Edgar Mitchell

has done more than peer into

space through a telescope. He
has been there; he has walked

the surface of the moon. It is

j

significant, we believe, that an

astronaut should decide to de-

vote his life to investigating the

psychic potential of life because

he finds this pursuit more excit-

ing than astronautics,

00
RETARDED GENIUSES?

A PROFESSOR of neurology

at the University of Virginia

has found that some severely re-

21
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YOU CAN LEARN ESP!

If you use the revolutionary

Ryil Method!

Unique do-it-yourself course

with tapes— only $19.00!

i" WORLD RECOTIIIS n

DR. MILAN RYZL
Bon 94S9, Westgate Station

Son Jose, California 95117

Wear Solid Copper

P.O. Box 231, BayfieM, CO 81122

today, of course, involves alco-

hol. How many thousands of

deaths can be attributed directly

to alcohol? How many tens of

thousands of traffic deaths are

caused indirectly by alcohol?

How many hundreds of thou-

sands of lives are ruined and

homes broken? The answers to

these questions probably never

will be known.

It always has seemed strange

to me, therefore, that we have
such stringent laws against

marijuana, a more innocuous

drug than alcohol. In states such

as Texas a marijuana smoker
can be sentenced to years in jail

and is certain to draw a stiffer

penalty than a drunk driver who
runs down a pedestrian.

Our present attitudes — which
reflect puritanical viewpoints of

incredible rigidity and righteous-

ness — are discussed in a book by
Solomon H. Snyder, Uses of Mari-

juana, published by Oxford Uni-

versity Press.

Snyder reports that the Indian

Hemp Commission in 1893 and
the LaGuardia Commission in

1938 both tended to exonerate

marijuana as a producer of ad-

verse effects. Snyder reviews 21

studies of marijuana use and
concludes that "moderate social

use of marijuana corresponding

to the American habit of social

drinking is unlikely to have

grave harmful consequences."

Now-Anyone Can Become a "Psychic Reader" with

the amazing new Mystic Pentagram
Fortune-Telling

Game System!

• Reveal what may happen fa

you in the future — days,

months, even yean ahead!

• Help you solve your person-

al, business and spiritual

problems!

Show you how to make your
wishes come true!

• Warn of possible threats to

your health and guide you
toward a longer, happier

life!

Reveal unknown enemies to

yau and show you how ta

deal with them!

• Give you clues, to hidden

treasures, missing objects,

long-lost relatives!

• Disclose your "Cosmic Mis-

sion" in life!

Turn-On Product!

: $14-95 plus $1.00 poitogc and handling.



This is the ad the Racing Form refused to print!

Winning at the Races May Not
Here I sit, trying to write about
Larry Voegele. And all the while

working and sweating, the guy
writing about is out at the race-

Tack. Not a worry in the world —
ind probably making more money
n a day than I make in a week.
What's his secret? He knows how to
beat the races. Realty knows, Knows
so much that he runs a school for
handieappers. (It's the only one of
its kind in the world. Which is why
he was asked to appear on "What's
My Line.") He charges his "stu-
dents" two hundred bucks apiece
He tells them that if they're not
completely satisfied he'll return
every cent they've paid, and nobody
has ever asked for his money back.
What's more, he went on a live ra-
dio show (The Pete Smith Show on
KMPC, February 20, 1971) and did
something that had never been done
before. Mr. Smith really threw it to
him: asked him to pick the winners
in the 7 races that were being run
at Santa Anita, while the show was
on the air. Two out of seven would
have been good enough to show a
profit. Three would have been phe-
nomenal. Larry Voegele picked five!
If he'd been at the track betting,
say $20 on each race, he would
have picked up a cool $404 . . . net
profit! Not bad for an afternoon's
"work." And all the knowledge
that Larry publicly proved that day
. . . every fact that he teaches in his
$200 course ... is in his book.
If you've never bet on a horse in
your life, you'll read and enjoy
every word. And end up understand-
ing more than most guys who have
been following the ponies al! their

If you're an oldtimer, you'll skip
the background and get right down
to the nitty-gritty. If you can forget
what you think you know, if you
have the nerve — and the discipline

-— to follow his methods t

ter, you could make moi
than you ever dreamed i
Why? Because you'll know more
than 95'n of the people who go to
the track — and you're betting
against them! The money they lose,

you'll win! The track and the stale
take their cut. but there's plenty to
go around.
At Santa Anita, for example, over
two million is bet every day. And
it's a statistical fact that only one
out of 20 walks out a big winner.
You can be one of them!
Larry Voegele doesn't look like a
race tout. He's not.
He's a college graduate. He was the
editor of a newspaper. He was a
legislative assistant to a congress-
man. He was a stockbroker, work-
ing for a major Wall Street firm.
Was because he found out that in-
vesting in horse races was safer —
and more profitable — than trying
to beat the Bulls and the Bears at
their own game.
And that's the secret of his book.
He approaches handicapping as a
professional. It's scientific. No
"Hunches." No "tips." No so-called
"systems."
It isn't even "inside information."
Just simple, hard facts. Tacts that
anyone could see if they knew what
to look for. In short, if they knew'
what Larry Voegele knows — and
tells in this book.
It'll take you about an hour to read
it. Another hour to practice what
he preaches.

Then if you do exactly as he says,
step by step ... if you don't get
reckless or greedy . . . you'll be on
your way to the kind of life you

Is that worth a 2-hour investment?
Because that's al] you're risking.
Just time. Not money.
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(Advertisement!

Be Your Idea of Fun, But

.

Here's why: your check or money
order will not be deposited for two
weeks after your copy of the book
is mailed. That'll give you plenty
of time to receive your book, read
it thoroughly, and put the princi-

ples into action.
If you're not thrilled with what
you've gained, just send the book
back within 14 days. Your uncashed
check or money order will be in

the return mail'
Ever heard of an offer like that?
No. But there's never been a book
like this either.
As to the price — if you decide to
keep the bonk. Frankly, we didn't
knnw what to charge It isn't just
paper and ink. It's information.
Facts that dozens of people have
paid $200 to gain and were sat-

isfied to pay.
But there aren't many people who
can afford that kind of money.
Even for a sure thing.
So what do you think about 10
dollars? That's all — 10 dollars. And
you have something better than a
money back guarantee. Because

n Price: 18 90, 31% Winner

your check or money order won't
even be cashed unless — and until
— you decide to keep the book be-

cause it's worth a lot more.
Winning at the horse races, travel-

ing first class and living in the best
hotels may not be your idea of fun.

As for me, I think it sure beats
working for a living. See you at the

© 1972— Financial Publishers
I————————————————————————————————

—

Financial Publishers, Dept. 548 -F
I 466 N. Western Ave.

I
Loi Angalai, CA 90004

I DAYS AFTER YOU SEND MY ORDER.
i my payment

ook will be n
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LOBSANG RAMPA BOOKS

HYPNOTISM • SELF-HYPNOSIS
SLEEP LEARNING

Books, Tapes, Recordings. Courses, t:

MJW.li Drawer F4W, Rui'doso, New Met. 8(3(5

New Exciting Fnterfainmenf for all!

The Wheel of Fortune
By Jo Sheridan

L OF FORTUNE an.
to your answer. Usi
counseling as a jrui

mply^as^light ente

aflon beforehand*!!
npr>rtant decisions. I

tarded children can teach them-
selves to read. Dr. F. E. Dreifuss

told National News Service that

over the past four years he has

discovered 13 children, 12 boys
and a girl, aged from five to nine

years, who have taught them-
selves to read despite having
I.Q-'s of 40 to 70 and being so

severely retarded they cannot
talk intelligibly. Furthermore,

some of these children learned to

recognize printed words when
they were only three years old.

Dr. Dreifuss and his colleague

Dr. Charles Mehegan refer to

this condition as hyperlexia or

"excessive reading ability."

They speculate that hyperlexia

may be common among re-

tarded children as they found all

13 in a single state "without real-

ly looking for them."
The children share the com-

pulsion to seize upon whatever
reading material is available —
news magazines, textbooks, cal-

endars, even literary journals —
and recite aloud "in a compul-

sive ritualistic fashion accom-
panied by to-and-fro rocking

movements." They often under-

stand little of what they are recit-

ing but inexplicably pause at

commas and stop at periods. Un-
like children of genius mentality

who also learn to read very ear-

ly, hyperlexic children commu-
nicate poorly and lag far behind

normal children in motor devel-

The Academy of Mystic Arts Invites You to:

BECOME A
"Witch!"

,
you (

I teachings behind V

craft . . . Age-Old Wisdom which gives

vou greater health, peace of mind and
opens the doors to the richer, fuller life

you always wanted for yourself and

Each lesson comes to you complete with

secret instructions enabling you to prac-

tice ESP, project your psychic body, de-

velop self-healing and become a MYSTIC
MASTER.
Step by step you begin to release, the

Ancient Mysteries known only to Sages

and Magi . . . mysteries which have their

origin in the Great White Brotherhood,

the Essenes and the Theraputae.

Yes, YOU CAN LEARN the secrets for-

merly reserved for Coven Initiates easily,

quickly ... within the privacy of your

[Academy of Mystic Arts, Dept.F-273 ~t
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BIG SMASH HIT!

HAROLD SHERMANESP
MAN UAL

graphed copy of this unique "how-
to" book today. Check or money
order. Senl postage paid.

ONLY $7.50
HUMAN DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATES

1660 Union National Plaza
Little Rock, Arkansas 72201

DEVELOP YOUR ESP
THE FUN WAY

opment. Dr. Dreifuss considers

hyperlexia an extraordinary
medical phenomenon that is

"completely unexplained."
The Virginia neurologist did

not mention the so-called "idiot

•savants" who, although severely
retarded, perform complex
mathematical feats or name the
day of the week when given any
calendar date over centuries.

This appears to be yet another
variety of unusual mental ability

possessed by persons of low in-

telligence.

00
RED MAN'S MEDICINE

SOME YEARS ago Joseph Lo-

gan who lives on Ontario's
Ohsweken Indian Reservation
went to a local non-Indian doctor
for a routine physical examina-
tion. The doctor told Joe that his

X-ray showed spots on the lungs

which probably were tubercular

and advised a long sanitarium
rest. Logan told the doctor he
would think it over and come
back later for another X-ray.

Several months later Logan
did return for the X-ray and the

doctor was surprised to find at

that time that Joe's lungs were
clear. Today Logan, 66, has no
sign of tuberculosis.

The Indians were not surprised

at Logan's cure for Joseph Lo-

gan, one of 30 council members
in Canada's Six Nation Indian

HYPNOSIS FOR 1973!

Pdrfp QthshJL. - dtelp yoWiMljL
FOR 14 YEARS THERE HAS BEEN ONE SCIENTIFIC WAY

The BRAIN WAVE SYNCHRONIZER
PROFESSIONAL MODEL SELF-HYPNOSIS MODEL

"Jith^very Improvement developed over g^'E"^^ 1^,"^ profes^lon'aT're'atu

$295.00 F.O.B. FACTORY $165.00 F.O.B. FACTORY

plus— BRAIN WAVE SENSOR
For feedback itudiess in THETA and ALPHA rang**.

Patented headband doeirTr me electrode cream.

SCHNEIDER INSTRUMENT CO.
Gross Point Medical Center 023

9631 Gross Point Road, Skokie, IL 60076
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Enter the world
of yogis, mystics
and adepts of the
occult sciences

Roy Eug.na Davit

Roy Eugene Davis' Darshan: The
Vision of Light is a spiritual auto-
biography. You share, as you read, the
inward search for enlightenment and
meet unusual people who have made
an impact on the spiritual conscious-
ness of our limes. Among them: Joel
S, Goldsmith. Father Divine. Ernest
Holmes. Neville. Swami Muktananda

Chapters are devoted to: Medita-
tion—The Guru-Disciple Relationship
—The Science of yoga—The Masters
and Avatars—Kundalini—Life in Other
Worlds—Sex and the Spiritual Life—

rtek™'"'
8 °n world ,rends
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Truly.
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Confederacy, is a widely re-

spected shaman and healer. He
claims to have cured cancer, tu-

berculosis, ulcers, kidney trou-

ble, arthritis and many other ill-

nesses.

In a recent interview Logan
said Indians believe that "nature
provides all cures for all illnesses

. . . God would not put man on
earth without such cures."

This undoubtedly accounts for

their widespread interest in na-
tive plant remedies.

00

CALIFORNIA UFO

A BRIEF article in the San
Bernardino Sim-Telegram

last June quoted Gary Corley
and Randolph Wogoman of

George Air Force Base as saying
they watched a "bright orange
object," as big as 375 feet in

diameter, as it sank behind a

building on the base. One might
expect public reaction to such a

UFO report by the air force,

which officially disbelieves in

such things, but the angry letters

that came in to the newspaper
referred mainly to the comment
that the "sighting apparently
went unobserved by anyone
else."

This obviously was not the
case. Darrell Totten of Highland,
Calif., pointed out that on Sun-
day, June 18, all three members

ONE OF THE IMPORTANT "TOOLS OF THE TRADE"

OF THE PROFESSIONAL HYPNOTIST

The Electric, Revolving, Multi-Disc

With 5 Interchangeable Hypno-Disc Designs

TRY IT OS YOURSELF to g
idea of its effectiveness,

"le amazing 3-D Disc, for instance
revolves, note the peculiar

" by the design. Note

i manes ji/i! feel. Note how it se

o draw you into a vortex within a

.ex — and iust imagine how your :

Jects will feel when you use it
'

1 Get your Power-Scope today

YOU SET A BONUS, TOO!

THE POWER-SCOPE is a versatile in-

-inmicnl. u*ed by hypnotists to aid the

production of the hypnotic trance. It

is of a bnkelite housing with a re-

movable aluminum back. It is powered
bv a Synchron fiO RPM motor and ha*
a" 6 ft. cord with an ON-OFF switch.

The rigid. 10" basic disc is our own
famous. black-and-green, fluorescent

"Confusion" Disc. Variety is provided
by 4 additional discs, all of which
create different effects. It is guaran-

teed against manufacturing defects.

j ( our instruction booklets. "How
to Formulate Suggestions for Hypnosis
and Self-Hypnosis," hv Harry Arons.
™-'5 booklet Rives you the exact word-

of suggestions for a large variety

of" problems. These verbalizations are
recommended bv the author on the
basis of his 39 years of experience in

-\e field of hypnosis. You'll like ltl

ONLY $24.50 POSTPAID
(Compute with Initractfwu,

2 Induction tachnlci— and
tha BONUS, of cbbiwI]
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WORLD'S LARGEST OCCULT CATALOGS
50 DO Fascinating curios, books, herbs,wvw" complete supplies. 1973 issue, 25*.

TYRAD CO. Dept.B
Box 17006, Minneapolis, Minn. 55417

BICHON'S; Founded by the

French family o( Bichon in 1897.

Invites you to send (or our free

catalog of Quality Occult and
alleged items. Featuring hand

carved Louisiana occult candles,

herbs, roots, incenses, perfumes,

baths, oils, scrubs, Mojo's, lucky

hands, etc. Si, Nosotros Tenemos
Surtidos Importados De Mexico
Para Curanderos. Remember you
can change tomorrow by getting

your free catalog today.

BICHON'S, Dept. F.M.

412 Trovii St., Houston, TX 77002

of his party saw a circular UFO
that changed color from blue to

orange as it changed altitude.

When they stopped at the scene
of a minor accident on the road
to Barstow they found more than
30 other persons watching the
same thing. In fact, the accident
had occurred when a nine-year-
old girl, frightened by the UFO,
grabbed her father who was driv-

ing and their pickup camper
veered off the road into the
ditch.

The child and her 11-year-old

sister were nearly hysterical

with terror because the UFO,
making a strange whirring
sound, repeatedly had descended
"almost on top" of their camp-
site for more than three hours on
Saturday evening and now was
continuing to harass them.
Totten said that although he

heard no sound louder than a
vacuum cleaner, the UFO did
dive-bomb the family several

times while he was helping them
get their vehicle back on the

road.

When the girls' father had re-

lated his story to a deputy sheriff

earlier Sunday afternoon, before
the accident, he was told the
family "were imagining things."

The reason for the UFO harass-
ment of the family was as mys-
terious as its appearance.
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STRING OUT

HUT WALLACE of Elberton,

Ga., still is trying to figure

out where all that string came
from and what held it up in the

air. Wallace first noticed the

mysterious strand as he sat on
his porch last June H watching
the sunrise. The shining line

stretched up into the air as far as

he could see to the east and out

behind his home to the west like

an endless kite string. But there

was no kite nor anything else in

sight to hold it up. Hut phoned
his friend Herbert Wilcox, a

newsman with the Atlanta Jour-

nal-Constitution. Wilcox saw the

line shining in the early morning
sun but could not explain it ei-

ther.

During the day Hut's son-in-

law Eddie Boswell climbed on
top of the roof of the Wallace
home and managed to grab the

line at its lowest point. He pulled

in yards and yards of it. The
material from the west was a

shiny white string while that to

the east resembled green fishing

line. But there was still nothing
to explain what held the line up
in the air.

Similar string is manufactured
at a local textile plant and some
of it was discarded. The best

guess is that somebody attached
a quantity of this to a helium-
filled balloon that bore it aloft.

But what kept it hanging there?

YOUR DAYS ARE MINHERED
Br Florence Campbell

Know yourself a~ J

HE GATEWAY, P

FREE BROCHURE
of Archetypal Metaphyseal books

ARC Publishing Co.

by ANN REE COLTON
P.O. Box 1138, Glandule, Calif. 91109

Direct From Spirit

The World's First New Age
Revolving Circled Cross

i used for meditatioi. „..„
ho Oreleri Cross is not a mere trir
:t, but a lifetime Symbol of Truth fa.

; purest form. When all other meth-
Is of iiieaiLmuri hjvo failed, prove
i yourself the power of the method

s directly from the High-'"*-- "SALIMAH."
t only 118.15

THE CIRCLED CROSS, Inc.

1030 East Blonton Drive

Tucson. Arizona 85719

From Venture Bookshop—
Classic Works by

ALLAN KARDEC
Revered Founder of Spiritism

THE SPIRITS' BOOK

" """$"£9*5"

The BOOK of MEDIUMS
A Manual for Mediumship

ORDER TODAY FROM:

VENTURE BOOKSHOP
P.O. Box 249

Highland Park. IL 60035

SELECTING

INVESTMENTS
With <he aid of

•

A new approach to stock

market forecasting combines a

specific ESP factor with tradi-

tional fundamental and technical

methods.

... If RESULTS really matter

most to you as an uncommon in-

vestor seeking uncommon PROF-

ITS — write us today for the

complete details of this new and

unique monthly stock market ad-

visory letter.

•

ADVANCED ANALYSIS, Inc.

Commonwealth Bldg., Dept. IB

4140 Redwood Highway

Son Rafael. Calif. 94903

•

merit Advisers Act of 1940,1
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EXPLOSIVE GOOSE
EARLY LAST June Mrs. AI

Stewart of Sheridan, Calif.,

called the sheriff's office in near-

by Auburn to tell an unlikely

story. A wild gray goose she had

been feeding inexplicably ex-

ploded while flying about 50 feet

above the ground, she said.

Feathers and down were scat-

tered around and the body fell

onto a plowed field next to her

garden.

Investigating officer Norman
Karde drove out to Mrs. Stew-

art's home, examined the goose

and determined the bird had not

been shot. He theorized that per-

haps the goose had swallowed a

dynamite blasting cap and
somehow the substance was set

off. Newsmen were skeptical of

Karde's report but he remained
firm in his opinion that somehow
the goose actually had exploded

in midair.

00
ANCIENT AVIATION

A 2,000-YEAR OLD model glid-

er in the Cairo Museum may
be evidence that the ancient

Egyptians had rudimentary aero-

nautics, reports Michael French-

man in The London Times. Dr.

Khalil Messiha, 48, an erstwhile

fine arts student and engraver

and now a medical doctor en-

gaged in research into ancient

Egyptian science and technology,

Glowing Pools of Light . . .

Flawlessly Beautiful A

World's Largest A
CRYSTAL BALL-,

\ Selection

When yon look into the unfathomable depths of a flawless crystal ball,

what do you see? A point of light on which to meditate? Psychic images?
A dark nothingness? Or do you seek a self-hypnotic experience, a light
trance state, a transcendental insight?

P. W. H. MYERS, the famed psychic i

searcher, wrote:
"Few phenomena are more fantastic
than true crystal vision. Perhaps one
man or woman in 20 will experience
it. The viEion often begins with a
milky clouding of the ball, coming at
the beginning of a series of pic-

standing value i

Perfection Quality balls in 4-inch, 3-

inch and 2-inch sizes are now in stock for

immediate delivery from the Venture
Bookshop. Each ball is guaranteed free
of any flaw, bubble, mold mark or cloud-
iness — and each ball is the finest now
available anywhere at any price!
These Optical Acrylic Plexiglas crystal

balls are the result of years of searching
for a method of manufacturing flawless
balls, and we believe they are exactly
what is needed by the occult student.
Order the ball that best meets your
needs and begin your adventures in the
age-old science of Visualization today.

THE VENTURE BOOKSHOP
P.O. lex 249, Highland Park, III. 60035

This 3-inch ball at (18.95 Is suit-
able for almost all occult work

A and cannot be matched for qua-
lity at twice the price. Conical
stand included.

At (7.95 this 2-lnch ball with an
unusual spiral stand of crystal-

" clear Acrylic represents an ont-
for the new stu-

Each ball is exactly as shown in
these unretouched photos, and
comes complete with a sculpted
stand and authentic instructions.
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ASTROLOGICAL CALENDAR
THE ONLY ONE OF ITS KIND.

pianetatrg galendair

You need not know anything about

astrology to read the PLANETARY

CALENDAR. You can select the best

days at a glance, months ahead, to

start business, romance, travel, con-

struction, repair, buy, sell, etc.

Starting on the right day is winning

half the battle. Send $2.50 NOW.

PLANETARY CALENDAR
BOX 60, DEPT. F

ALVADORE, OREGON 97409
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HOW YOU CAN HAVE AN

ABRAXAS TALISMAN

Ic'sect *AEFAXAs"thc
C

Chief E

REVEALED

Vi IIiomtburg Publishing Cornpofiy

Ion 118-SK, Brooklyn, NY 11301

A Book o( Exciting Revelotlonil

EXCURSIONS TO THE SPIRIT WORLD
Thrill to the true story of f C^Sculthorjf s

tion^Goin* new Insight into the psychic
world from his detailed explanation 0* how

capabilities.
6
ORDER TODAY! Only M.SO.

Occult Glossary
by G. DE Pubucker

Clarifies the significance of terms

most frequently found in metaphysics.

Outlines the scope and principles

of genuine occultism.

iturdy paperback, J:.;o postpaid

Send for FREE descriptive catalog.

Publishers of Blavatsky's Ins Umieiled and

Tbe Srrr.-t Bocttmt, unabridged, paperback.

INSTANT SWIMMER
SEVEN-YEAR-OLD Douglas

Wood of Fort Worth, Tex.,

never learned to swim. But last

April while their mother, Mrs.

James Wood, was on the tele-

phone Douglas and his sister

Vicky went to play beside the

apartment house swimming pool.

Suddenly Douglas screamed that

four-year-old Vicky had fallen

into the pool. Mrs. Wood was
frantic because she could not

swim either. They could see the

girl on the bottom of the pool

through nine feet of water.

"Momma, I'll get her," the

boy said and jumped in before

his mother could stop him. Kick-

ing his legs like a frog young

Douglas swam to the bottom and

grabbed his sister's hand. They

both drifted to the surface and

Mrs. Wood hauled them out of

the pool.

"It was a miracle," she ex-

claimed. "The boy cannot swim

at all."
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SPOOKING THE BIRDS

rpHOMAS A. Johnson tells this

1 story in the September 16,

1972, New York Times. He had

been touring Nigeria to report

on the accomplishments of a

team of agricultural experts from

the United States Agency for

International Development who
had been teaching African farm

I SEE BY THE PAPERS

workers on state experimental

farms how to grow rice more

efficiently. They also had been

testing strains and crossing lo-

cally grown rice with the new
"miracle rice," IR-20.

In Oshogbo, Nigeria, Johnson

watched a flock of weaverbirds

swooping down toward 30 acres

of upland rice. Suddenly they

wheeled, gained altitude and flew

away. Robert A. Wesselman,

who heads the American team,

told Johnson, "It happens every

time I've watched. They just

don't come down."

Weaverbirds are the scourge

of Nigerian rice fields in the last

two weeks of the harvest. The
Nigerians believe the birds

aren't coming down because a

witch doctor put a magical spell

on the field. The native farm
workers drew up a contract with

the witch doctor to cover the cru-

cial last weeks before harvest-

ing.

Wesselman told Johnson that

the witch doctor's work was done
on a dark night and that he was
cautioned against touching the

rice and so breaking the spell.

So, in the midst of one of the

most scientific agricultural pro-

grams of the day, juju is keep-

ing the birds away. "I don't

know what happened to the

field," Wesselman says. "All I

know is that the birds don't come
down." — Curtis Fuller.
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Imperishable words of a great king and his powerful priest record

that codification of Zoroastrianism began in the Sasanian Period.

THE RELIGION which we in

the West call Zoroastrianism

has taken an even greater vari-

ety of forms down through the

centuries than has Buddhism,

believed to have been active on

the eastern edge of the Iranian

plateau. At first a priest of the

Aryan faith, Iran's ancient poly-

theistic nature worship, he later

By Donald N. WHber

which it rivals in age. Scholars

who have studied Zoroastrianism

for years point out gaps in their

knowledge which they despair of

filling— ever.

It all began with Zoroaster,

more correctly called Zara-

thustra. He may have lived in

the Sixth Century B.C., or he

may have lived earlier. He is

emerged in a new role, that of

self-proclaimed prophet of the

god Ahura Mazda. His teachings,

hymns, prayers and rituals are

preserved in the Avesta, so called

after the language in which they

were written, but the paradoxical

truth is that the earliest known
manuscript of the Avesta dates

from the 13th Century A.D.— at
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Portrait of priest Kartir next to one of his inscriptions is found at the sits called

Naqsh-i-Raiab. (Photo courtesy of the Smithsonian Institution. Freer Gallery of Art)

least 19 centuries later.

Scholars hesitate to summar-
ize Zarathustra's teachings in a

few words but I propose to try.

Ahura Mazda, the greatest of the

gods, god of light and truth and
good deeds, is eternally at war
with Ahriman, the god of dark-
ness and evil, and with his devs
(demons). Once aware of the
teachings of Zarathustra, among
them that fire and water are sa-

cred and may not be defiled, man
is free to choose between good
and evil.

The rulers and the people of

the Achaemenid empire, estab-

lished in 550 B.C., worshiped
Ahura Mazda before fire altars.

Their priests were the magi, an
hereditary priestly class among
the Medes who, with the Per-

sians, formed the backbone of

the empire. In the inscriptions of

this period Zarathustra's name
does not appear.

This vast empire ended in

flames when Alexander the

Great burned Parsa,* known to

the West as Persepolis, in 330

•See "Parsa: Seat oi the Achaemenid
Kings" by Donald N. Wilber. May 1972
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B.C. Iran then came within the

Seleucid kingdom established by

one of the generals of Alexander

the Great. It was overthrown by

the Parthians, an Iranian tribe,

whose hold over the region last-

ed for several centuries. The
Parthians continued to worship

Ahura Mazda at fire altars.

In their turn the Parthians

were defeated by Ardashir I who
founded the Sasanian empire in

222 A.D. The Sasanians also were

an Iranian tribe, long settled in

the area of Parsa, and their rul-

ers considered themselves the

On one rock-cut

relief at Naqsh-
i-Rustam, Shapur

I commemorates

r Valer

of

and
Philip, king t

Arabs. (Courtesy

Henfeld Archives,

Freer Gallery of

AH)

Minjitiiiwin ii" mm

A fire temple in northeastern Iran is viewed from a nearby masonry platform.

Ancient construction indicates open fires burned on these heights so that flames

were visible to citizens throughout empire. [Donald N. Wilber photo)

heirs of the Achaemenids, both

as legitimate rulers of Iran and
in the realm of religion. They
erected Are temples throughout

the land and fire altars were de-

picted on the coins of the kings.

Attempts were made to codify

the faith and its rituals became
somewhat better organized —
but again, the name Zarathustra

does not appear in inscriptions.

During this period the religion

was called Mazdaism.
Early in the Seventh Century

A.D. the Sasanian empire was

brought to an end by armies who
swept up from the Arabian pen-

insula carrying prophet Muham-
mad's message about the new
religion called Islam. In a rela-

tively short time most of the in-

habitants of the plateau were
converted to Islam.

Nevertheless, Mazdaism sur-

vived in Iran. The town of Yezd
remains a stronghold of the faith

to this day. But large numbers of

Sasanians emigrated to Karachi,

Bombay and Calcutta, where
they became known as Parsis,
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Typical fire temple has square chamber entered through four

arches and crowned by dome. Encircling corridor, now vanished,

kept fire from being seen by passersby. (Donald N. Wilber photo}

having come from Parsa (or Avesta while continuing the wor-

Pars, its later name). The inhab- ship of fire. (See "Paranormal

itants of these surviving colonies Foundations of Zoroastrianism"

properly may be called Zoroas- by Marcus Bach, November 1966

trians, since they rely on the Fate.)

In impressive Sasanian relief at Bishaour, Ahura Maida invests Varahran II with the

royal diadem. (Courtesy Herzfeld Archives, Freer Gallery of Art)
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MUCH OF the information
about the religion of the Sa-

sanians comes from the works of

early Arab historians who had
access to Sasanian writings

words of a king and priest.

The king is Shapur I, son of

Ardashir I, who ruled from 240 to

272 A.D. He was succeeded by a

son, Hormizd Ardashir, who ruled

wwm

Varahran II kills two lions. The second figure behind him is his queen and the third

weli may be Karfir, for above the scene Is one of Kartir's four inscriptions. (Cour-
tesy Herzfeld Archives, Freer Gallery of Art)

which now are lost. Fortunately
certain rock-cut inscriptions* have
survived and give firsthand infor-

mation about Mazdaism in the

•These lengthy, iiUor..
have been studied hy i

and described extensively ]

i;-.r.v.-;. We will conivni uui'selves
only with those passages which are per-
tinent to Mazdaism.

for less than a year, then by an-

other son, Varahran I (273 to 276

A.D.), who was followed by his

own son, Varahran II (276 to 293

A.D.).

The priest, Kartir, first active

under Ardashir I, became stead-

ily more influential during the
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reigns of the successive short-

lived rulers.

The tombs of the four Achae-

menid rulers were carved into

the face of a sheer cliff a few

miles from Parsa at a site called

Naqsh-i-Rustam. On the surfaces

below them are several rock-

carved scenes depicting rulers of

the Sasanian period. Some dis-

tance in front of this cliff stands a

stone masonry structure which

the Muslims called the Ka'ba-i-

Zardusht or Shrine of Zara-

thustra. Certainly it was erected

in Achaemenid times but its pur-

pose remains a mystery. We do

not know whether it was a place

of worship, a tomb or a store-

house for royal and religious

archives.

The base of the structure had
been buried for many centuries

when, in 1936, an expedition from

the Oriental Institute of the Uni-

versity of Chicago cleared away
the debris and found Shapur Ts

and Kartir's inscriptions.

Shapur I's inscription was cut

into the stone blocks in three lan-

guages: Middle Persian, Par-

thian and Greek. The following

excerpts are from the translation

of the Parthian text:

"I am the Mazda-worshiping

divinity Shapur, king of kings

of Aryans (Iranians) and non-

Aryans, who is of the stock of the

gods. . • ." (He then lists the

many lands of his empire and

describes in detail his successful

campaigns against Roman armies

in Mesopotamia, Armenia and

Syria.)

"And in view of the fact that

... by the help of the gods we
have attacked and taken so many
lands, therefore we too in land

upon land have established many
Varahran fires and have conferred

benefices upon many magi-men,

and have made great the gods'

worship. And here, also, by the

inscription we founded one fire,

Good Fame of Shapur by name,
for our memory and name pres-

ervation; one fire, Good Fame
of Atur-Anahit by name, for the

queen of queens, our daughter's

memory. . .
." (He also names

fires dedicated to three of his

sons.

)

"And that which to these fires

we have donated and as a cus-

tom have established, this also

upon the imperial budget is writ-

ten. And of those 1,000 yearling

lambs . . . which by us to these

fires are donated, we command
as follows: Let it be performed
for our memory, day by day, one

yearling lamb, bread and wine
. . .

." (The inscription then lists

by name many individuals —
kings, queens, nobles and court-

iers — to whom the remaining

lambs, along with bread and

wide were to be offered.) "May
he also, whoever shall be after
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us and shall have become fortu-

nate, in the gods' affairs be dili-

gent, in order that the gods may
be a help to him. . .

."

Since so few royal carved in-

scriptions of the Sasanian period

have survived, it is most re-

markable that jour inscriptions

in Middle Persian dictated by

the priest Kartir to his scribes

have come down to us— and

that he is mentioned in still an-

other inscription. It is even more
astonishing that his portrait,

carved in stone, also remains.

Kartir's inscription on the Ka'-

ba-i-Zardusht was carved during

the reign of Varahran H:

"And I, Kartir, the master

priest, having proven of good

service to the gods and Shapur,

king of kings, of good service

and disposition, my position did

(he) make in matters of divine

services at court and in kingdom
after kingdom, place after place,

throughout the whole empire, in

the priestly estate independent

and powerful. And by the com-

mand of Shapur . . . many di-

vine services in magnificence

and many Varahran fires were
established and many high

priests became happy and pros-

perous, and many fires and
priests were imperially installed.

And Ahura Mazda and the gods

attained great profit, while for

Ahriman and the demons great

insecurity ensued. And for these

many fires and services which
are in the writing* my position in

the following manner Shapur,

king of kings, to the heir appar-

ent a testamentary instruction

made: 'Your foundation (of reli-

gion) let this house (the Ka'ba-i-

Zardusht) become, and as you
may know, that for the gods and
us was well done, so let it be
done.' And in imperial docu-

ments and records, in those this

is so set down in writing: 'Kartir,

the teaching priest.' And then

Shapur, king of kings, to the de-

ities' throne passed on.

"And Hormizd, king of kings,

his son, rose over the empire.

And upon me . . . conferred

mitre and cincture . . . and for

me he created the title, 'Kartir,

Ahura Mazda's master magus,'

. . . and then (he) to the deities'

throne passed on.

"And Varahran (I), king of

kings . . . and brother of Hor-

mizd, rose over the empire. And
me Varahran, also, held in high

honor and dignity . . . and then:

Varahran, king of kings, to the

deities' throne passed on.

"And Varahran (II), king of

kings, son of Varahran (I), who
in the empire is devout and sin-

cere and faithful and well be-

haved and beneficent, rose over

•He refers to Hie inscription ol Shapur I
which is above his own.
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the empire. And by the grace of

Ahura Mazda and the gods and
for his own soul's sake my posi-

tion in the empire he made of

superior rank and dignity, and
he conferred upon me the rank
and dignity of the nobles . . .

and he made me for the whole
empire master magus and
judge, and he made me master
of ceremonies at the Stakhr fire

of Ardashir's Anahit and Anahit,

the Lady. And there was created

for me the title, 'Kartir, Varah-
ran's soul savior, Ahura Mazda's
master magus.'

"And in kingdom after king-

dom and place after place

throughout the whole empire the

services of Ahura Mazda and the

gods became superior . . . and the

gods and water and fire and
small cattle* in the empire at-

tained great satisfaction, while

Ahriman and the demons from
the empire departed . . . And
Jews, Bramins (Brahmins), Na-
soreans (?), Christians, Maktak
(?) and Zandiks (?) in the em-
pire became smitten. . . .

"And by me many fires and
magi in the empire of Iran were
made prosperous. And by me
also for the territory of non-Iran

fires and magi were estab-

lished. . . ." (He then gives the

sites of these fires outside Iran:

Antioch, Tarsus, Cilicia, Arme-
nia, Georgia, etc.)

•Cattle were venerated.

"And by me . . . the magi who
were correct within the empire
were made prominent and re-

vered, while heretical and un-

stable men (among the magi)
who did not observe orders,

these by me with corporal pun-
ishment were smitten, and by
me they were rebuked and made
of good odor. And by the provi-

sion of the gods and the king of

kings and by my efforts many
fires of Varahran were estab-

lished, and many kin marriages
were made. . . . And many had
those come to be who held the

doctrines of the demons, and
they by my efforts forsook those

doctrines of the demons and by
them the doctrines of the gods
were received."

The awkwardness of the trans-

lation of this inscription is not

the fault of the translator; it is

due to the imperfections of the

Middle Persian language. This

difficulty is even more pro-

nounced in the next inscription

we shall consider.

Not far from Naqsh-i-Rustam

is a cliff site known as Naqsh-i-

Rajab which bears carved
scenes showing two of the Sasa-

nian rulers. Below one of them is

another of Kartir's inscriptions

accompanied by his convention-

alized portrait. This one is less a

recital of his specific actions

than a summary of some of his
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basic religious beliefs as this

brief excerpt demonstrates:

"There is a heaven and there

is a hell. And whoever is a well-

doer, that one straight to heaven
shall go. And whoever is a sin-

ner, that one shall be cast down
to hell."

WHAT CONCLUSIONS may we
draw from these inscriptions?

While Shapur I worshiped the god

Ahura Mazda, we learn that he

himself, along with other mem-
bers of the dynasty, also were
gods. Another ruler of this line,

Shapur II, called himself "part-

ner of the stars, brother of the

sun and the moon." It may be

that the Sasanians saw the heav-

enly bodies as second in line of

descent from Ahura Mazda.
Shapur I lists a number of Va-

rahran fires established in lands

conquered by the Sasanians and
records fires of Good Fame es-

tablished at home, specifying

that each one should be supplied

with lambs, bread and wine.

Kartir writes that many Va-
rahran fires were established, as

well as many other fires. What is

the significance of these fires?

The fire temples founded by
the kings were imposing struc-

tures and several still survive.

Kartir, in writing about "many
fires," refers to the smaller fire

temples scattered in great num-

bers throughout tbe more fertile

fa-ming areas of the Sasanian
homeland as places of worship
for the ordinary people. The
ruins of scores of these still exist,

also. Each fire temple housed an
eternally-burning flame within a

square chamber which could be
entered through four arched

openings and which was crowned
by a dome. Masonry platforms

weie built on the heights above

m any of these temples and
scholars are certain open fires

were lighted on these heights

during religious festivals. Each
open fir« was visible from two
others so that the flames were
visible to citizens throughout the

empire

The inscriptions of Kartir con-

cern his life in the service of

Ahura Mazda — from his status

of simple priest to the most pow-
erful in the hierarchy. With good

reason lie was pleased with him-
self. Kartir records a number of

specific goals which be always
kepi in mind. First, he provided

the priests wno serviced the fires

established b\ the kings. Second,

he supervised the local fires in

Iran, giving the shrines prosper-

ity. Third, he worked long and
hard to establish the correct, or-

thodox form of Mazdaism. He
punished priests who deviated

from what hf considered correct

behavior, convincing them of

their errors. In so doing he un-
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del-mined the power of Ahriman
and his demons. His references

to heaven and hell indicate he

well may have codified the arti-

cles of Mazdaism. Fourth, he

was relentless in pursuit of the

followers of other religions and

of heresies within Mazdaism.
It is clear that the Sasanian

king-gods owed their thrones to

Ahura Mazda. Rock-cut reliefs

depict the investiture of several

of the kings, showing Ahura Maz-
da extending the royal diadem
with its floating ribbons.

But who were the lesser gods?
After Ahura Mazda the most
revered were Anahit, or Anahita,

and Mithra. They had enjoyed
high favor since Achaemenid
times; in an inscription of Ar-

taxerxes II at Parsa he appeals

to Ahura Mazda, Anahita and
Mithra.

Anahita was the goddess of

fertility and of water, which like

fire was a sacred element. She is

titled "the Lady" on Kartir's in-

scription on the Ka'ba-i-Zafdusht

and excavations at two sites in

Iran have disclosed what are be-

lieved to have been water tem-
ples dedicated to Anahita.

Mithra was the sun god and
from his worship sprang a cult

which was popular among the

Rom an soldiers in Syria.

It seems possible Kartir delib-

erately discouraged the worship

of Anahita and Mithra because it

was not until long after his death

that rock carvings were made
showing Anahita, rather than

Ahura Mazda, offering the royal

diadem to a king.

We know how Kartir dealt with

one challenge to orthodox Maz-

daism from sources other than

the inscriptions. During the reign

of Shapur I a prophet named
Mani found favor with the ruler.

Mani revealed a new universal

religion called Manichaeism
which was to include in its fold

all races and conditions of men.
Its complicated doctrines were
influenced by Iranian cults and

by Buddhism and Christianity.

In the reign of Varahran I, Kar-

tir accused Mani of heresy and
the great priest himself presided

at the trial in which Mani was
condemned to death.

The wording of Kartir's in-

scriptions shows clearly that he

was writing for the future. His

expectation was fulfilled 1900

years later when scholars read

his enlightening words on the re-

ligion of the Sasanians.

The inscriptions of Shapur I

and Kartir tell us the amorphous
character of the religion and rit-

uals of the Achaemenids was
clarified in Sasanian times. The
evolution of Zoroastrianism as

an organized religion — resem-
bling to some degree its modern
form — began in the Sasanian

period of Persian history.

and its

STARTLING AFTERMATH

The rickety old bridge and the white sign struck terror in our

hearts as we recalled the end of Frances" dream.

By Marion Boe

stores in Alabama and Louisiana

as well as Mississippi.

While several part-time help-

ers ran the store my excellent

clerk and neighbor, Frances

Ladner, accompanied me when I

made deliveries. Mrs. Ladner

was a woman of depth and abil-

ity and also a very psychic per-

son whose predictions I had

come to depend on.

One December morning in 1966

we had some deliveries to make
in Louisiana and when I picked

up Frances I noticed she seemed

upset. I found she was strangely

disturbed by a nightmare she

had had the night before. "It was

more like reality than a dream.

It was like a look into the

future," she said and proceeded

to relate her dream.

TN THE dream we had started

1 early on a bright cold winter

FROM 1963 to May 1969 I ran a

dry goods store in the town

of Lumberton in southern Mis-

sissippi. I carried a large stock of

shoes, clothing and other mer-

chandise. I had made an ex-

cellent deal with a factory in

nearby Hattiesburg to pick up

their discards about once a

month. These included beauti-

fully tailored pants, both slacks

and work clothing, and a fine

grade of men's pajamas. I pur-

chased them at a nominal price

and the merchandise was seldom

damaged beyond ripped seams

or broken zippers which were

easily repaired. Under the terms

of our contract I had to take

everything they had on hand

every time and often this ran

into hundreds of pairs of pants

and pajamas. But I soon found a

ready market for the excess

goods, wholesaling them to other
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morning and were headed south

and east into Alabama to deliver

an order for two very good cus-

tomers. We stopped just over the
Alabama line and left a load of

corduroys at the store of a regu-
lar customer. Our next stop was
about 20 miles farther on where
two elderly ladies who ran a small
store took the remaining mer-
chandise, some dress slacks and
pajamas.

Just before noon, the dream
continued, we decided to have
lunch and do a little shopping
before returning home. We cut
across a gravel road to get back
on the highway and noticed

above us a round silvery disc

that we took to be a flying

saucer. It rose slowly then sud-
denly disappeared. The after-

noon passed and an early winter
darkness fell swiftly. Suddenly
we seemed to be traveling on an
unfamiliar road. Red clay banks
hemmed us in as we frantically

searched for a familiar road sign

or anything that might tell us
where we were. Quite abruptly
we came to a high wooden
bridge which looked too old and
dilapidated to be safe. Some-
where far below we knew a wide
stream flowed. I hesitated to

drive across this bridge but
Frances urged me on. Once
safely across we rounded a
sharp curve and came upon a

white sign which pointed left

down a narrow dirt road. At the

corner on top of a hill stood an
old weatherbeaten house set well

back from the road. We hes-

itated a moment, then made a

left turn and now found our-

selves on a far worse road than

the one we just had left. We
came to another very narrow
bridge. Even in the darkness we
somehow knew there was no
water under it, just planks and
pieces of old wood and debris.

Suddenly two huge headlights

were bearing down on us. What
happened in the dream just then

was unclear but somehow I was
lying face down in the road and
Frances knew I was dead. She

screamed as some men from the

other vehicle dragged her away.
She woke up screaming.

"TX)R WEEKS the dream remain-
•T ed vivid in Frances' memory.
She was convinced we actually

were slated for this terrible ad-

venture and that her dream was
a warning. She steadfastly re-

fused to cross the state line into

the lower section of Alabama.
Some of my best customers were
there and the loss of business

hurt but Frances was adamant.
She would go anywhere in Missis-

sippi or Louisiana or upper Ala-

bama. Once after several months
we stopped at a store just above
Lucedale, Miss., close to the Ala-

bama line. As we got back into
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the car she gave me an odd look.

"You know," she said, "we are

very close to that awful place in

my dream. Let's get out of here

fast."

In the weeks that followed I

tried to point out there couldn't

be any danger. We always

traveled main roads, usually

reached home before dark and

could not possibly get lost on a

country road as we had in her

dream. But Frances was positive

the experience would become
reality if we ever ventured into

lower Alabama.
Many months passed and

gradually she talked less about

her nightmare until both of us

had all but forgotten it. Decem-

ber 1967 came and I was eagerly

looking forward to the birth of

my second grandchild near the

end of the month.

On December 9 we decided to

deliver another load of goods,

before the holiday rush began.

We took the road in Mississippi

that ran close to the Alabama
line because it had been so long

since we had traveled in that

direction.

As usual we started quite

early. The day was crisp with

the promise of bright clear

weather. Frances remarked that

the day somehow seemed "dif-

ferent" and I myself felt an un-

common sense of adventure. We
stopped at the store outside of

Lucedale, Miss., where we pre-

viously had sold so much mer-

chandise. The owner was glad to

get the nice corduroys and

chided us for not stopping by for

so long a time. We were left with

some sport slacks and pajamas.

"Let's go to that store on the

other side of the highway,"

suggested Frances. "The women
there sold the pajamas real well

and probably will take them and

the pants too."

We crossed the highway and

continued down the blacktop

road. By the time we reached the

other store neither of us had

given a thought to the fact that

we had crossed that "forbidden"

line into Alabama. The ladies

readily bought everything we
had on hand and it was still just

after 11:00 A.M.
"No use wasting a beautiful

day like this," I said. "Let's

have lunch and look around

some before going home."

Frances agreed. After all, the

day was lovely, the sun was high

in the sky and dark fears were

long buried. We headed for Cit-

ronelle, Ala., but had to cross a

dirt road to reach another main

highway. We passed several farm-

houses and fields lying dormant in

the winter sun. Suddenly I caught

a glint of metal over a nearby tree-

top. Hanging motionless as if sus-

pended by an invisible string was

a queerly-shaped silvery object. I
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pulled off the road and as I did so

wing-like structures slid out from
each side of the UFO and seemed
to fold up and over the machine.
Swiftly and silently it sped out of

sight.

At that moment a Negro boy
approached on foot and we asked
if he knew anything about the

object. He told us that it had
landed for the past several
nights in a nearby field and
"scared them all to death."

I've always regretted that we
didn't have a look around the
field where the UFO supposedly
landed but that would have in-

volved leaving the car and mak-
ing quite a hike in strange
country.

We proceeded to Citronelle,

lunched and shopped awhile. I

wanted to do some Christmas
shopping and look for a tree. As
we walked through a large shop-
ping center a strange sensation

came over me. I turned to

Frances and said, "What if I'm
not alive when Shirley's baby is

born? What if I never get to see
my new grandchild?"
She gave me an odd look and

asked why I said such a thing.

But I didn't know myself. I

simply had a feeling of disaster

hovering over me. I forced it

from my mind by deliberately

concentrating on other things.

We continued our shopping. I

picked out some ingredients for

holiday baking and located a
tree small enough to go into the
trunk. We didn't realize the
afternoon had passed until night

fell swiftly and silently.

In the near darkness we drove
out of town but we hadn't gone
far when we realized we had
taken the wrong road. We turned
around and at a grocery store

asked which road would take us
back to Lucedale, Miss.

"Go to the first red light and
turn right," the man said, "and
follow the blacktop road straight

out and it will lead you right onto
the highway to Lucedale."

Following his directions we
drove seven or eight miles and
still had not reached the road he
had mentioned. There was no
other traffic and after several
miles further the blacktop
abruptly came to an end. Ahead
of us was a crossroads, one road
leading straight ahead, one
right, one left, all of them
gravel. We sat a moment pon-
dering. We knew the road to the
left would lead to the coast so
that was out. The road straight

ahead looked seldom traveled

while the road to the right

probably was closer to the di-

rection we wanted to go. We
turned right onto what appeared
to be a wide straight road but we
had gone less than a mile when
it narrowed and became like a
washboard.
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"So now what do we do?" I

asked. But of course Frances

didn't know. We only could keep

going, hoping to come onto a

better road eventually. But it

grew worse, narrow and flanked

by red banks. Whether Frances

was remembering her dream I

don't know but it did not occur to

me until we reached the

bridge — rickety, high and for-

bidding. I stopped, not wanting to

cross, and suddenly remembered
the dream and its terrifying end.

Somewhere far below, water

rushed swiftly. In her dream I

had been reluctant to cross, now
I was absolutely petrified.

My thoughts were broken by

Frances' sharp command, "Go
on. Don't stop or turn back."

Moved to action I managed to

keep the car wheels on the nar-

row wooden planks and get

safely across. We drove on in

silence. Woods rose high around

us now and as we rounded a

curve our headlights picked up a

white sign pointing left toward a

narrow dirt road. I gasped and

slowed the car almost to a stop.

We stared speechless at a gray

dilapidated house on the hill, its

windows dimly lit. My mind still

refused to accept the dream-

come-true. The road ahead

looked considerably worse than

the road to the left, Frances

spoke, her voice scarcely a

whisper. "Whatever you do,

don't make that left turn. Go
ahead and hurry, please hurry.

We are in terrible danger."

Thoroughly frightened I sped

over the lonely bumpy road as if

the devil were pursuing us. We
must have traveled three or four

miles when I noticed a pair of

bright headlights in the rearview

mirror. I pushed the accelerator

to the floor but the other vehicle

was gaining on us.

"Look behind us," I said.

Frances turned but said nothing.

We drove on in petrified silence.

The other vehicle, traveling at

an enormous speed, was soon di-

rectly behind us. I suddenly

realized he was trying to force us

off the road. I gripped the wheel

tightly and refused to let the car

pass. We both realized we were

close to disaster.

Then miraculously we were

out on a wide blacktop road. On
the corner to our left was a

church with a bright yard light,

to our right were several houses.

We had the choice of continuing

straight ahead or taking a road

to the right. Whoever was behind

us hesitated, then pulled past us

and headed up the road ahead.

Our headlights showed us a large

man driving a blue pickup truck.

He glanced back as he drove

past and we glimpsed a dark

heavy face. We watched as he

went slowly on and disappeared

over a hill. A sign indicated that
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Mississippi was straight ahead
while the road to the right led

back in the direction we had
come. We waited about five

minutes before daring to go
ahead. Surely our tormentor was
far away by now, we thought as

we started up the highway to

Mississippi. But as we reached
the top of the hill I caught the

gleam of brake lights on the

shoulder of the road far ahead
— he was waiting for us! In

terror I backed up and took off

on the other road, not caring

where it went. We must have
raced 15 miles through desolate

country but at least the road was
smooth and straight. Finally we
came to a small grocery and gas

station where we stopped. The
old man in charge explained that

a right turn would take us back
to Citronelle and a left would

take us to the small town of State

Line, Miss., miles out of our way.

The most direct way home was
over the highway where the man
had been waiting for us. The old

man suggested we go back to

that highway and take the

chance that the man in the blue

pickup had tired of waiting for

us.

"This is mighty rough coun-

try," the old man remarked and
he dismayed us with the story of

three women traveling alone who
had been abducted, raped and
beaten a few weeks before. "I al-

ways keep a gun handy," he add-

ed. "This country is full of

thieves, bootleggers and rough-

necks. Not safe to travel even by
day anymore."
We decided to follow his advice

and retraced our path to the

highway. Fortunately our perse-

cutor was gone. On that long

stretch of highway back into

Mississippi there was not one

house where we could have
sought help but we reached

home safely, thankful that a

higher power had forewarned us

in Frances' dream.

AFTER I had recovered from
my harrowing experience, I

began to wonder what might

have happened if as in Frances'

dream we had turned down the

road marked with the white sign.

One day about six weeks after

the adventure I persuaded my
husband Algy to come with me to

the area where Frances and I had
gotten lost.

After some searching we lo-

cated the gravel road with the

high rickety bridge. It seemed as

eerie and depressing by day as it

had that night. Then we drove
around the curve beyond the

bridge and came upon the white

sign, both Algy and I were
gripped by a grim feeling and he
urged me to turn around and go
back. But after coming so far, I

insisted on satisfying my curios-
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ity and turned down the road to

the left. Soon the road narrowed
and as we came over a short hill

we were astonished to see below

us the narrow bridge of Frances'

dream, complete with debris and

wooden planks in the gully

underneath. There was no place

to turn around and we continued

down the road beyond the bridge

for another half mile. Abruptly it

ended at a large clearing in

which stood a big unpainted

house. Parked in the front were

several cars and the blue pickup

that had tried to force us off the

road that night.

Half hidden by bushes to the

left were several small buildings

surrounded by raised wooden

BALKY
SOMEHOW A dead nun got

her way early in 1972.

Sister Dympna Lunch of San
Antonio's Incarnate Word Col-

lege was a respecter of tradi-

tion, according to an Associated
Press report. In previous years

when a nun from the Texas or-

der died the casket was wheeled
from the convent chapel to the

nearby cemetery accompanied
by a solemn procession of sis-

ters. More recently, however,
the order has taken to using a

hearse for the short trip, a
change that Sister Dympna felt

vats. We also noticed corncobs

strewn about and suddenly

realized that we had come upon
an illegal whiskey-making oper-

ation. I doubt if ever before or

since I have equaled the speed

with which I turned the car

around and raced out of there,

nearly as terrified as I had been

that night.

The ending to this strange

story came several weeks later

when I picked up our paper and

on the front page read an ac-

count of a raid by federal agents

on one of the largest whiskey

stills in Alabama. The location

given in the paper corresponded

exactly with the scene of our

harrowing dream-come-true!

HEARSE
was lacking in respect.

Sister Dympna died recently

after several years of retire-

ment from teaching. After the

funeral mass in the chapel her
casket was carried out and plac-

ed in the waiting hearse for the

trip to the cemetery. But the

sleek shiny vehicle refused to

start no matter what the driver

did. The funeral director finally

gave up and had the casket

wheeled to the cemetery. He
claims there has been no pre-

vious trouble with that particu-

lar hearse.



THE REVIVAL of interest in

the occult and the super-

natural is a current example of

religious events that some see as

being of great cultural signifi-

cance and as reflecting social

conflicts. A wide variety of indi-

Our Occult Revival

The 014 4*4'the

Witch
PART ONE

What lies behind the surprising spread

of astrology, witchcraft and satanism

throughout our popular culture today?

By Marcello Traaai

cators shows that we are in the

midst of a widespread occult

boom. As Time magazine
(1968:42) noted: "A mystical re-

naissance is evident everywhere,
from television to department
stores." In late 1969 the Wail
Street Journal reported that

"myticism is becoming big busi-

ness. A New York bookstore

specializing in the occult says
sales have zoomed 100 percent in

the past three years." In 1968, 169

paperback books dealing with
occult topics were listed in Pa-
perbound Books in Print (June

1968) under the headings "Psy-
chology : Occult Sciences,"
"Parapsychology" and "Astrol-

ogy," and by October 1969

this figure had jumped
to 519 books. In 1969

364 hardback volumes
dealt with occultism
as compared with 261

volumes in 1968 and
198 volumes in 1967. A
final indicator of this

boom is the sales of

Ouij a boards. After

some 40 years of poor

sales two million
boards sold in 1967, out-

distancing that best sel-

ler, Monopoly.

The revival of oc-

cultism certainly repre-

sents an important part

of the current youth

culture. However, cer-

tain facts and assumptions indi-

cate that a broad spectrum of

persons is involved in this boom.
My own teaching experiences*

and the wide variety of maga-
zines now giving space to this

subject— from McCall's and

•In the fall of I960 I offered an evening
class for the Adult Education Center
on "Witchcraft, Black Magic and Mod-
ern Occultisms." The course drew 225
registrants from a wide spectrum of
age and background characteristics,
which. I l.liiiil;, [i.Mroii.iblv rep resented
the middle-class population (those able
to afford the course-fee).

Ladies' Home Journal to Play-

boy and Esquire — show that

many persons outside the youth

culture also are interested in the

occult. A 1969 survey of Fate
Magazine readers, which then

had about 94,000 monthly read-

ers,* showed that 88 percent of

them were over 34 years old and

37.9 percent were over 55 years

old. A 1963 Gallup Poll showed
that one in five persons reported

some sort of sudden or dramatic

"religious or mystic experi-

ence." The study further show-

ed no relationship between the

respondent's experience and his

level of education. It is safe to

assume that although they were
not sudden or dramatic a great

many other Americans have had
comparable religious experi-

ences. It also is likely that al-

though today's social scientists

have examined the subject only

superficially a vast reservoir of

magical and superstitious thought

exists in the American popu-

lation. These facts and assump-

tions plus the well-known con-

cern of the elderly about occult-

isms relating to healing and

survival of bodily death do indi-

cate that interest in the occult is

not unique with the young.

Despite the widespread inter-

est in occultism throughout the

population this current revival

does seem to be primarily a

youth phenomenon. The mass
media portray youth as ad-

herents of occultism. Occult

bookstores have emerged around

academic campuses. Many insti-
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I
approxl-

tutions in the nation, including

so-called Free-Universities, offer

numerous courses dealing with

occult topics. However, empiri-

cal research on the prevailing at-

titudes toward the occult among
youths is nearly nonexistent.

During the past three years

my own investigations of the na-

tional occult scene reveal further

distinct foci of interest which
sometimes intersect but basical-

ly are quite separate. Three
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major sources of data provided

the basis for interpretation of the

integrated pattern of existing

occult belief-systems: extensive

readings in the available litera-

ture, interviews with hundreds of

students and interviews or ex-

changed communications with nu-

merous major occult figures,

writers and publishers. The four

major areas of occult interest cur-

rently dominating the youth cul-

ture are (1) astrology, (2) witch-

craft-satanism, (3) parapsychol-

ogy and extrasensory perception,

(4) Eastern religious thought.

Classified as a "wastebasket vari-

ety," a fifth category encompass-

es a large number of esoteric

items of occult interest, including

among others, prophets (Edgar

Cayce, Nostradamus, etc.),

strange monsters (sea serpents,

snowmen, werewolves, vampires,

etc.), unidentified flying objects

and many others.* Because
interest in the fifth category

either has small scope and in-

fluence or is in an actual state of

decline** the interest in the four

major categories represents the

dominant factors or motifs cur-

rently in fashion. At times, these

•The variety of occult oflerlngs is Im-
mense. A Delphic Soi-ktty in L'alii'nrma

proposes the revival of the ancient
pantheon.
•"An Interesting decline of Interest in
unidentified flying objects would appear
to have followed the lunar landings and
the Condon report.

four interest-areas do intersect

for some believers. (For ex-

ample, some witches like Sybil

Leek also believe in astrology.)

This, however, is not necessarily

the case and indeed is relatively

uncommon.
Of the four major areas of oc-

cult interest the first — astrology

and witchcraft-satanism— are

most clearly dominant in the cur-

rent revival. Parapsychology does

not seem to be undergoing any
significant increase in popularity.

Although scientific interest in ESP
continues, a decline at least in the

United States seems to be occur-

ring in this area of occult interest;

J. B. Rhine's departure from Duke
University may have precipitated

this. Interest in Eastern religious

thought seemingly passed its

peak as a topic of mass interest

when interest in Zen Buddhism,

which the so-called "Beat-gener-

ation" writers of the 1950's made
popular, began to decline. Both
parapsychology and Eastern

religious thought act not as cen-

tral values in the youth occult

world but as bolsters or legiti-

matizing linkages to the broader

and more generally accepted

cultural areas of science and

religion.

One becomes receptive to an
analysis of witchcraft-satanism

with their generally unaccept-

able magical elements if two
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facts are remembered. First,

the current limits of scientific

understanding have been high-

lighted by the parapsychologists

conducting "respectable" labo-

ratory investigations. Second, in

the process of establishing their

own identity some proponents of

Western philosophical natural-

ism may have become rather

provincial in their own views to-

ward the older and more mys-
tical traditions of the East. I

propose to analyze these two

major areas of occult interest

which currently dominate the

scene.

CERTAIN existing indicators

of occult preferences clearly

reveal a predominant interest in

astrology. In 1969, 252 or 68 per-

cent of the 373 books printed on

occultism dealt with astrology.

In 1969, 33 or 40 articles dealing

with occultism covered the topic

of astrology. Paperbound books

on astrology increased from 35

jn 1968 to 102 in 1969. Even the

popular press has widely re-

ported the phenomena] growth of

interest in this ancient pseudo-

science; such interest has be-

come a marketing bonanza.

Twenty years ago only about 100

papers carried horoscope col-

umns; today 1200 of the 1750

daily newspapers regularly

carry such columns. Because of

their public endorsement of

astrology a wide variety of celeb-

rities, ranging from Hollywood

stars Marlene Dietrich, Robert

Cummings and Susan Hayward
to members of the political mi-

lieu like Ronald Reagan and
members of the intellectual com-
munity like Marshall McLuhan,
have added to its attractiveness.

The popular musical Hair with

its hit song Aquarius and its own
well-publicized company astrol-

ogist gave special impetus to

the movement. The Dell Publish-

ing Company alone had some 49

horoscope publications and sold

over 8,000,000 copies of its annual

astrological dopesheet in 1969.

About 10,000 full-time and 175,000

part-time astrologers in the Unit-

ed States serve some 40,000,000

persons in their American aud-

ience. One only has to look

around at the shops in any semi-

urban community to see astro-

logical recordings, calendars,

ashtrays, hairstyles, sweatshirts

and thousands of other items

linked to the zodiac. As one lead-

ing figure in the occult world,

Anton LaVey, who himself does

not endorse astrology, suc-

cinctly put it, "The stars may
affect no one but astrology af-

fects everyone."

How can we account for the

renewed popularity of this an-

cient and scientifically dis-

credited belief system?

No one familiar with the rules
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of scientific evidence or with the

history of astrology and astron-

omy over the centuries can ac-

cept the idea that it represents a

scientifically true explanation

and predictive framework for

understanding man and his ac-

tions. Some followers of astrol-

ogy claim acceptance of their

"science" for just this reason but

such rigid scientific justification

is rare among the practitioners.

Most astrology-believers place

credence in their system for rea-

sons, at least partly, beyond legit-

imate science. They say science

must catch up with their truth.

Thus we might look at the latent

functions of astrological beliefs

both from the standpoint of the

social system (group) in which

they exist and the needs of the

social actors involved in the sys-

tem." One must, however, recog-

nize that the involvements of

those "into" astrology are var-

ied. One can meaningfully speak

of at least three somewhat over-

simplified and "ideal typical"

•I am making a distinction between so-

ciological functions and social-psycho-
logical fund ions. \hui i». ui-l'.vecn rhi:

fulfillment of the needs of the solus:

system and thr lulllilnicnl "i me nutils

of the individual personalities within
that system. The two can and do exist

simultaneously. I argue, however, thai

..lepcndin;: upon the degree of involve-
ment of the astrology-believers IhG
functions pi aSfctotogjf wfH very on
these two levels. Instead of a detailed
e^plan.if.Lon of the functions of the cur-
rent astrological boom, only a partial
outline of ils functions ia given in this

article.

levels of involvement. Each level

manifests somewhat different

consequences for the actors.

At the first, most superficial

level of involvement we find the

occasional reader of the news-

paper and magazine astrology

columns. This person knows next

to nothing about the "mechan-

ics" of astrology. From my
interviews and preliminary ex-

plorations I found that most of

the middle-aged (over 35 years

old) population who follow astrol-

ogy fall into this category.

These astrology followers were

largely present before the astrol-

ogy revival of these past five

years. But the overwhelming

majority of astrology-believers

still fall into this first level. Be-

cause horoscopes do not nor-

mally take into account the sub-

ject's (client's) exact time and

place of birth the more advanced

in astrology perceive this level of

astrology-believers as highly su-

perficial. Even the noted news-

paper astrologer Sidney Omarr
was quoted as conceding that

"daily columns provide enter-

tainment rather than enlight-

ment."
Consideration of the latent func-

tions for the individual involved

at this first level must take into

account the following factors : (1)

the familiarity with astrology, its

ancient and pervasive character;

(2) the quasiscientitle character of
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astrology that makes it seem legit-

imate to those not scientifically

but personally concerned with the

present explorations of the heav-

ens; (3) the usually positive char-

acter of astrological advice that

makes it ego-boosting; (4) the

ego-directed attention of the ad-

vice; (5) the element of mystery

that makes the advice exciting

and entertaining; (6) the am-

biguity of the message that

makes it amenable to interpreta-

tion and difficult to falsify; and

(7) the self-fulfilling nature of

many astrological predictions—
a person who reads that he is in

good spirits becomes so, or a per-

son who reads that he should be

cautious acts so and then dis-

covers an event that justifies

his caution.

Some latent functions on the

group (social) level might in-

clude the following factors: (1)

tension-management of anxieties

within the social system; <2) ful-

fillment of economic goals that

the mass merchandising of an

astrology fad affords; (3) the

availability of a cognitive belief-

system that transcends science

and is "safe" from the sanctions

of or overt conflict with the major

religions. (This is true today but

was not always so.)

At the second level of involve-

ment with astrology we find

those persons who have some
knowledge of the "mechanics" of

astrology. These people usually

have their own personal horo-

scopes cast. They do this through

a variety of ways ranging from

personal visits with a consulting

astrologer to a computer anal-

ysis of their horoscopes. Unlike

those at the first level they have

some knowledge of the special

language and of astrological rea-

soning— they are able to speak

about other people astrological-

ly — but like those at the first

level they too seek advice and

predictions. I have observed that

the astrology believers in the

second level primarily represent

those of college age and this

level has had the greatest rela-

tive increase during the current

revival.

Some latent functions for the

individual involved at the second

level might include the follow-

ing: (1) all functions available to

those involved at the first level;

(2) the enhancement of the per-

sonal and the ego-gratifying

character of the involvement;

(3) an increased commitment to

astrology (the expense and

trouble of getting a personal

horoscope, the direct interper-

sonal relation with the astrologer

and a strong motivation to act

upon the bel ief-system ) ; (4) the

enhancement of the believer's

self-esteem among his friends

and colleagues. Because of its

special language astrology is an
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excellent topic of conversation;

because the believer can direct

the substance of astrology to

another's ego as well, he gains

great interpersonal merit in this

interactional process.

Some latent functions on the

group (societal) level might in-

clude the following factors: (1)

all functions available to those

involved in the first level ; (2) the

creation and maintenance of in-

group cohesiveness and out-group

exclusion by means of the spe-

cial language of astrology; (3)

the presence of a highly inter-

personally binding conversational

framework that often centers

around highly personal and
egocentric discourse. (Astrology

and psychoanalysis share this

and many other common fea-

tures.)

At the third level of involve-

ment with astrology we find

those persons who study the

literature of the field and usually

cast their own horoscopes. Until

recently this level was composed
of a small number of elderly

people; it now consists of many
youthful advocates. However,

persons this deeply involved in

astrology are still comparatively

few. For example, the approx-

imately 30,000 students at the

University of Michigan have
enough interest in astrology

to support an occult-astrology

bookstore, yet only about 20 such

serious adherents are reportedly

on that campus. Unlike those at

the first two levels of involve-

ment, the astrology-believers at

the third level are not primarily

concerned with advice or predic-

tion. For them astrology repre-

sents a highly complex and
symbolically deep conceptual

scaffolding which offers them a

meaningful view of their uni-

verse and gives them an under-

standing of their place in it.

They use astrology as a means
of establishing their identity.

They usually acknowledge the

great difficulties in establishing

any predictive statements from
astrology. To them astrology

represents a world view far more
reminiscent of religion than of

science. In fact, they may speak

of their belief-system not as a

science like physics or astron-

omy but as an art or as one of

the "occult sciences."

The latent functions for the in-

dividual involved at the third

level well may include many of

the features found at the first two
rather superficial levels of in-

volvement. The major latent

function, however, is that the

adept astrologer obtains an ideo-

logical integration of his self

with his perception of the uni-

verse. Of course, other benefits

may occur. He may, for exam-
ple, become a leader in his astrol-

ogy-oriented circle of friends. He
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even may become a professional

astrologer and earn his living

from his involvement; for the

social actor, however, the cen-

tral function is that the astro-

logical belief-system operates as

a grand conceptual-philosophical

scheme. (Because the actor is

aware of the consequences of his

belief in astrology this central

function may now become mani-

fest, not latent.)

On the group (societal) level

this intensity of involvement

may act as a "sacred canopy"

for the social group. Composed
of only a few thousand astrology-

believers, this level of involve-

ment clearly depicts the astro-

logical belief-system as a social

reaction against the normless-

ness of modern life. At this level

of involvement we see the search

for identity and for new sacred

elements. We should remember,
however, they represent a very

smaU minority of those involved

in the massive revival of interest

in astrology. I would argue in

fact that the vast majority of

those involved with astrology at

the first two levels take a highly

irreverent, almost playful atti-

tude toward it. To most of them
astrology is fun; it is a non-

serious, leisure-time element of

popular culture, not a serious

spiritual searching for karmic

meaning.
(To be concluded next month.)

flitcd ficm "Tho Otd.it Rev
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CHICAGO SEER Joseph De-

Louise gave a mixed fore-

cast for American business in

the Chicago-Sun-Times late last

year. For 1972 he foresaw a

favorable financial climate with
the Dow-Jones index reaching
1000. But following the reelection

of President Nixon there will be
a severe depression lasting

through 1976, with some 15 mil-

lion Americans unemployed.
Gold will double in price within
a year, he said. Best fields for

investors, DeLouise says, are

BOOM, THEN BUST
surveillance and police-type de-

tection devices, computers and
the mobile home industry. He
also saw the Hollywood film in-

dustry reviving although moved
to Arizona and Colorado.
Other DeLouise predictions

concern a political upheaval in

the Philippines within the next
three years leading to United
States intervention, the election

of Ted Kennedy as president in

1976, and the establishment of

Russian earth-orbiting space

stations.



WILL-0 '-THE-WISP
Sounds Fire Alarm

A dancing point of light led Earl to the smell of smoke and

a shrouded blade figure without a face.

W7TIILE ENGAGED in a week-

W long fight against a forest

fire threatening the town of

Entiat, Wash., in August 1970 I

became friends with a fellow fire

fighter, Earl Ponder. In a

moment of respite from our

struggle Earl told me of his pre-

vious encounter with danger

from fire and the curious fashion

by which he escaped.

In June of 1956 Earl and his

wife were living on the third

floor of an ancient apartment

building on South Second Street

in Ashland, Ore. Although

usually a sound sleeper, one

night Earl unaccountably waked

in the middle of the night.

Puzzled, he sat up and listened

for any sounds that might have

disturbed him but there was only

silence. As he settled back pre-

paring to return to sleep he no-

ticed a point of light on the

papered wall opposite his bed.

Was it some reflection of a light

from outside his open window?

No, it seemed to be moving,

slowly at first. Gradually it be-

gan to flutter around the room,

By Ski it Deuel

reminding Earl of a firefly.

Briefly it came to rest on the

floor near the bed but as Earl

tried to get a closer look, it

vanished through the door to the

hall.

Intrigued by this phenomenon

Earl rose and followed it. Out in

the hallway there was no sign of

the elusive point of light. Instead

there was a barely discernible

smell of smoke although none

was visible in the dim light shed

by a bare bulb in the hall ceiling.

In the antiquated frame building

the possibility of a fire was a

serious matter.

Earl hurriedly donned his bath-

robe and slippers and descended

the stairs to the floor below. But

the smell of smoke was weaker

there and he returned to the

third floor to continue his search.

Clearly the smell was not coming

from either room of his small flat

but it now seemed stronger in

the hall. He decided he had bet-

ter enlist the help of his next-

door neighbor Fred in the search.

Earl's knocks finally aroused

Fred who came to the door

tTzLcJT'tl $ b"*^*«£STl^oW^tet*W looking man

* K. teed, ai.f

squinting at the light and yawn-

ing. But the aroma of smoke
quickly alarmed him. It was
midnight and the two men moved
quietly along the hall, one in

either direction, sniffing at each

apartment door for a telltale

odor. As Earl passed the stairs

leading to the roof he suddenly

froze in his tracks. There at the

top of the stairs was the figure of

a man shrouded in a black hood

and cape as though waiting for

him on the upper landing. A chill

ran through Earl as he stared in

disbelief— in place of a face the

shrouded figure had a dead white

featureless oval!

Earl turned to yell to Fred and
when he looked back up the

stairs the ominous figure was
gone. He raced up the stairs two

and three in a bound. The door to

the roof was padlocked and the

window to his left was locked.

There was nowhere for anyone

to have gone! But then the

stench of burning rags assaulted
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his nose from the direction of the

window. He unlocked it and tore

it open. A thin column of smoke
was rising from just below the

window sill. Fred by then had
joined him and saw it too.

Neither man wasted time with

words. Both bounded down the

stairs to wake their families and

the other occupants of the build-

ing. Someone phoned the Are de-

partment as the sleepy residents

hurried down the stairs and out

of the building. The firemen ar-

rived and soon extinguished the

smoldering fire. After only about

10 minutes of shivering in the

midnight cold the tenants were

told it was safe to go back to

their flats.

An arsonist had been at work

in the neighborhood during the

past few months but this time he

apparently had been thwarted.

He had climbed to that roof win-

dow from the outside, stuffed a

box of wooden matches into the

wall through a crack beneath

the sill, tamped in strips of oily

rags and finally added some
smoldering rag strips thus giv-

ing himself time to escape be-

fore the matches spread the

blaze beyond control. The fire-

man had caught the fire just be-

fore the matches flared.

Earl's unusual experience with

the dancing point of light—
an etheric firebug — probably

saved many persons from dying

at the hands of a pyromaniac —
a real firebug.

HIDDEN BULLET DISCLOSED
WHEN BERLIN postman Hans

Fassbender, 53, complained
to his doctor of a backache. The
doctor ordered an X-ray. "There
is nothing wrong with your

back," the doctor declared. "It

is your right leg you need to

worry about"
The X-ray disclosed that Fass-

bender has a bullet lodged in

his right thigh and the former
soldier concluded it has been
there for 27 years. On January
16, 1945, Fassbender was serving

with the German 69th Infantry

Division in East Prussia in re-

treat from the Russian army.
"We were under heavy bom-

bardment." he recalled. "Sud-
denly I felt a sharp pain in my
leg. The company doctor had
many more seriously injured

men to attend and simply stuck

a plaster on my thigh. We were
so busy fighting for our lives

that soon I completely forgot

about the injury."

Now Hans has put in a claim

for a pension because of his war
wound.

yflfaay ^ytrmeHcw
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MAGNETIC SUMMONS
By B. Robert Ross

IN DECEMBER 1952 I was eat-

ing my lunch in my apart-

ment in the lower city (Ha-

Namal) of Haifa, Israel. Sud-

denly I felt an inexplicable urge

to drop everything and hurry up
the hill to the Haifa Technion
where I was teaching engineer-

ing, to correct some item for the

next day's experiment in the

electrical laboratory. The feeling

was as intense as if it were a

matter of life or death.

I hurried out of my apartment
and almost ran up the mountain
toward the school. The distance

was about a mile and a half and
500 feet by way of the stairs up
the mountain. At the corner of

Herzl and Balfour Streets just

below the school I met my
friend Dr. Felix Bergman, Pro-

fessor of Pharmacology at He-

brew University and the man who
had persuaded me to come to

Israel about two years before.

My feeling of urgency evaporat-

ed upon meeting Dr. Bergman

and we chatted for about 15

minutes while he waited for a

friend who was to meet him
there. Then I went on to the

school to correct the experiment.

About three months later while

eating lunch in my apartment
I again felt this same strong

urge to go up to the school.

It was not as compelling as

the first time but I was more
willing to follow it this time. As
on the previous occasion I dashed
out of my home and ran up the

stairs (madrigot) to the middle

city (Hadar). At the same corner
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of Herzl and Balfour I again met
Dr. Bergman.
Eventually I left Israel to re-

turn to my home in New York.

Several years after my return I

learned that Dr. Bergman was
visiting New York to do medical

research at Columbia Medical

Center. I went to visit him in his

laboratory where we chatted

surrounded by his experimental

apparatus. As we discussed his

research he remarked that he

had to take special precautions

when operating an oscilloscope

as the beam moved in peculiar

ways in his presence, a problem

that did not exist for his col-

leagues. He attributed it to some
personal magnetism. I concluded

that Dr. Bergman is a natural

transmitter of great power and

that he casually had directed

this toward me on the two oc-

casions I went hastening up the

Haifa stairs. Apparently I must
be moderately sensitive as a re-

ceiver to have responded so em-

phatically to his idle thought of

me. — Cedarhurst, N.Y.

MY KITCHEN VISION
By Bobby-Jean Cilsdorf

IN MARCH 1957 we recently

had moved into our home in

Van Nuys, Calif. One chilly win-

ter day I filled the kitchen sink

with hot water and immersed my
arms up to the elbows — a trick I

always use when I feel chilled.

While I stood soaking my cold

hands and staring out the win-

dow at our neighbor's house on

the east, my children, Larry and

Linda, were playing Monopoly at

the kitchen table. Suddenly ev-

erything became strangely

quiet; the children's chatter

seemed to fade away. While gaz-

ing at my neighbor's front door I

had a vision of a woman running

out of the door carrying a limp

child and screaming, "Help me,

Bobby! Help me!" I pulled my
arms from the water and mum-
bled, "That's awful."

The kids looked up and asked,

"What's awful, Mother?"
"I just experienced the funniest

thing," I said. "Boy, have I got

an active imagination. I thought

I saw the woman next door run

out of her house carrying a baby
and screaming for help. She even

called me by name."
"How could that be?" Larry-

asked. "You haven't even met
the people next door." I agreed

that I must have been "seeing

things" and quickly forgot the

vision.

A few days later my neighbor,

Bea Mason, introduced herself

and told me she had two chil-

dren, one just an infant. Even
this didn't remind me of the vi-

sion until exactly one week later

when once again I stood at the

kitchen sink washing dishes.

Suddenly Bea came rushing out
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her front door carrying her

baby. She screamed, "Help me,

Bobby! Help me!" I stood

dumbfounded, wondering if this

could be real. Linda yelled, "Do
something, Mother!

"

I ran out my back door and

over to Bea's house. Little Gloria

was having a convulsion.

"What'll I do?" Bea screamed,

nearly hysterical.

"Turn her over on her stom-

ach!" was all I could think of.

Then I remembered the resusci-

tator squad and said, "Quick!

Call the Fire Department." Bea

handed me the baby and ran into

her house. I wasn't far behind.

As she tried to dial the phone,

she suddenly stopped, trembling

and pale, and announced, "I'm

going to faint."

At that point I began using

very severe language hoping to

shock her and prevent her

fainting. "You dumb idiot," I

cried. "Can't even dial a tele-

phone. Here, stupid, you take the

baby and I'll dial!"

Bea's face flushed a healthy

pink as I handed Gloria to her —
and she didn't pass out. After

the Fire Department had left

and Gloria was all right, I apolo-

gized for my rudeness and ex-

plained why I had spoken so

harshly.

As I entered my kitchen again

the children reminded me of my
vision of the week before.

"You're real weird, Mom," said

one of the kids, "real weird." —
Long Beach, Calif.

YIP'S CANINE TELEPATHY
By Kitty Kaufman

MANY TIMES I have the feel-

ing that Yip, my "almost fox

terrier," tells me things simply

by fastening her eyes on me until

I get the message. Once when
her lovable but not-so-smart son

Buddy was locked in the back

room Yip relayed this fact to

me by projecting her canine

thoughts across the room. Buddy
hadn't let out a peep, just sat

staring at the door hoping I

would let him out.

Yip

When Yip transmitted her

thoughts in late October 1971 I

picked them up while I was sev-

eral miles from home aboard a

Philadelphia trolley going north

on 11th Street. Although I had

been loath to leave eight-year-

old Yip and her latest litter of

puppies that day I had business

to attend to downtown. Before I

left I had checked Yip and her
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little ones where they were bed-

ded down under the dining room
buffet. I checked her bedding

and the food and water just be-

fore leaving. The puppies were

at a wriggly stage where they

could inch themselves around

but they preferred staying close

to the milk bar. I felt they would

be all right until I returned.

My errand accomplished, I

was on the trolley bound for

home and about the time the

trolley reached Spring Garden
Street I became uneasy. I could

hear the word "strangling" and I

had a mental picture of the pup
I called Patches gasping for air.

The trolley made good time but

getting home seemed to take for-

ever. I had to transfer to a bus at

Hunting Park and fortunately

got one quickly. I was a bundle

of nerves by the time I reached

home.
As I put the key in the door I

heard Yip's frantic barking. As
soon as I had entered she threw
herself on me and almost im-

plored me to follow her. From
the dining room I heard the

hoarse crying of a puppy. Fat

little black-and-white Patches

had inched himself over to the

leg of the buffet and his head

was caught between the leg and

the wall. I don't understand how
he could have gotten his head

into such tight quarters but I

pushed the buffet out enough to

free the little puppy. I shudder to

think what could have happened

if more time had elapsed.

Yip calmed down when she

saw her puppy would be all

right. It is uncanny how her

thoughts reached me when I was
so far from home. — Philadel-

phia, Pa.

THE SCENT OF ROSES
By Irene Parker

IN MAY 1935 I had my first

psychic experience. One chilly

moonless night my friend Mary
Marcinkus and I were returning

from a movie. As we entered

her house I smelled a strong

scent of roses. I asked Mary
where they had gotten roses —
but she pointed out that there

were no roses in the house. I

remember shivering a little and

thinking it smelled like a funeral

parlor.

The next day Mary came run-

ning over, obviously disturbed.

"Mother is sick," she said. "We
must take her to the hospital!"

Mrs. Marcinkus was rushed to

the hospital and died there after

about two weeks.

I had forgotten this incident six

years later when, on my way
home from bowling, I encoun-

tered old man Dante Magnanelly

who lived around the corner with

his daughter Flora. Again I inex-

plicably smelled roses although

none were in sight. Later that
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week I was startled to learn of

Mr. Magnanelly 's death.

When World War II broke out I

went to Washington, D.C., to

work as a typist for the Manpow-
er Commission. In December
1942 the office staff was having

a pre-Christmas party. As I

walked into the typing-pool sec-

tion I smelled a strong scent of

roses. But there were no roses

anywhere about. Three weeks

later one of the steno bosses was

killed in an auto accident on the

freeway.

After this third experience I

finally realized why I dislike the

smell of roses. Every time I

smell roses somebody dies. —
Kenosha, Wis.

A NIGHT FOR THE BASEMENT
By Alice Mulvay

DURING THE London Blitz I

shared a home on Wimpole
Street with my friend Daisy Mar-

tin. In May 1941 after an unusu-

ally quiet evening the air raid

sirens sounded just as we were

on our way upstairs to bed. At

the same time I seemed to hear

a voice saying, "Don't sleep up-

stairs tonight." I stopped short

and said to Daisy, "I think I will

make up a bed in the basement

tonight."

"When we have slept upstairs

all through the war, why do you

want to sleep in the basement

tonight?" asked Daisy.

I could give no logical answer

but I seemed unable to climb

upstairs. I turned and headed

for the basement — followed by
Daisy, who did not want to sleep

upstairs alone.

Three hours later we awak-

ened to the scream of a bomb
and a thundering crash as bricks

and masonry and glass began to

fall. Not until daylight came did

Alice Mulvey

we venture upstairs to see what

damage had been done. The

house immediately opposite ours

had received a direct hit and the

bedroom in which we usually

slept took the full blast of the

explosion. Glass from the win-

dows had shredded the bed-

clothes; plaster from the ceiling

lay in huge chunks and the walls

were pitted with holes. We could

not possibly have escaped alive

if we had been sleeping in that

room. — London, Ont., Canada.
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FIREBALL OMEN
By Harrison McGea

ABOUT 10:30 P.M. on Sunday,

February 28, 1950, I stepped

outside my house in Bucktown,

N.Y., for a breath of air. Glanc-

ing over at the house of my
brother-in-law, Ernest Snider,

across the road, I was surprised

to see a ball of fire about the size

of a bowling ball glowing bright-

ly at Ernest's door. As I watch-

ed, the fireball moved to the elm

tree beside his house and then to

the back window where Ernest

was sleeping. It repeated this

pattern— from the door to the

elm tree to his bedroom window
and back to the door.

I stepped inside my house and

called my wife Helen to come
and watch the fireball. I wanted

to tell Ernest and my sister Hel-

ena about the strange sight but

ANCIENT TEXT
A RELIGIOUS text in Aramaic

found at an archaeological

site in Jordan in 1967 raises ques-

tions about the accuracy of

some Old Testament passages,

according to the Jordanian De-
partment of Antiquities. The find

comes from a temple waD at

Tell Dier Alia in the Jordan
Valley and dates from the Sev-
enth Century B. C.

Dutch archaeologist Dr. H. J.

Franker!, who supervised the ex-

cavation of the site, states that

the text confirmed the archaeo-

my wife cautioned me not to. She

was afraid they would become
upset. The next morning I went

over to their house intending to

tell them about it only to find

that Ernest had left. I asked my
sister where her husband had

gone and she said they had ar-

gued. When Ernest had asked for

a good-bye kiss she had refused.

He replied, "I will never ask you

for a kiss again," and left. I

decided not to mention the fire-

ball as she seemed quite upset

already.

That afternoon about 4:30

troopers came to their house and

told Helena that Ernest had been

killed in an auto accident. About

4:00 P.M. his car had smashed
directly into an elm tree beside

Sprague's tavern in Roosevel-

town, N.Y. He was killed in-

stantly. — Massena, N.Y.

DISPUTES BIBLE
logical interpretation of Tell

Dier Alia; it was an ancient
Jordanian sanctuary completely
independent of ancient Hebrew
culture and religion at a time

when Biblical accounts portray

the Judean Kingdom as domi-
nant over the entire area. He
speculates that much o£ the Old
Testament account of the

Israelite conquest of Palestine

was rewritten some 400 to 500

years later to portray the
Israelites as mare successful

than they actually were.

How We Might Reverse

The Decline of

PARAPSYCHOLOGY
Researcher bemoans the lack of first-rate mediums today

and suggests what you can do to correct the situation.

TT NOW must be apparent to

X everyone interested in para-

psychology that the entire field is

suffering such a tremendous de-

cline that it is nearly impossible

to find any form of psi phenome-

na worth studying. This general

decline affects not only mental

mediumship such as automatic

writing and trance, which usual-

ly takes the form of spirit com-

munications, but also to a far

greater degree physical medi-

umship. Phenomena in both cat-

egories are so rare at the present

time that for all practical pur-

pose they are nonexistent. The

situation from the parapsycholo-

gists' point of view is deplorable.

The few genuine mental medi-

ums today are at their best a far

cry from the great psychics of

past years. In previous times

they scarcely would have been

noticed. Their phenomena are

usually so marginal it is not

practical to attempt their study.

Our best contemporary mediums

By Raymond Baylcss

are lucky indeed even to supply

some evidence of paranormali-

ty!

Happily there are a few excep-

tions to brighten the dismal para-

psychological panorama. Dr.

Konstantin Raudive has suc-

ceeded in duplicating Jurgen-

sen's voice effects and has pro-

duced similar faint paranormal

voices which have been studied

by such researchers as Prof.

Hans Bender of Germany. These

voices, significantly, are cast in

an obvious spiritistic mold,

claiming to be the dead and fre-

quently giving their names. In

view of the present parapsychol-

ogical climate their importance

cannot be overstated.

Mr. Attila von Szalay, a non-

professional medium and a per-

sonal friend of mine, also pro-

duces a paranormal voice which

has been recorded on tape. I

have myself witnessed many of

his spontaneous and experimen-

tal effects. These voices are faint

75
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but this does not affect their im-
portance.

The controversial photograph-

ic effects produced by Ted Serios

also have presented major phe-

nomena, judged by any stan-

dard.

But with these exceptions and
perhaps a few others the psychic

horizon is devoid of phenomena
for systematic investigation.

Psychic science, or parapsychol-

ogy if you prefer, is in desperate

straits.

It might be argued that labora-

tory ESP research, the quantita-

tive statistical approach, has
filled the gap and is forging

ahead. Unfortunately, however,
quantitative studies in reality

have proved so marginal — ex-

cept from a statistical stand-

point — that many parapsychol-
ogists today are openly disillu-

sioned or secretly of the opinion

that this general approach has

proved a failure.

Contrary to earlier hopes the

experimental approach has not

yielded any method for produc-

ing psychic phenomena upon de-

mand other than that inferred- by
a statistical deviation from
chance. It is true that a few
principles have been uncovered
but compared to the phenomena
of the past (raps, telekinetic

effects, Ievitation of objects,

lights, etc.) and the rules which
were discovered to govern their

production and behavior these

seem slight.

Dr. Raynor Johnson, the emi-
nent Australian physicist, in his

book Psychical Research point-

edly observes, "When we were
considering ESP we remarked
that the card experiments re-

vealed only the faculty on the

fringe of its development, not in

its fuller manifestations as some
of the spontaneous cases re-

vealed it." He believes these

same observations can be ap-

plied to the study of psychokine-

sis through the throwing of dice

as contrasted with the more
complex forms of physical medi-
umship.

Even more pointedly Dr. John-

son wrote regarding such experi-

mentation ".
. . the phenomena

being so investigated are those

on the fringe of normality; they
have none of the emotional asso-

ciations and dramatic under-

tones of many spontaneous phe-

nomena. To name a card as a

'circle' rather than as a 'square'

is not a very stirring disclos-

ure — and it may well be that

careful study of paranormal
phenomena in their full flowering

. . . will reveal much that cannot
be found in experimental work."

In the recent volume Parapsy-
chology Today (edited by J. B.

Rhine) the question is asked of

a panel of parapsychologists

:

"Does parapsychology seem
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promising enough to encourage a

fledgling psychologist to involve

himself in research?" (Why only

a psychologist? Why not a physi-

cist, a chemist, etc.?) One an-

swer was, "He should be warned
. . . that careful research on

parapsychology will almost sure-

ly net negative results." Incredi-

ble!

Without a great deal of effort

remarks can be culled from the

writings ot parapsychologists

which reflect, I believe, a vast

underswell of discouragement

and disillusionment in the ranks.

I am convinced that many re-

searchers actually have serious

doubts that quantitative ESP
phenomena really represent

psychic phenomena. For exam-
ple, I know one noted parapsy-

chologist who would joyfully

drop the ESP testing being done

presently in order to witness and

study mediumistic phenomena.
And this eagerness to observe

real physical effects is not con-

fined to this one researcher!

Indeed, the "phenomena"
studied by inference in the lab-

oratories are so far removed
from mediumistic phenomena
that it can be argued that the

laboratory manifestations really

are not psychic phenomena at

all. Certainly they bear little re-

semblance to them. As a conse-

quence pronouncements by para-

psychologists regarding the

scope of telepathy, precognition,

psychokinesis, etc., and their re-

lationship to the survival ques-

tion are seriously limited by lack

of experience and real knowl-

edge and cannot be taken too

seriously.

In anticipation of outraged

cries that I do not understand the

statistical quantitative approach

and the goal of contemporary

parapsychology, I reply— non-

sense! I am quite aware of the

value of certain phases of pres-

ent-day research but I emphat-
ically deplore the fall of much of

psychic research into triviality

and utter sterility and, above all,

the obvious guilt of many para-

psychologists in ignoring and

even subverting research into

the major phenomena of psy-

chism. This ridiculous and un-

scientific attitude must be

changed if parapsychology is to

recover its lost gains and luster.

What can be considered the

golden age of mediumship began
some years before the founding

of the British College of Psychic

Science by J, Hewat McKenzie in

1920 and began to tarnish in the

mid- and late 1930's. Naturally,

many mediums began their ac-

tive careers before this time but

in general more genuine psy-

chism existed during this period

than during any other time.

The remarkable Moore sisters,

Mrs. Gladys Osborne Leonard,
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Eileen Garrett, Mrs. Etta Mason,''

Evan J. Powell, Arthur Ford,

Estelle Roberts, the fascinating

continental mediums such as the

Schneider brothers, and Franek

Kluski, the interesting medium-
ship of the Valiantine circle

(which included George Valian-

tine, H. Dennis Bradley, Lord

Charles Hope and the Marquis

Carlo Centurione Scotto) and the

Glasgow trance medium John

Sloan — all were active during

this period.

It is true that certain of these

psychics were at one time or

another considered highly con-

troversial. The career of George

Valiantine was marred by fraud,

although I believe from the

available evidence that he also

was quite capable of genuine

phenomena. The Schneider

brothers likewise both were in-

volved in incidents which did not

enhance their reputations. De-

spite such occasional lapses all

these mediums, in my opinion,

were able to produce splendid

provable phenomena as a seri-

ous study of their records will

convince all experienced inves-

tigators who retain an open

mind. However, mere familiarity

with published material is fre-

quently a poor substitute for ac-

tual experience with psychic

manifestations, physical phe-

nomena in particular.

The last few years have seen

"the loss of the last of the great

mediums. Mrs. Osborne Leonard

has passed away. Geraldine

Cummins is no longer with us.

Estelle Roberts, Eileen Garrett

and Arthur Ford have died and

the last great "voice" medium,
John Sloan, died in 1951. Unfor-

tunately no one has come on the

mediumistic scene to replace

these remarkable and valuable

people.

Researchers wonder why this

deplorable situation has come
about.

One very good reason occurs

to me immediately. Due to pre-

vailing materialistic influences

and the generally fast tempo of

life today people no longer un-

dertake the necessary program

of development vital to medium-
ship. The old traditional "home
circle" of orthodox Spiritualism

is a thing of the past. It was and

is a splendid avenue for the de-

velopment of psychic abilities

but today few even know the

correct procedures to follow.

Consequently medium ship is a

dying art. Even if it is true that

no extraordinary psychics are

being born today the "home cir-

cle" method could help fill the

gap. Phenomena including phys-

ical evidence can be produced

again and a new age of medium-
ship can take place.

In England Mr. K. J. Batchel-

dor has written a paper, unfor-
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MEDIUMS OF THE GOLDEN AGE

THE MOORE SISTERS, Scottish voice mediums, sat extensively

for the British College of Psychic Science. They are discussed in H.

Dennis Bradley's The Wisdom of (he Gods.

GLADYS OSBORNE LEONARD, the most thoroughly investigated

British trance medium, achieved fame when she convinced Sir

Oliver Lodge of survival after death. See Sir Oliver Lodge: Ray-

mond, and Susy Smith; The Mediumship of Mrs. Leonard.

EILEEN GARRETT, celebrated British trance medium, was

equally noted as a psychic researcher. Her autobiography, Adven-

tures in the Supernormal, describes her career.

ETTA MASON, English mental medium and psychometrist, sat

under contract for the British College of Psychic Science. See H. A
Dallas: Comrades on the Homeward Way.

EVAN J. POWELL, English physical medium, was extensively

investigated by J. Malcolm Bird (My Psychic Adventures) and Dr.

Robin Sanders-CIark.

ARTHUR FORD, the best known American trance medium, was

especially noted for his alleged communication from Houdini and his

televised seance in September 1967 with Bishop Pike.

ESTELLE ROBERTS was an English medium widely acclaimed

for both mental and physical phenomena. See Maurice Barbanell:

The Trumpet Shall Sound.

WILLI and RUDI SCHNEIDER, famed Austrian physical med-

iums, were extensively studied by Baron Schrenk-Notzing and

Harry Price. See Price's book, Rudi Schneider.

FRANEK KLUSKI, a nonprofessional physical medium, was

investigated widely in Poland and later in France by Professors

Richet and Geley. An unusual feature of his mediumship was the

materialization of animal forms.

GEORGE VALIANTINE, an American-born trance medium, was

most famous for communications in languages unknown to him. His

phenomena are the subject of H. Dennis Bradley's Toward the Stars

and The Wisdom of the Gods.

H. DENNIS BRADLEY, noted as the champion of Valiantine^

mediumship, later developed independent voice manifestations of his

LORD CHARLES HOPE, primarily an investigator, formed a

private circle after sitting with Valiantine and noting Bradley's

development as a voice medium. Lord Hope himself recorded

interesting phenomena including a voice manifestation.

THE MARQUIS CARLY CENTURIONE SCOTTO, like Bradley,

attended Valiantine sittings and then developed his own medium-

ship, including independent voice and tdeportation. See Gwendolyn

Kelly Hack: Modem Psychic Mysteries.

JOHN SLOAN, Glasglow trance medium, was the subject of J.

Arthur Findlay's On the Edge of the EtheHc.
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tunately not published, detailing

conditions favorable and unfa-

vorable for table tipping phe-

nomena. The usual table tipping

affairs one encounters are main-

ly due to subconscious activity

and/or fraud. Batcheldor, how-

ever, details conditions under

which these factors can be con-

trolled and suggests that many
physical effects can be produced

without the presence of a power-

ful medium.
Batcheldor's paper was circu-

lated privately in England and

in the June 1970 issue of the

Journal of the Society for Psy-

chical Research there appeared

an important article by C.

Brookes-Smith and D. W. Hunt
describing a remarkable series

of experiments based upon in-

structions given by Batcheldor.

During these experiments there

occurred numerous psychokinet-

ic movements of objects, raps

and knockings and levitations of

a 40-pound table. On one occa-

sion the table rose four or five

feet into the air. These experi-

ments, all in dim but adequate

red light, are among the most
important conducted in many
years. This paper should be read

by every serious investigator.

For the most part the psycho-

kinetic effects were quite uncon-

trolled and seemed to lack

"awareness." In my opinion this

lack of intelligence was due to

the experimenters' admitted

prejudice against the spiritistic

concept. This attitude was a

grave mistake and represented

an unfortunately limited knowl-

edge of the seance room.

rTTWO YEARS ago a small
M- number of fellow investiga-

tors and I undertook to produce

paranormal voice phenomena
and accompanying general
effects. Without going into detail

I will state simply that our three

series of experiments with vari-

ous sitters attained different de-

grees of success. Hundreds of

raps were produced, some in

quite adequate light. One com-

plete levitation of a seven and

one-half pound table occurred. A
great many touches were experi-

enced, some in light. The tradi-

tional cold breezes were felt on

occasion and one genuine para-

normal voice was heard. (Even-

tually this material will be pub-

lished.)

As a result of these experi-

ments I have compiled instruc-

tions for the reception of raps

and other phenomena, including

paranormal table tipping. These

instructions are based on tradi-

tion, experience and the advice

of Dr. Robin Sanders-Clark, for-

mer member of the British Col-

lege of Psychic Science. This

simple method has been used for

years by orthodox Spiritualists
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and success is sure to result if

the rules are faithfully followed.

These may seem arbitrary and

contrary to certain patterns of

your thinking and perhaps even

silly— but they tuork! I would

like to encourage enough people

to experiment to create a resur-

gence of psychic phenomena.

Exact instructions vary, of

course, for the production of

different phenomena. Here we
will be concerned primarily with

the production of raps.

The first requirement is to

gather together a small group of

fellow experimenters (four or

five) who possess vast patience.

They should be persons who can

work together in harmony. It is

of the utmost importance that

both before and during all sit-

tings controversial subjects which

might arouse intense feelings be

avoided.

A small room is best, with the

sitters, alternating in sex as

nearly as possible, seated

around a small solidly construct-

ed table. It should be free of

creaks and the surface should be

free of varnish — sand it if nec-

essary. The table should be of

wood and light weight.

Complete darkness at first will

facilitate the development of

phenomena. After raps have

been obtained then a small red

light can be used. In extraordi-

nary cases the phenomena will

continue in fairly strong light but

this is rare.

Each sitting should last from

one to one and a half hours.

Music should be played or sung

for about 15 minutes at the be-

ginning of the sitting. Singing

during the sitting sometimes will

strengthen the phenomena. Con-

versation should be limited and

loud talking completely avoided.

A pleasant cheerful attitude is a

requisite.

The experimenters should rest

their fingertips lightly on the up-

per surface of the table. When
the arms become strained, the

hands may be placed palms

down for rest periods. Obviously

the lighter the contact, the less

chance of subconscious activity.

Eventually when raps are forth-

coming, especially in light, it

can be demonstrated that sub-

conscious activity is eliminated,

for with good fortune raps can be

heard when no one is in contact

with the table.

To repeat, patience is neces-

sary. Do not be surprised if no

raps occur for as long as the first

six months. In one set of experi-

ments we obtained raps within

five sittings but our group was
psychologically well-knit.

If raps are not forthcoming

within six months of weekly or

twice-weekly sittings I suggest

that one sitte? withdraw and be

replaced with' a new participant.
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Even though all requirements

seem to be filled one or more of

the sitters may not be suited

psychologically or "psychically"

and alternate members should

be tried.

Even when hands continue to

maintain light fingertip contact

with the table during the times

raps are heard the problem of

subconscious action and fraud

still can be controlled. These

raps can range from the faintest

of slow ticks, to fast multiple

tappings, to loud bangs on the

table's surface. Some raps sound
"fleshy," others are sharp. The
variety of effects can be remark-

ably wide and the chance of oth-

er phenomena such as touches

and table tipping is very good.

Assuming that a successful

"circle" has been formed and
raps have been obtained during

a number of sittings, the

strength of the effects should

gradually increase until the raps

display intelligence. A simple

code can be devised and answers

to questions received. Paranor-

mal table tipping likewise can be

used to answer questions.

The natural question at this

juncture is: what is the nature of

the intelligence behind the phe-

nomena? Some parapsycholo-

gists prefer to avoid the spiritis-

tic concept; others accept it. We
cannot discuss spiritistic and
nonspiritistic concepts here but I

state frankly that I am a con-

vinced survivalist.

I suggest that if your attitude

is that the phenomena quite pos-

sibly are instigated by surviving

spirits you will find the effects

intelligently patterned and far

more highly developed. Phenom-
ena lacking control, such as the

English experimenters encoun-

tered, will not occur. It seems
significant to me that the best

results are obtained when the

sitters accept the possibility of

the existence of surviving spirits.

Even if the experimenter only

adapts his behavior to spiritistic

concepts for the purpose of the

experiments it will help. Further

important suggestions are: At
the beginning of each sitting

spirit friends and relatives

should be formally greeted. They
should be thanked for previous

participation and invited to par-

ticipate and aid the present sit-

ting. At the end of each sitting

they should be thanked again for

their help and presence. In other

words, common courtesy helps.

I repeat, the traditional spir-

itualistic procedure appears to

produce the best results.

By following these quite simple

rules you should be able to pro-

duce raps and other psychic phe-

nomena. And when you do it will

be a step along the way in aiding

parapsychology to regain its lost

luster and make real progress.

Engraved portrait of Ferdinand

Carfwright Ewer is cop/righted

1943 by the California Histori-

cal Society, San Francisco.

FOR TWO DAYS rain had been
falling from the gray October

sky that hung like a pall over

New York. In the gutter, bits of

paper swirled in the dirty water

gushing in small rivers down the

storm drains.

The steady drizzle wet the

somberly dressed men and wom-
en as they left their carriages to

enter the cathedral. Shaking the

raindrops from their tall black

hats and heavy cloaks the men
pushed open the massive carved

When a FICTION
FOOLED

a Spiritualist
By Gwen Gaines

Famous New York jurist insisted on believing this 1854

seance story despite the author's dentals.

doors. The spectacle before them
drew involuntary gasps from the

women. The dark gloom outside

was forgotten as they viewed a

colorful grouping of more than

100 clergymen, their brilliant

vestments made splendid by the

light from a profusion of tall

candles. A black-draped altar

and pulpit made a dramatic

background for the casket, drap-

ed in rich purple velvet, which

rested there on its catafalque.

Who was the man whose funer-

al rites had attracted this at-

tention?

To tell his name is easy. To
say who he was is not so simple.

FERDINAND Cartwright Ew-
er's death marked the end of

a lifelong search for knowledge
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concerning the mysteries of life

and death. Or was it rather the

beginning of a new adventure for

this strangely intense man?
His search had begun 57 years

earlier on May 22, 1826, when he

was born in Nantucket, R.I., to

a family of Unitarian-Quaker

faith. Almost his entire life from
earliest childhood was marked
by a passionate involvement

with religious ritual. Even as a

six-year-old his favorite pastime

was playing "high church" be-

fore his wondering playmates
and he longed for the day when
he would stand before a real

congregation.

During his junior year at Har-

vard he underwent a brief dis-

enchantment with religion. Fol-

lowing in the footsteps of his

father, he developed a short-lived

interest in resource development

and earned a B. A. degree in

civil engineering.

After graduation, unable to

satisfy his talent and ambitions

in the east, he decided to join the

1849 Gold Rush migrants to Cali-

fornia. Once there he earned a

precarious living as a writer and

editor for various newspapers.

Also, it was a time when Spiri-

tualism was enjoying a popular

revival and Ewer occasionally

supplemented his income by serv-

ing as a medium at seances.

As editor of a monthly periodi-

cal, The Pioneer, he decided a

fanciful story on this theme

would make interesting reading.

His knowledge of spiritual mat-

ters and his lively imagination

helped him create a weirdly en-

tertaining tale of dying and the

afterlife. That this fiction would

be accepted as fact apparently

never occurred to him, or so he

claimed later.

The original story, titled "The
Eventful Nights of August 20th

and 21st," appeared in The Pio-

neer early in 1854. Ewer pro-

vided no explanatory introduc-

tion to his tale. He simply began:

"I am about to undertake a task

— here in silence of this

room— to which I feel impelled

by a combination of circum-

stances such as I believe never

surrounded mortal man before.

... I feel that I only can relieve

my mind from its insufferable

weight by laying before the pub-

lic the occurrences of the last two
nights."

He then proceeded to tell an
eerie tale involving all the ele-

ments of the traditional ghost

story — the late hour, a mys-

terious message from a dying

man and a rendezvous in a deso-

late section of San Francisco.

The story continued: "Last

evening about 10 o'clock I re-

ceived a note written in pencil,

which, I was told, had been left

for me by a little girl. It was
brief but an exceedingly urgent
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request — nay, it was almost a

command— that I should go out

to the house of the writer, Mr.

John F. Lane. It stated that I

needed nothing but should start

immediately upon the reception,

bringing with me paper, a pen
and candles."

At first, Ewer wrote, he re-

garded the note as some sort of

trap designed by robbers and de-

cided to ignore it. But then, curi-

ous to see what it was all about,

he took the precaution of leaving

his watch and wallet at home,
put a pistol in his pocket and
headed for the home of Mr.
Lane. After going only a few
blocks he met two friends, one a

doctor, and prevailed on them to

accompany him.

At first, Ewer wrote, he re-

welcomed by the child who had
delivered the note and by an
emaciated, obviously very ill

man. The doctor soon confirmed

that Lane was indeed in the ter-

minal stage of consumption and
had only a few hours to live.

Having assured himself that

Ewer would care for the child

after his death, Lane began to

tell Ewer why he had been sum-
moned.

Lane was a firm believer
' in

Srjiritualism and alsoia medium.
Four days earlier the spirits had
told him to have someone con-

nected with the press with him
when he died. He knew Ewer

was a journalist interested in

Spiritualism and had spent sever-

al months investigating the doc-

trine. He also knew Ewer had
been an atheist and thought he
was now a believer. Ewer pro-

tested that this was not the case.

While he had served as a medi-

um on occasion, he was still

skeptical. He did, however,

agree to wait with Lane for

whatever manifestation might

occur that night.

The story goes on to describe

how a table was placed near the

invalid's bed and Lane's thin

white hand laid on a sheet of

paper on this table. A pencil was
placed in his hand and soon a

message from the spirit world

stated that it was time for the

world to understand the meaning
of death. It was the spirits' wish
that Ewer would publish the ac-

count of this night's happenings

so that all the world would see

the truth of Spiritualism.

In order to demonstrate the

genuineness of the communica-
tion Lane was to hold a conver-

sation with Ewer before, during

and after Lane's death, describing

the "dying experience."

The lengthy story tells in detail

how it feels to die. Lane's face

shows the terrible experience he
is undergoing and finally he cries

out, "Tell the world that in death
the spirit is fearfully and forever

alone . .
." Then there is silence;
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the doctor declares Lane dead.

Without warning the icy fin-

gers grip Ewer's hand and force

him to write. Through a series of

vocal questions by Ewer and
written answers by the dead
man it is revealed what happens
when one dies. Lane now asserts

that he was mistaken — that

death is not terrible after all;

only the act of dying is strange

and lonely. This period lasts

only a moment as the dormant
spirit develops and takes form.

Then as Lane affirms the spirit's

immortality and describes the

harmony and beauty of death,

the revelations come to an end.

More is to be made known on the

following night, Lane tells them,
and his fingers loosen their grip

on Ewer's hand.

The next night the group again

assembles and the dead Lane
tells of the situation in which he
finds himself. He explains to

them that whereas life is finite

and material the spirit after

death is in an infinite shapeless

abode, united with, yet indivi-

dually separated from, other

spirits in a vast kaleidoscope of

beauty. There are grades in the

spirit universe, Lane writes, and
opportunity for advancement to

another higher universe and an-

other and so on. Only in Lane's

present "intermediate state" can

he communicate with the ma-
terial world.

Suddenly the corpse sits bolt

upright and exclaims that his

spirit is passing to yet another

universe and must bid them
farewell. The body drops back
onto the bed and no further com-
munication is possible. The next

day they buried John Lane.

Not buried, however, was the

story. Almost immediately after

publication Ewer began re-

ceiving letters from interested

readers, especially from Spiri-

tualists in the eastern part of the

country. One of the most en-

thusiastic, Judge J. W. Ed-
monds, seems to have been
taken in completely by Ewer's

story. He not only republished

the story in his own Sacred

Circle but compounded his error

by stating that he had held sev-

eral spiritual interviews with the

same John F. Lane since his

death. The news columns of the

New York Morning Herald car-

ried the lengthy correspondence

of Edmonds and Ewer as each

accused the other of misrepre-

senting facts.

Edmonds insisted that the

events described in the story

must actually have taken place

and he swore that he and other

mediums had conversed with

John Lane. Ewer declared that

anyone who said the story was
true was either "a fool" or an out-

and-out liar, that he had exagger-

ated the supernatural detail in the
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story deliberately so that no rea-

sonable person, Spiritualist or not,

could possibly misunderstand.

Edmonds' was a humiliating po-

sition as Ewer hammered away
sarcastically at his absurd gul-

libility. Ewer even wrote a long

account of the creative process

involved in writing "The Event-

ful Nights," comparing his story

with the macabre tales of Edgar
Allen Poe. In May 1855 he pub-

lished the entire debate in The
Pioneer and repeated the original

story in answer to many requests.

Most Spiritualists agreed that

while the story raised many
interesting points for discussion

Ewer had made up the entire

account. Edmonds was discredited

in his own Spiritualist circles and

the worry and confusion caused

by the controversy probably

hastened his death.

EWER HIMSELF soon left jour-

nalism, studied for the minis-

try and a few years later replaced

Bishop Kip as head of San Fran-

cisco's most prominent Epis-

copal church, Grace Cathedral.

In 1860, plagued by asthma and

tired of the California pioneer

environment, he returned to New
York.
Here he became increasingly

obsessed with complicated and

formal church rites and was
once in danger of standing trial

because of public indignation

over a series of sermons on "Rit-

ualism." The protests over his

ministerial eccentricities finally

led to Ewer's resignation from

the pulpit of Christ Church in

New York. His many devoted

followers soon organized St.

Ignatius Church where he served

as minister until his death from

a cerebral hemorrhage in Mon-
treal on October 10, 1883.

His funeral had all the color

and medieval pageantry he could

have desired and possibly among
those attending his last rites

many pondered Ewer's own "in-

termediate state," still convinced

that "The Eventful Nights of

August 20th and 21st" was more
than fiction.

BATS DESERT
MOST OF Carlsbad Caverns'

extensive bat population has
moved out, according to the San
Diego Evening Tribune. Only
some 15,000 bats remain in the
famous New Mexico park, from
an estimated 200,000. An exten-
sive drought appears to be the

culprit, explained park guide

DRYING CAVE
Hiram Tarent. "There's no food,

no water and no insects for the

bats to eat in the caves," he
said. Many of the animals headed
for the town of Carlsbad. The
Eddy County sherifFs office re-

ported flocks of bats hunting in-

sects in town and along the

Pecos River.
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o relied depression in Slaikeu field.awi scorched c

Damages Iowa Soybeans

Four-foot depressions and scorched plants in

these three Iowa fields so far defy all natural explanation.

By Vivian Buchan

was growing well. When he re-

turned about a week later he

discovered a four-foot-square

scorched depression right in the

middle of the field. This depres-

sion was surrounded by yards of

wilted soybean plants. Yet no

track led to or away from the

depression.

Walter Jones, who lives about

150 feet from Slaikeu's damaged
field, said that about 7:00 P.M. on

the night of June 27 he saw
something unlike anything he'd

ever seen before.

"Something suddenly lit up the

whole house," he recalled. "It

seemed to hit along the house

IF ANYONE spots a strange fly-

ing craft that uses isolated soy-

bean fields for landing strips peo-

ple in northern Iowa would like

to hear about it. Or if anyone has

seen lightning make craters in

soybean fields they'd like to hear

about that too. Especially wish-

ing to hear are the three farmers

whose fields were damaged last

June in a manner that so far has

defied explanation.

Between June 20 and June 27,

1972, something happened on the

Donald Slaikeu farm near Gold-

field, Iowa. Slaikeu had checked

his soybean field a day or so

before June 20 and everything

and was so bright it seemed to

take the page out of the book I

was reading. It was raining

slightly so I thought it was light-

ning. I was worried about my
electric fence but there weren't

any fuses blown."

Slaikeu notified Wright County
Sheriff Robert Shaw, who came
out to the farm to investigate.

Shaw said, "The oddest part

about the damaged area was the

row of holes, in a straight line,

that looked like someone had
made them with a pipe. Inside

those holes was a silver-like

dust. The plants around looked
as though they'd been sprayed.

My first reaction was that light-

ning had struck the field but for

some reason the plants were not

dead or burned even though
they'd been scorched for about

50 square yards around the de-

pression. The ground was baked
hard on top but a few inches

below the surface the soil was
moist."

Shaw sent samples of the dust

and some of the scorched plants
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to the Bio-Assay Laboratory in

Ames, Iowa, to be analyzed. Dr.

Robert Baughraan, who tested

the samples, later reported "pre-

liminary tests indicate lightning

was the cause of the silver-like

dust."

His declaration might have

ended the mystery but another

chapter was added when Mervin

Teig, who farms 500 acres near

Story City, Iowa, discovered a

strange depression in the exact

center of his isolated soybean

field. He drove the 50 miles to

Goldfield to look at the one re-

ported by Slaikeu.

He found the two depressions

almost identical. Both were four

feet square, both were baked

hard on top of moist undersoil

and both were covered with a

silver-like dust. The only differ-

ence was that a stand of beans

was unaffected on the north side

of the scorched area in one field

and in the other field the beans

were unaffected on the south

side.

Both farmers presume the

damage occurred between June

20 and June 27. They rule out

vandalism because no tracks led

in or out of the fields which are

in isolated areas.

Teig said, "In my opinion the

burned spot and large depression

in my field were definitely not

caused by lightning. I've been

farming all my life and I've seen

lightning damage to fields be-

fore. At first I thought a helicop-

ter spraying fields might have

had some problem and had to set

down in the field; this might

have caused the sprayed effect

on those wilted beans. But if that

is what happened the damage

would have been in a more con-

fined area."

To date no helicopter has re-

ported making a forced landing

in either field.

A third chapter was added to

this mystery story when Jerry

Dean, who farms in Pocahontas

County near Laurens, Iowa,

about 80 miles from Story City,

reported two similar depressions

in his soybean field. He first dis-

covered the mysterious damage

to his soybean field on Sunday,

July 9, and reported it to his

wife. Dean said one depression

was about three feet in diameter

and the other about one-and-one

half feet across, in the middle of

his field. Both areas were

scorched on top with the soil

damp a few inches below the

surface. The mysterious silver-

like dust covered both areas.

Like Teig and Slaikeu, Dean
hadn't visited his field for about

two weeks at which time every-

thing had been in order.

"We have no idea what caused

this," Mrs. Dean said. "It's real-

ly strange. Several of our neigh-

bors believe UFOs are the cause
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of those depressions. I've always
been interested in science fiction

but my husband laughed at me.
Now I think he's beginning to

believe it too."

Bill Atkinson of Des Moines,
Iowa, a member of the Aerial

Phenomena Research Organiza-
tion (APRO), was so intrigued

by the reports that he drove to

the fields to see the depressions

for himself. He theorizes, "The
damage was caused by a non-
conventional aircraft that landed
and tried to take off again.

Lightning would have burned the

soybeans but these plants were
just wilted and are growing
again. They couldn't grow after

being struck by lightning."

Atkinson suggests a craft from
somewhere out in space was
forced to land and make repairs.

He says, "I think it had to land a

couple of times before all the

repairs were made. This is why
the depressions were only a few
miles apart. Or maybe the craft

was on a mission to take samples
of earth soil. Anything's possible.

But no one should be alarmed by
this; it's been going on for years.

But this time there is evidence
that a craft landed and we have
evidence (the silver dust) that's

going to tell us just what it was.
It's a one-in-a-million find."

And so Atkinson gathered

samples of the dust and plants

and sent them to James Loren-

zen, director of APRO in Tucson,
Ariz., to be analyzed.

An expert metallurgical and
chemical consultant, Walter W.
Walker, was engaged to study
the samples. As an expert in

fulgurites (the vitrified crust

produced by the fusion of sand or

rock by lightning) Walker de-

clared immediately the silver-

like dust had not been caused by
lightning. He explained, "When

.
lightning strikes the ground,
fused sand is always in evidence.

But fused sand does not appear
in the Iowa farm samples. Nor
can lightning cause the large

surface area depressions de-

scribed in the Iowa soybean
fields."

Walker's statements lend cre-

dence to Atkinson's UFO theory.

As Mrs. Dean said, "Atkinson's

explanation makes more sense

than anything I've heard so far."

Whenever UFOs are men-
tioned people become uneasy;
they prefer to believe natural

forces were responsible for the

mysterious craters. Thus they
were relieved when Walter An-
drus of the organization Midwest
Network of UFOs in Quincy, 111.,

called Atkinson's assertions

"wild statements."

In a telephone interview An-
drus said, "Atkinson has no justi-

fication for claiming craft from
outer space caused the depres-

sions. Of course we're still inter-
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ested but no UFO has been seen

in this area. We cannot decide it

was a UFO until all other possi-

bilities have been definitely elimi-

nated.

"These science fiction ac-

counts of occurrences make for

good reading but can hurt any

real scientific study of UFOs. It's

like crying wolf . . . when the

real thing happens no one will

believe it."

APRO in Tucson, however, is

not treating the affair lightly. My
telephone conversation with Jim
Lorenzen on August 10 throws

additional light on the subject.

He said, "We're still huddling

over the samples and expect to

continue our study. There's little

question a minor explosion of

some kind created those shallow

craters. The dust, so-called, ap-

peared much like a light frost on

the ground on a cold morning.

We've determined that the silver-

like dust is molten slag, so fine it

must be studied under a micro-

scope. Walker told us that what-

ever produced the crater and the

powder must have generated

heat from 900 to 1000 degrees

centigrade over a very brief

span of time. Definitely the dust

could not have been formed by
lightning but what did create it

has not been determined as yet. I

understand that Bio-Assay Labo-

ratory is reassessing its findings

but we've had no report on this."

And so the argument contin-

ues. Those who believe craft

from outer space landed in the

Iowa soybean fields in June 1972

cite the report of the Arizona

metallurgical expert in support

of Atkinson's explanation. Those

who pooh-pooh UFOs and insist

lightning caused the depressions

refer doubters to Andrus and the

Bio-Assay Laboratory report.

Until someone actually wit-

nesses the creation of such cra-

ters — by lightning, UFOs or

otherwise — what really hap-

pened in the northern Iowa soy-

bean fields is likely to remain a

mystery.

FISHERMAN George Dean got

a bonus with a cod he caught

recently. Inside the fish's stom-

ach Dean found a bronze coin.

It was identified by museum
officials as an authentic Fourth
Century coin and valued at $240,

FISHERMAN'S LUCK
reports the Los Angeles Times.

This was an upturn of luck for

the Bacton, England, fisherman.

Three weeks previously he had
hooked a similar cod but that

one's stomach contained only a

valueless slot machine token.

By Harold Heifer .

Seven years ago a thief rob-

bing Doris Keppler of Minne-
apolis gave her such a beating

she lost her hearing. However, a

doctor told her an operation cost-

ing some $500 might restore her

hearing. She began saving and

just recently managed to reach

that goal. She began making
preparations for the operation

but it will have to be postponed.

A thief broke into her home and

stole the money.
•

At LaGuardia Airport in New
York City, baggage handler Peter

Luise was shot in the chest when
he dropped a suitcase and a gun

inside went off.

•

As a gag Mrs. A. D. Millham of

Fullerton-Whitehall, Pa., made a

voodoo doll in her aunt's image,

recited a few words and stuck a

pin in it. A few minutes later her

aunt phoned to say she had a

nosebleed.

•

Ed Zucker of Hardin, Ky., be-

lieves he has a jinxed barn.

When a windstorm destroyed it,

Mr. Zucker patiently rebuilt it. A
week later an auto missed a turn

on the road, crashed into the

barn and knocked it down again,

e

New Orleans police were pur-

suing a car thief, who fled at

high speed along a main
thoroughfare and finally crashed

into another car. The thief jump-
ed from the stolen car, which
then rolled over his foot, pinning

him until the police arrived.

•

Maryanne De Fusco of John-

ston, R. L, received Christmas

cards from her two brothers,

Joseph of Waterbury Conn., and
Edmund of Los Angeles. They
had chosen identical cards.

•

Susumu Saito of Tokyo was
shot on a hunting trip — by his

dog. The hound pounced on the

rifle's trigger.

•
Mr. and Mrs. William Wend-

Iand of Vassar, Kans., didn't ex-

actly hit it off the first time they

met. Mrs. Wendland hit her fu-

ture husband in the face with a

pie "because he was so cantan-

kerous." But the Wendlands re-

cently observed their 71st wed-

ding anniversary.



EVER SINCE my daughter
Paddy received one as a gift

from her Grandmother Butler in

1958 my family has found the

Ouija board fascinating, tantaliz-

ing and frightening. At first

Ouija was an amusing game but

gradually each member of the

family formed his or her opinion

of it. Paddy was absorbed by its

Our

make, model and color of any
auto which unexpectedly entered

our unlit yard at night. Walter

was in mining and frequent call-

ers from the mining industry

visited our home seven and one-

half miles southeast of Custer,

S.D. We always were alerted to

the approach of company by the

barking of two dogs, flash of

headlight beams and the scrunch

of tires on gravel. Ouija could

OUIJA
Called Up a SPIRIT

Our "messages" could identify unexpected visitors and predict

ball game scores— but talk with the dead?

By Mecin Clifford

mystery, delighted with its an-

swers to any and all questions.

My son Everett's initial curiosity

developed into actual dislike and

he considered the device a

source of evil. My husband Wal-

ter accepted it as nothing more
than a game. My mother Effie

Butler believed that the answers

were provided by spirits while I

felt that they came from our un-

conscious minds.

My theory encountered difficul-

ties when we found that Ouija

could accurately name the

even identify the occupants of

unseen (by us) cars. By no
stretch of imagination could I

attribute such accuracy to any of

our unconscious minds.
During the school term of 1958-

1959 we discovered that Ouija

accurately could predict well in

advance which team would win a

basketball game. Quite by acci-

dent I learned that Paddy was
charging her classmates a dime
for such "inside information."

We were awed by Ouija's ac-

curacy and frequently we enter-

tained guests with a session at

the board.

One Of our most frequent visi-

tors was Lawrence Duncan, a

miner friend who lived some
nine miles southwest of Custer.

Dune walked in and out as if he

were a household member but

with a distinctive difference: he

was noisy. His entrance into the

house invariably was announced
by a resounding crash as the

back door collided with a storage

closet door in the short hallway.

Then would follow the weighty

sound of footsteps and another

thump that rattled the dishes on

the shelves when he struck the

toe of his miner's boot against

the first step. Heavy treads

would climb the steps; one, two,

three and the doorknob rattled;

the door struck the wall and

there was Dune, whistling

through his teeth.

Eor some reason Ouija seemed
to delight in ridiculing Dune. Ad-

mittedly he had his faults, es-

pecially an occasional over-

indulgence in liquor. Yet Dune
was a generous person. His kind-

ness brought food to the table of

unfortunates and often provided

them bed and board in his own
home. He was endowed with a

carefree personality and a touch-

ing smile. If at times he drank as

if pursued by the devil, he al-

ways sang as if the angels had
converted him.

During the night of March 1,

1959, Lawrence Duncan died of a

heart attack while driving home
from a visit with neighbors. The
following morning his body was
found pinned beneath the wreck-
age of his pickup.

We were painfully aware that

we had lost a warm friend. The
Ouija board gathered dust on the

closet shelf while we contemplat-

ed the impermanence of life.

Months passed before we con-

sulted Ouija on the perplexing

questions of life after death.

"Can we communicate with

the dead?" Paddy asked it one
day. The planchette darted to

the "yes" in the upper left cor-

ner of the board. "Where is

Dune?" she continued. The plan-

chette moved rapidly from letter

to letter, at times sliding entirely

away from our feather touch.

"Dune is repenting," spelled the

planchette.

"Can we talk with Dune?"
Again came the reply, "Yes,

after his probationary period."

Our questions remained seri-

ous during the ensuing months.

Some answers were extra-

ordinary, yet acceptable and sat-

isfying to our belief. We never
questioned the identity of the

mental force responsible for the

messages, however. Perhaps I

still thought the answers came
from our subconscious minds.

But we began to feel drained of

95
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energy after lengthy sessions

and often developed splitting

headaches. Many times after

operating the board the night

would be disturbed by unidenti-

fied sounds. Occasionally we
were awakened by flashes of

light.

"I believe we can actually

speak with the dead, Mom,"
Paddy confided one day. "Ouija

works better at night and it

works best for you and me. Let's

try, try really hard, the first

night we are all alone."

"Okay," I agreed.

Our first opportunity came on

an evening in May 1961. Everett,

eager to drive the car, ac-

companied his father on a busi-

ness call. Grandmother Butler

retired early to her trailer home
about 200 feet from our house.

It was a dark quiet night with-

out the whisper of even a breeze.

A faint mist hovered over the

valley. It was almost as if the

world were holding its breath.

"It's an ideal night for a seance,"

I commented as I closed the

doors and made certain they

were securely latched.

Paddy brought the Ouija board
into the dining room. "I won't be
scared no matter what," she

chattered enthusiastically. She
arranged two chairs facing so

that we could rest the Ouija
board across our laps. She lit a

candle and placed it on the din-

ing table so that its light fell

across the board. I turned out all

the other lights in the house. We
settled in our chairs near the

door that opened to the outside

yard.

"Aren't you excited, Mom? I

just know something is going to

happen."

I did feel a sense of excitement

watching the eerie shadows
cast by the glowing candle but I

didn't really expect more than

some phenomenal messages

spelled out on the board by the

planchette.

Paddy acted as spokesman.

"Can we speak with the dead?"
The planchette darted to

"yes."

"Whom can we talk to?"

The planchette moved like a

live thing beneath our fingers.

"D-U-N-C ..."
We heard the back door open;

we heard the crash as it banged
against the storage closet. Our
startled eyes met and locked.

Footsteps followed; then came a

dull thud and dishes vibrated on

the shelves.

"This is impossible," I

thought.

We heard more steps: "One—
two — three," I silently counted,

holding my breath. We heard the

doorknob turn. There came a dis-

tinct hiss like a whistle through

the teeth. The candle dimmed;
the flame waned and went out.
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Our screams broke the spell.

In the total darkness we clawed
for the nearby doorknob and
bolted out the side door into the

night. Terror hastened our un-
dignified flight to Grandma's
trailer.

When Grandmother Butler

finally extracted a coherent ex-

planation from us she insisted we
all return to the house. After she

had turned on the lights we
forced ourselves to enter. Both
the back door and the kitchen

door were wide open. Otherwise

everything seemed normal.

Paddy and I have reviewed

our experience many times. The
possibility of a flesh-and-blood

intruder must be discarded. No
one — family, friend or stranger

— could have approached the

house without alerting the dogs.

Both back and kitchen doors had

been secured from the inside.

Aside from all this, however, we
cannot conceive of anyone imi-

tating so exactly Dune's usual

entrance, much less managing
the perfect timing. We are con-

vinced our visitor was Dune. Our
only regret now is that we ran

away. What might we have

learned if we had not panicked?

VIRGIN
DIVINE GUIDANCE from the

Virgin of Guadalupe ex-
tended to frustrating the Inter-

nal Revenue Service, reports

Copley News Service. An un-
named Mexican, a deeply reli-

gious man who has made numer-
ous pilgrimages to the cathedral
at Guadalupe, had a dream in

which the Virgin of Guadalupe
directed him to purchase ticket

No. 37281 in the Mexican nation-

al lottery. He telephoned his

nephew who lives in Texas to

tell him the wondrous dream.
The nephew helped his uncle
track down this ticket number
and they invested the uncle's
savings to buy up the entire
block of tickets that contained

vs. I.R.S.
the magical number.
The Virgin had not been mis-

taken: ticket number 37281 won
the grand prize of three million
dollars! At this point the Inter-

nal Revenue Service put in a
claim for $1,600,000 on grounds
that the nephew actually had
acquired the ticket for his uncle

and as the real owner owed the

United States income tax on the
prize. When the case went into

United States tax court, how-
ever, the court ruled that the
ticket had been acquired be-
cause of the uncle's divine guid-
ance and was held in the uncle's

The United States could take
nothing in tax-
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WHAT MODERN SCIENTISTS

SEE IN

c
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Modern hand analysis divines personality traits from the

skin texture patterns rather than from lines in the palm.

By Beverly Jaegers

HOW MANY loops and triradii

can you find in the skin pat-

tern of your hand? An average

hand will show two or three loops

and five triradius points. If your
hand has more than this number
you are likely to be a very spe-

cial person.

Modern researchers in science

and medicine have become in-

terested in these special skin

patterns and their studies have
led them to some surprising con-

clusions. Gypsy palmists seem
not to have noticed these charac-

teristic skin patterns which usu-

ally show up clearly only in an
inked print of the hand. Modern
hand analysis works exclusively

with such hand prints and con-

sequently is termed dermato-

glyphics or "skin carving."

Working at Minnea-

polis Veterans' Hospi-

tal, Dr. Milton Alter

has found that most

human hands carry a

triradius, or intersec-

tion of the graining

patterns of the skin,

on the lower outside

edge of the palm (Il-

lustration 1-A) . In ad-

dition, these points

exist beneath each of

your fingers. A trira-

dius point found high-

er up near the heart

line is seen only on

the hands of children

born with congenital

heart disease. If they

are found on the palm
of an adult it might *han

indicate that some basic heart

defect present at birth has

been corrected by physiological

changes in the body.

Dr. Alter, a neurologist, has

been working with pediatrician

Dr. Robert Schulenberg in the

compilation of hundreds of hand
prints, fingerprints and foot sole

prints in order to diagnose mon-

golism as well as heart defects.

In this form of mental retarda-

tion the normal head and heart

lines join to make a chained

structure (Illustration 2-A).

My own dermatoglyphic re-

search has uncovered another

characteristic of the mongoloid

A) indicates heart disease,

hand. A looped formation in the

skin pattern on the ulnar or out-

side edge of the hand, called the

Ulnar Loop, occurs in a signifi-

cant percentage of mongoloid or

retarded children and adults.

An axial triradius at the bot-

tom of the hand on the mount of

Neptune indicates psychic abili-

ty (Illustration 3-A) and tends to

support the conclusion of astro-

logical experts who hold the

planet Neptune responsible for

the possession of psychic ability.

This psychic triradius appears to

indicate natural psi ability

rather than that acquired by

study or experimentation. The
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clairvoyance and the

ability to see the hu-

man aura. Formerly,

deep or fine lines in

this area were re-

garded as "health"

or "liver" lines but

more recent research

indicates they are re-

lated to psychic tal-

ents. These "psychic"

lines come in all sizes

and shapes but al-

ways run from the

mount of Luna to-

ward the little (or

hand print in Illus-

tration No. 3 is that

of a 34-year-old wom-
an who has been psy-

chic since birth. She

did not realize this

fully until she was
about 30, when a se-

ries of paranormal

events in her life led

her to consult a pro-

fessional sensitive.

Note the triradius on

the mount of Neptune
just above her wrist.

In addition her hand
shows a formation on
the mount of Luna
known as the "psy-

chic eye" (Illustra-

tion 3-B). This mark
indicates natural

Illustration 3: Print of hand of ;

show* two Indicators of this ability a

denoting a sense of humor and got
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Mercury) finger. A current re-

search project is attempting to

determine whether different for-

mations of these psychic lines in-

dicate particular psychic talents

or just general psi ability.

On this same hand two skin

loop patterns are vis-

ible; one is common
and the other infre-

quent. The loop of

good humor (Illustra-

tion 3-C) belongs to

the hands of those

who enjoy laughter

and the humorous
side of life. If you

have this loop on
your hand you may
not be a comedian
but you do find fun

and enjoyment in liv-

ing. The loop of pho-

tographic memory
(Illustration 3-D)
runs parallel to the

head line and loops

backwards toward
that line, retracing

its own path across ous le

the hand. In its most
developed form this loop indicates

an ability to remember and re-

call practically every experience

and fact in the memory store-

house of the brain. While not a

prerequisite for a sensitive such a

talent obviously would be of

great value in such mental tech-

niques as visualization.

Illustration No. 4 shows some
other loop patterns to be found

on the hand. The ego loop (4-E)

is in the same location as the

loop of good humor but is bent

sideways so it is positioned di-

rectly beneath the Apollo or ring

finger. This loop indicates self-

confidence often verging on ego-

tism, a valuable asset for those

involved in acting, advertising or

the communications field.

If you possess the common
sense loop (4-F) on your hand,

you generally know what is best

for you and your loved ones. You
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can learn from experience and

may be able to pass the benefits

of these lessons along to others in

the form of good advice. If you
possess both the loops of good

humor and of common sense

your personality should be well

balanced.

I already have mentioned the

Ulnar Loop (4-G) in connection

with mongolism. On the hands of

persons of normal intelligence it

indicates an extra dimension

within the subconscious mind.

Those who have it frequently

find themselves to some degree

in attunement with the rhythms
of nature, the changing phases of

the moon and the minds of ani-

mals and birds. Thus, it is inter-

esting to speculate on its occur-

rence on the hands of the men-
tally retarded — perhaps nature

compensates for the malfunction

of the conscious mind by adding

to the abilities of the subcon-

The inspiration loop (4-H) indi-

cates a capacity to be inspired or

to inspire. On a weak hand it can

indicate idealism carried to an

impractical degree but usually it

indicates an idealist, as opposed

to a dreamer, who can lead by
the power of words or force of

personality. This is by no means
a common loop and if you have
it, consider yourself fortunate.

The response loop (4-1) shows

that you respond wholeheartedly

to music, beautiful sunsets or the

moods of persons around you.

Your emotions may range from
wild enthusiasm to deepest de-

pression all in the same day.

Since such sensitivity to sur-

roundings is difficult to control,

this loop may be good or bad de-

pending on the personality pat-

terns of its owner.

The rhythm loop (4-J) signifies

a natural sense of rhythm and a

genuine love of melody and har-

mony. The owner of this loop

may dance, sing or play an in-

strument by ear. Many great

musicians, professional dancers

and screen stars have had this

formation on their palm.

The "bee" (4-K) is not strictly

a loop. In appearance it re-

sembles the oval striped back of

a bee and may be enclosed by an
outline of its own. This tiny but

significant formation is found on
the hands of persons who com-
pose music or possess musical

genius in one form or another. A
child whose hand exhibits this

marking near the thumb certain-

ly should be encouraged to study

music.

The courage loop (4-L) tells of

natural strength of character.

Endurance, stamina and fear-

lessness are some of the attri-

butes this loop indicates.

The remaining two loops are

quite uncommon. Less than a

dozen examples exist in my ex-

Could it be possible?

Did Atlantis exist?
ARE SOME OF THE PRESENT LIVING, BREATHING HUMAN BEINGS
DIRECTLY RELATED TO THE FAR DISTANT PAST THROUGH THEIR
GENES?

DO OUR CHROMOSOMES AFFECT OUR SENSE OF MUSIC, CAN OUR
MUSIC AFFECT OUR GENETIC PATTERN, OUR "COLLECTIVE CON-
SCIOUS" AS JUNG TERMED IT?

Logically speaking, if there is a 'genetic memory' latent within our chromosomes,

the method of reaching this •memory' would be through our imagination and

intuition.

Good music usually has the power to penetrate one's private world, to change

one's feelings toward what the music presents. With this in mind, the new musical

experiences as realized and contained in the album "ATLANTIS REVISITED"

were produced through the activation of both IMAGINATION and INTUITION.

The content of this stereo album has been exposed to many different people,

supervised and monitored under strict research and test requirements. During

this exposure, there HAS NOT BEEN ONE CASE OF INDIFFERENCE!

Of one Ihing we are certain . . . the listener will experience some sort of reaction.

Does your reaction bring into memory some of the history of ATLANTIS'' Haie

some of the musical vibrations and structures of ATI.AN US been recreated''

We leave that answer up to you

For an unforgettable musical experience, mail your order today to

CHANNEL 1 RECORDS

120 E. FLAMINGO RD., SUITE 250, LAS VEGAS, NEVADA 89109

Please Send _ album(s) of ATLANTIS REVISITED @ $6.65 each ta:

NAME . . . i

ADDRESS — —
CITY STATE. ZIP CODE „

TERMS: CHECK .
MONEY ORDER_._
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tensive files. The royal loop (4-

M) is so named because it first

was identified in India on the

hands of those of royal birth or

descent. My own research shows

it is indicative of self-pride,

which may or may not be a good

aspect. When it is found in a

hand with an index (or Jupiter)

finger almost as long as the mid-

dle (or Saturn) finger it marks a

leader of men.
The charisma loop (4-N) is

found on the hands of those per-

sons whom others like without

knowing why. These magnetic

personalities seem to cast an al-

most hypnotic spell; religious

leaders and politicians having

this loop can change men's lives.

These skin patterns and grain-

ings on the hands and feet with

which you are born never

change— cannot be changed.

However, major and minor lines

can and do change, sometimes

within a matter of days. This

discovery has removed hand anal-

ysis from the realm of fortune-

telling forever. If the lines can
change that rapidly how could

a prediction based upon them
and made several years in ad-

vance possibly remain relevant?

There still is a great deal of work
to be done before we unlock the

secrets of the hand but interested

doctors, lay analysts and stu-

dents of dermatoglyphics are

making fascinating discoveries

every day. And the slogan of the

ancient palmist— your life is in

your hands — remains true for

newly discovered reasons.

MADSTONE CURES HYDROPHOBIA
A DOCTOR in Kansas City.

Mo., was using a pair of

madstones to treat hydrophobia
before the turn of the century,

reports the Pioneer News-Observ-

er ol Kerrville, Tex. The account
originally was published in the

Kansas City Journal in May
1888.

Texas cowboy Tom Harris was
rounding up cattle that had
strayed into Indian Territory

(now Oklahoma) when he was
bitten by a "hydrophobia cat."

Harris went immediately to Fort

Elliott, Tex., in search of a

! madstone. Unable to locate one
there he made the trip to

Kansas City. By this time his

left hand and arm were swollen
and intensely painful.

Word was sent to Dr. J. M.
Dickson, who possessed a pair of

madstones which his grand-

father had brought from Ireland.

Dr. Dickson began treatment
immediately, applying the mad-
stones to the bite. The mad-
stones drew pus from the

wound— "as much as half an
eggshell lull at one time." The
swelling decreased and Dr.

Dickson declared the case under
control. Dickson earlier bad
treated Sac and Fox Indian Chief

Keokukowa for hydrophobia.

j
For FREE Exclusive U.S. and Canadian Representative L

Catalog write to: Occult Astrological Services of Ceylon, Inc. L

I _A_ 9-0- Bo» 5B87, Grand Central Sia. 10012 f
I * New Yo' ,, NY 10017

[

[ 1i "Then; ace several Philosophical Institu- f
Hons in (he world today who arc helping I,

j people to find a "State of Grace" and »

I whereas these Organizations are sincere in [<

their aims, their teachings can often only be T
understood by lelativcly Tew people, as they r
require a considerable amount of study, I

meditation, and self-denial, Oui aim is also L
Philosophical, but by using the media of the T
Tannic (Occult) Sciences and Astrology, we I,

| can bring benefits to people in all walks of »

I - j life in a more practical and direct way " Ti
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In all the world there is no other book like

'AEDIA

OF OCCULTISM
|
2500 ENTRIES . . . EVERYTHING YOU WANT TO KNOW. From Adjuration

nd Alchemy to Zodiac. Zohar. and Zoroaster, this illustrated com-

•endiiim of occult knowledge covers every aspect of Mysticism,

letaphysics. Spiritism. Demonology. Magic, Occult Sciences, Occult

'molalities and Psychic Science.

bye

it of print, ENCYCLOPAEDIA OF OCCULTISM has been treasured by the

enough lo own it, sought after by thousands who knew it only by

isulting dog-eared copies in the few libraries which could still boast

ew deluxe edition of ENCYCLOPAEDIA OF OCCULTISM is now at last available in

intities. A giant 8" x 10" volume, bound in buckram and handsomely boned, it

ntains every word of the historic 1920 London edition. A book like this is

rarcely ever offered at less than J25.00. Thanks to the world-wide demand
lat made possible a large printing, it has been published to sell everv-

here for $15.00.

his book is the only true encyclopaedia in its field - the supreme arbiter

> all matters of dispute - summarizing the entire occult literature of all

times and places, and enriched with rare illustrations of symbols, amulets, scriptures,

psychograph 5, and Kabbalistic diagrams.

Many of the 2500 entries are several pages long. The alphabetical arrangement provides

instant reference. Once your first questions are answered you'll want to study it page by

page. Jt is one of the great reading experiences of a lifetime. It is yours free as one of the

unique benefits of membership in the Mystic Arts Book Society.

COMPARE THE FOLLOWING ENTRIES IN THIS BOOK WITH THOSE OF ANY OTHER ENCYCLOPAEDIA:

nai. Agrippa. Albertus Magnus. Alchemy. Alomancy. Alphabet (Magical) Amulets. An-
[

ma Animal Magnclism. Antichrist. Apollonijs of Tyana. Arthur (King). Astral Body.
Dlogy. Automatic Writing. Aztecs. Bacchic Mysteries. Bacon (Roger). Black Mass. Cagli-

). Caihari. Ceremonial Magic, foefc. Demonology. Dionysiac Mysteries, Enoch (Book of),

cism. Foil Sisters. Gnosticism. Grail (Holy). Grimoire. Hermetic Magic. Initiation. Kab-

h. Karma. Levi (Elfphas]. Lycanthropy. Magi. Maimonides. Medium. Mithraic Mysteries,

ibers (Magical). Orphic Magic. Philosophers' Stone. Pythagoras. Second Sight. Secret

lition. She-Coal. Shekinah. Spells. Talisman. Tree of Lile. Urim and Thummim. White
ic. Xylomaricy. Zohar. And much, much more. 2500 entries inalli
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ABOUT THIS

UNUSUAL BOOK CLUB

You will be joining other people ot

venturesome spirit who share your own
interest in the powers of the human
mind. You will find, as they have, that

Membership enriches your leisure

hours as nothing else can. A list of

current selections Is shown in the

coupon . Choose one as your first

selection and receive with it — free —
your sift copy of ENCYCLOPAEDIA OF
OCCULTISM. Quantities are limited -

1 111 '""M "
l|MM IMMPHSBa^fcM

1 CHING—THE BOOK OF CHANGES. An oracle,

a philosophy, a work of art — I CK1NG has Beer!

regarded In these various ways through the ages.

The oldest of the Chinese Classics. $10,00
Members' Price: SS.95

* PICTURE MUSEUM OF SORCERY; MAGIC
AND ALCHEMY by Grlllot De Givry. 376 illustra-

tions. The best and most representative illus-

The text, translated from the French, Is equal to

the Illustrations for the author is one of' the

great savants of the occult. S17.50
Member)' Price: SI.95

3 COLOR PSYCHOLOGY AND COLOR THER-

APY by Faber Birren, His work has been recom-— j
-d by the Council on Industrial Health of

' *—jciatlon. This book
iow they are arrived

$7.50
imben' Price: $«.95

4 GYPSY SORCERY INO FORTUNE TELLING
by Charles Godfrey Leland The author was
founder of the Gypsy Lore Society. A twenty-

years' harvest of spells, superstitions, customs,

Members' Price: «.95
5 1ESUS by Charles Gulgnebert. He Impartially

sums up the results of a century and a half of

Biblical criticism. "The genuine teaching of

Jesus did not survive him." $10.00

i Medica
gives his prescriptions ai

6 ASTRAL PROJECTION: Out-of-the-Body Experi-

ences by Oliver Fox. The only detailed, scien'.Iflc

and first-hand account of a series of conscious

and voluntarily controlled astral projections ever

published. $5.00 Members' Prlcei SS.«

MYSTIC ARl^l0OrTs0cTETY""~
New Hyde Park. Hew York

I accept your Invitation. Please send at once,
as my free gift, the $15.00 boxed edition of

ENCYCLOPEDIA of OCCULTISM, You may also

enroll me as a trial member of the Mystic Arts

Book Society and send me as my first selection

the book (or books) checked below. I agree to

buy at least 3 additional selections - or alter-

nates - from the Society within the next 12
months at low Members' Prices, and may resign

at any time thereafter. Forthcoming books will

be described to me In advance In the monthly
Mystic Arts Book News, and I may decline any

book by simply returning the printed rejection

form always provided.

PLEASE CIRCLE TITLES YOU WANT.

Payment Enclosed. (SAVE MONEY. Send your
check now and we pay postage! Same return

guarantee, of course!) FM-E
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WESTERN SHAMBALLA
From the mystical Church and College of the Brotherhood,

high in the Rocky Mountains, these lectures by Doreal, founder

of the Brotherhood of the White Temple, are now made avail-

able; each in booklet form.

$1.00 each; 6 for $5.00

Astro-Chemical Analysis Refurn of the Gods to America

The Authentic St. Germain Secret Teachings - Himalayan Gurus

Symbolism of the Life of Jesus Messiah Aggadoth
Symbolism of the Great Seal Man and the Mystic Universe

The Abashic Records and How To Read How to Live in Harmony
Mysteries of Mt. Shasta Shambalta

Atlantis & Lemurie The Wheel of Life

Christ and the Last Days Material Inharmony. How to Overcome
Concentration and Relaxation Secret of True Prayer

Dragons of Wisdom The Secret Teachings of Jesus

Milarepa. "The Tibetan Saint" Reincarnation. Life After Death

The Great Master of the Himalayas The World War and Reincarnation

Personal Eiperiencei Among Masters Maitreya, "Lord of the World"
Astral Proiection Bardo. Soul After Death

Mystery Teachings, 2nd Coming of Christ The New Religion

Many That Are Now Living The Pineal Eye

Man's Higher Self Treasures of Light

Divine Healing Dweller on the Threshold

FOUR GOSPELS (Interpretation), By Doreal $5.00

Instructions of a Master to His Chela, By Doreal 2.00

Four Planes of Healing, By Doreal 5.00

Symbolism of the Great Pyramid, By Doreal 2.00

You are invited to write for free literature comprising "Master

Of Destiny," our magazine "Light on the Path," and a copy

of our weekly Truth Sheet. No obligation.

BROTHERHOOD OF THE WHITE TEMPLE, INC.

Dept. F, Sedalio. Colorado 80135

FATE will pay $5 for each story published In thh department. Stories

must deal with an actual experience proving spirit survival. They

should be Ion than 300 wont* and typed double-spaced on mi* lid* of

the paper. They may bo mailed to FATE Survival Editor, 500 Hyacinth

PL, Highland Part ML 60036. Manuscripts must show author'* name

and address and include a stamped self-addressed return envelope.

COLONIAL GHOST?
By Joel L Jensen

DURING THE summer of 1964 I

was visiting my friend John
Graner on his farm about three

miles west of Kellogg, Minn. One
July evening after we had finished

our evening meal we sat on the back
porch to rest and talk. As I looked
southward toward the nearby road I

saw a man approaching. I cannot
recall seeing his face but I was
struck by the fact that he was
dressed in a white Colonial costume
with knee-high black boots. An enor-

mous black dog walked beside him
as he continued north down the road.

After I had watched him for a mo-
ment or two I asked John if he knew
who he was. John didn't and we
continued to watch him for about five

seconds when suddenly both man and
dog vanished before our eyes.

Astonished, we ran from the porch

to the spot where we had seen them
disappear. On either side of that

piece of road was open pasture land.

There was nothing to afford conceal-

ment. Yet we found no trace of

either man or dog. We searched for

10 minutes before giving up.

Kellogg was settled in the late

1700's. Had we seen a ghost, one of

Joel L. Jensen

the town's first settlers? — Roches-

ter, Minn.

A GHOST DOG NAMED COKEY
By Kathleen Meszarot

OUR COCKEE Spaniel Cokey was
already fairly old and blind in

one eye when we acquired her in

October 1965. She would sleep at the

top of the stairs and snore. When
Cokey's snoring got too loud someone
would get up and tap Cokey and she

would go thump, thump, thump down
the stairs. She liked to sit next to you
while you were writing and to brush
against your legs when you were
sitting at the table. Cokey would sit
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in the corner for hours if you hol-

lered at her. When she was about 15

she began having trouble breathing

and sometimes you could hear her

struggling for breath.

The day before Cokey died in No-
vember 1970 she went to each person
in the house and put her head on

their laps. She looked up at their

faces and cried as if to say good-bye.

When she got to the last person,

myself, she jumped right into my
lap, something she never had done
before, and licked my face. Then she

wanted to be let out. Before she went
out the door she took one last look at

the house and then walked slowly

When it was time for her dinner

we called her but she didn't come.
We looked for her all night. A week
later we finally found her lying on
her side facing our house on the
neighbor's yard across the street. I

buried her in our yard the next day.

Not long after that we started

hearing funny noises. Then one night

I was awakened by snoring, I fol-

lowed the sound and saw Cokey
sleeping at the top of the stairs like

she used to. She turned and faced me
then went slowly down the stairs. I

followed after her but when 1 got to

the bottom of the stairs she had
disappeared.

In the morning I asked if anybody
else had seen or heard Cokey. They
all said they heard noises but didn't

know what they were. Since then I

have seen Cokey a few times at the

top of the stairs and under the table.

Some of the family have seen her too

and heard breathing noises. At first

it was spooky but now we are all

used to having a ghost dog named
Cokey around. — Hopewell, N.J.

CALLED BACK FROM ETERNITY
By Anns Bier

TT7HEN I WAS in my teens 1 leftW my parents in my native Czecho-
slovakia and came to New York City,

where I stayed in Manhattan with a

very nice couple, Mr, and Mrs.
Whelan. Early on the morning of

January 3, 1922, I climbed out of bed
and lit the potbellied gas stove to try

to warm up my chilly room before I

had to get up for the day.
Sleep came easily when 1 was

young and I soon dozed off. Then I

began to dream that I was dying. My
limbs were heavy and when I tried to

move them I could not. Somehow I

knew this was the end, I thought of

my loved ones so far away in Czecho-
slovakia. How would I let them
know of my leaving? My torment
and grief were indescribable.

Then I seemed to be above my
body looking down at It. I became
enveloped in a bright haze and a

radiant angel approached me, hand
outstretched. The angel said,

"Come." From somewhere there

came the most beautiful music I had
ever heard in my young life and I

knew it could be only from Heaven. 1

was no longer sad. The angel and I

rose higher and higher with music all

around us. Then ever so faintly I

heard someone calling my nickname,
"Daisy, Daisy. . ." The voice came
nearer calling constantly. Then my
angel was no longer with me and I

tried hard to answer the calling

This Booh is our Best Seller!

PRIZE-WINNING METHODS OF HYPNOSIS
AND OTHER UNIQUE INDUCTION TECHNIQUES

Edited by Harry Arons

This is probably the most remarkable book on hypnosis ever published.

It is a book of methods . . . only methods . . . NOTHING BUT METHODS.
And not just ordinary methods (these you con get in any hypnosis book),

but methods that many professional hypnotists do not know. Here are

just a few of them:

• Dr. Millikin's Non-Verbal •

Method, in which hyp-
nosis is induced without •

speaking.
• Harry Arons' Non-Sen-

sory Method, in which •

hypnosis is induced in

one minute without com- •

munication via any of the

five senses-— en masse. •

• Col. Ziglinski's Method •

for the Deaf. •

• The "Telepathy" Method.
• The Proof-Positive Meth-

od. •

• Dr. Bryan's Oriental •

Pressure-Point Method. •

Detailed verbalizations — photo

Orilpr your cof.

Brain Wave Synchroniz-
er—three methods.
The H-Alpha Stimulator,
a brand-new electronic

method.
Dr. Bryant's Head-Rota-
tion Method.
Japanese "Sleep" Ma-
chine.
Dome Inductor Method.
The Head-Spin Method.
Harry Arons' Best Deep-
ening Method, word-for-
word.
Self-Hypnosis Methods.
The Shadow Method.
And many others.

illustrated — paperback.

y NOW.

OUR SPECIAL OFFER?

Our Special Offer; We have none. No
bonus — no premium — nothing but the

book itself! We need no special offers

to sell THIS book. Why. just ONE of the

methods described in it — say, DR. MIL*
LIKIN'S NON-VERBAL METHOD — may
be worth many times the price of this

book to you. Get It and see for yourself!

Power Publisher!, Dept. FNI3
, 60 Vose Avenue
i So. Orange, NJ 07079

|e RUSH _^ „^?piSS ol

.. (Ny"rwlderiia \
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LIFE ON OTHER PLANETS

EARTH AXIS SHIFT

iVfi'nldcC THE IMMINENT SHIFT OF THK

EmilSepic, 1200 Allord Ave Eureka, CA 93501

When I finally came to, cold icy air

was sweeping across my face. I was
no longer dreaming- I looked at the

clock and it was 9:30 A.M. But why
all this air? The stove was out cold

and the windows and door were open
wide. I staggered for my coat and

out into the hall and into my land-

lady's kitchen. Mrs. Whelan quickly

shoved a chair halfway into my path

and I sank onto it. A cup of tea

helped wake me up.

Then Mrs. Whelan told me the

awful truth. The potbellied stove had

been defective and a draft had blown

out at least half the flames. By 7;00

A.M. the Whelans could smell gas

and traced it to my room. To their

horror they found my room filled

with gas and me unconscious. Fran-

tically they tried to revive me but

without success. For half an hour I

did not respond. Mrs, Whelan refused

to give up and said to her husband

"Now I will try once more my way."
She grabbed my head with both her

hands and with all her might started

calling my name repeatedly. Finally

I began to stir and eventually faintly

said, "Yes." Relieved she had cov-

ered me well and left the room.
Someday when my hour of passing

comes I hope my angel will meet me
again and we shall continue our jour-

ney to eternity. — New York, N.Y.

"IT'S DOODLER!"
By Wary Carms

IN MAY 1966 my neighbor in El
Paso, Mrs. Bechtold, came over

and asked me to go shopping with

her at Globe Shopping City, a dis-

count department store. I was happy
to accompany her as I had to buy a

graduation gift for my sister, who
had requested a set of cookware.
When we arrived at the store, Mrs.

Bechtold and I separated and each
went about our own shopping. My
daughter Kendall, who would cele-

brate her third birthday in another
week or so, was seated in my shop-

For Astrologers /Dream Symbolist!

YOUR HOROSCOPE
YOUR DREAMS

ORDER TODAY FROM:
VENTURE BOOKSHOP

P.O. Box 249, Highland Park, IL 60035

CHARLES J. REDMOND
P.O. BOX 69148 DEPT. FA-MCAI

HOLLYWOOD. CALIFORNIA 90069

Do You Believe

In Miracles?

To FATEReaders

CHARLES J. REDMOND
P.O. Ban 69248. Oep< F1A -I

HOLLYWOOD. CALIF. 90069

now TO USE
THE MOST POWERFUL

MAGICAL WORD!

CHARLES J. REDMOND
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WHAT II ITS LOCKED-1N SECRITF

FINGER OF FATE

art the invisible forces that impel the

moving hand . . . Direct it to foretell

future events
guarded

. Reveal closely-

_ ... Is it esp? Or su-

pernatural vibrations? No one reallj

knows for sure — not even its crea

ONLY $5.95
for postage and hand lit

er the FASCINATING

FATE

ping cart. The housewares depart-

ment had several sets of eookware
on display but none of the type I

wanted. However, there were several

boxes of unopened eookware on the

shelves and I proceeded to tear open
one of the boxes. While 1 was busily

unpacking pots and pans, Kendall
began screaming excitedly, "Dood-

ler! Dondler! Mommy, it's Doodlrr!"

"Doodler" was Kendall's pet name
for my father, Ories White, who had

died in Maxwell Air Force Hospital

in Montgomery. Ala., the previous

September

ARE
PSYCHIC EVENTS
SINFUL?

Read this important book . . .

"Encountering The Unseen"
By Rev. Paul Lambourne Higgini

na saints of oil

i a founder and fan
ritual Frontiers Fell

religion. His book i

Istians. pointing a Pi
true revival religion

1SZ pages. Only $3.75

Mary Carnia

When I raised up, I was eye to eye

with my father with only a counter

between us! I dropped the pots and
pans to the floor with a clatter and
stood there utterly speechless. I des-

perately wanted to speak to him and
ask him if it really were he but no

sound would come from my throat.

He was dressed in the same white T-

shirt he always had worn and he was
drinking coffee from a styrofoam cup
just as he had in the hospital prior to

his death, (Food and beverages were
not permitted in the store.) He said

nothing but simply stared into my
eyes, then slowly began to back
away. As he began to back away, I

What Da These Eyes See

That Yours Oan't?

rT^heae eyes, while appearing to the uninitiated to see the same ex-

ternal world as others, see this and much more. These eyes see an
internal world that reaches to the very center of the Supreme Power.
They see the reasons why people suffer . . . the past and future lives

of humanity . . . life on other planets . , , the hidden treasures of the
earth . . . the plan of Divine evolution. Within the reach of these eyes

are Past, Present and Future ... the answers to all question*.

For these eyes belong to Master M. Aquarius, one of the masters of the

Monastery of the Seven Rays ... an ancient, secret brotherhood of the

Andes. Now, for the first time in history, the mouth accompanying these

eyes speaks after centuries of silence.

Your eyes can be trained to see what is visible to the Masters . . .

and you also can control the inner world. If this interests you, please

accept our invitation and write to the Monastery of the Seven Rays
for Free Information with no obligation. One of the Masters will answer
promptly.

MONASTERY of the SEVEN RAYS 4F
P.O. On. 30

Coin, (Malaga) Spain

Plea.se send free information by Air Mail.

Street . . .

City State Zip

All that you have
ever desired to be, by

applying the Manai-

tery't Power Course.
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spotted Mrs. Bechtold and hurried

over to her. I asked if she saw the

man. which she did, and I then told

her he looked exactly like my father.

I made a thorough search of the

store in the hope of seeing him again

but he had vanished. Mrs. Bechtold

and I then went home.
Later that evening while I was

washing dishes, it suddenly dawned
on me that perhaps Mrs, Bechtold

hadn't seen the man at all. I rushed

next door and asked her. She con-

firmed that she had seen a man but

that he had looked too young to be

my father., I assured her that Dad
was a very young-looking man. I'm

convinced it was my father I saw
that day but the reason why he

appeared at that time and place 1

still don't understand. — El Paso,

Tex.

I FOUND MY RING
By Leonid H. Holder

BEFORE SHE died in 1968 my wife

Jean presented me with a ruby

and diamond ring which I cherished.

Then one day early in 1970 while

tending to bushes in my front yard

the ring slipped off my finger. I

searched for a long time but could

not find it.

The following October I attended a

meeting at The Church of Two
Worlds on Q Street in Washington,

D.C. A medium I did not know. Mrs.

Le Lacheur, was giving messages.

She stepped up before me and said,

"I get the name Jean and she says

you will find your ring behind a bush
toward the rear." I went home and
searched but still 1 could not find the

ring. The following March after a

night of heavy rain the thought came
to me that my ring might be visible

now. I went out and looked behind a

bush at the corner of the house and
the band of the ring was protruding

from the dirt. I am eternally thank-
ful for this mediumistic message
from Jean. — Washington, D.C.

LIFE AFTER DEATH:
FOUR CONVINCING VOLUMES

. G. WHITE, Publisher

420 Sutttr Street

,
Francisco, Calif. V410I

ASTROLOGY COURSE

BOLD BOOKS
6/ Irwin Williams

Progressive Studies In AsHolog,. A
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The Most Important Word in Your Dictionary . . .

MONEY
The force of gravity — terrestrial magnetism — keeps you earthbound.

Earth magnetism is the great physical discipline on all human beings.

Another force, perceived dimly as "Money," keeps all human beings
disciplined in many other ways . . . every facet of your mundane exis-
tence— past, present and future — is subject to the government of Money.
You control it, or it controls you.

Money, you see, is the great social gravitational force.

Every scientific advancement of Man has involved overcoming, or ma-
nipulating, the polarities of Magnetism. This includes development of
transportation, communication, and all the intricate details of routine
life in a mechanized world.

In the social sphere, we each of us struggle against a different gravi-
tational force, the social gravity that we perceive only as "Money." The
person or group who will benefit you most in your mundane lifetime is

the person who teaches you what money is, and how to control it.

The Individualist Society has for some time engaged in teaching people
how to "Manipulate the Money Energy," how to control the social gravi-
tational force of Money, how to arrange and direct their life's energies
in such fashion that they can solve their persona] money problems with
ease. Due to the remarkable success of this "Prosperity Movement"
we are encouraged to continue it, in order to make this information and
instruction available to all who wish it. This responsible movement is

under the direction of Mr. Jack L. Felts, whose personal references in-

clude Hstinp; in "World's Who's Who of Finance and Industry"; "Who's
Who in the South-Southwest" ; "Dictionary of International Biography";
"Royal Blue Book of London."

We wish to tell you more about your relationship to Money, how you
may learn to control your relationship to Money with the approximate
ease with which you control your relationship to the gravitational pull
of Earth. This information is available only from Mr. Felts.

If you are weary of struggling unsuccessfully against the gravity of
Money, if during your sojourn on this Earth you wish to achieve abun-
dance, if you are ready to consider levitating yourself economically by
learning the occult secrets about Money — in short, if you are ready to
jump from Little, or nothing, to Plenty, then you are urged to write to
us today. Information is free, and there is no obligation.

MONEY MIRACLE INFORMATION
Individualist Society,

P.O. Box 156, Tahlequah, Oklahoma 74464
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PSYCHOTHERAPISTS MEET PSI

FOR THE last few years the As-
sociation for Humanistic Psychol-

ogy has featured material on the

paranormal and the transpersonal

in its annual and regional meetings.

Nonetheless, it came as a sur-

prise to learn that the prestigious

American Academy of Psychothera-
pists was going to devote its annual
conference in New York City

(October 20-22, 1972) to exploring

"Beyond the Senses." (I heard that

the program had drawn objections

from some of the stumer members
of the Academy but in the end the

meeting's chairman, Renee Nell, was
allowed to proceed with the arrange-

ments.) The list of invited parti-

cipants was impressive and the con-
ference was a rousing success. I was
struck by the youth of many persons

in the audience—and by the "young
ideas" of the older participants.

The conference proper was pre-

ceded by a two-day institute during
which the therapists could take crash

courses in horoscope interpretation,

yoga, hypnosis, alpha feedback train-

ing and related subjects. I gathered

that these were well attended. The
conference program attracted about
300 participants, including a number
of nonmembers like myself.

Chairman Renee Nell conducts a

residential treatment center for

emotionally disturbed youths in Con-
necticut and also specializes in

dream interpretation. Her dry humor
helped to lighten what might have
become an overserious program.

Sharing the chairman's duties was
Dr. Stanley Krippner, whose article

on Soviet parapsychology appeared
in the November 1972 issue of Fate.

Long associated with the Maimonides
Dream Laboratory Dr. Krippner soon

will be leaving Brooklyn for Sonoma
State College in California.

TRANCE AND TRANSPERSONAL
FRIDAY evening was devoted to a

long address by Dr. Stanislav

Grof on the varieties of transpersonal

experiences reported by persons who
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A Great Christian Leader

Speaks Out On Survival

Sherwood Eddy, one-time all-

Asia executive secretary of the
YMCA, friend and associate of

Gandhi and Nehru—man of action
and world renowned scholar, re-

ts on 12 years of research into
survival.

He writes of his work with such
famous mediums as Arthur Ford
and Edgar Cayce, of Pamela
Nash and the little-known Dr. E,

Macbeth. His co-helpers in-
cluded Gerald Heard, Upton Sin-
clair and Prof. William McDou-
gall.

From each of these great
figures Eddy obtained the stun-
ning evidence he sets down here.
A classic in its field. Only S3.95

have ingested LSD. Dr. Grof has
conducted 16 years' research in the
psychotherapeutic use of LSD in

Prague, Czechoslovakia, and is now
at the Maryland Psychiatric Research
Center, Catonsville, Md. Transper-
sonal experience he defines as "an
expansion or extension of con-
sciousness beyond the usual ego
boundaries and the limitations of
time and space," Persons under the
influence of psychedelic drugs reporl
a bewildering variety of such ex-
periences. The problem has been
how to categorize this mass of di-
verse material.

Dr. Grof decided to organize the
material on the basis of content
rather than degree of deviation from
normal consciousness, the method
used by Masters and Houston in their
monumental The Varieties of Psyche-
delic Experiences. Dr. Grof's dis-

cussion lasted more than an hour and
included many summarized ex-
amples of his findings. Happily for

those who missed his presentation,
he had published the material earlier

in the Journal of Trtmspersona.1
Psychology (Vol. 4, No. 1). I was
most intrigued with the mass of ma-
terial Dr. Grof termed "perinatal"
which he interpreted in terms of
memories of one's physical birth and
prebirth experiences. I hope he
someday will publish his study at

greater length with mort illustra-

tions than in his Journal article. It

also should prove interesting to try
to fit transpersonal experiences that

result from mystical experiences,
dreams and other altered states of

consciousness into his system of
classification.

As it happened, the speaker
scheduled to begin Saturday's ses-
sions was unable to attend and Dr.
Nell prevailed on Mrs. Grof to fill in.

Disappointment over missing the
scheduled speaker abated the mo-
ment Joan Halifax Grof began her
fascinating account of her study of
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: IE SOCIETY
land, on tun

u
l Believe

in Qhosts"
By Dtmlon Walker

;. the late
. their amazing stories. This

lively collection gives the psychic ex-
-' such celebrities as Mae

ves. Ida Lupina, Noel
Coward and Beatrice Lillie. Originally
Spooks Deluxe, edited and updated by

the ecstatic and spiritist faiths

among the Cuban population in

Miami, Fla. A cultural anthropolo-
gist, Mrs. Grof described, the ways
her knowledge of the cultists' beliefs

enabled her to employ their belief
systems to abet more orthodox
forms of physical and psychiatric
therapy. She reported two re-

markable instances when she herself
had gone into trance during the
Cubans' ceremonies. Stan Krippner
complimented her on her courage in

actively entering into the belief sys-
tem instead of remaining an outside
observer. Many valuable papers
followed in the course of the con-
ference but for me the first two were
highlights.

BUSHMEN AND PSYCHIC EGSS
THE TWO themes of trance and

healing were continued by Dr.
Richard Katz of Harvard, who spoke
of his study of trance curing among
the Kung Bushmen of the Kalahari
Desert. The ritual dancing which at

one time or another induces trance in

about half the adult population oc-

curs at irregular intervals — when-
ever someone in the tribe feels the

need for one of the evening cere-

monies. Dr. Katz describes the atti-

tude of the Bushmen as "synergistic

consciousness," each individual con-

tributing his psychic energy to the
total community. (An article by Dr.

Katz is in preparation for a future

Dr. Lawrence LeShan, a psycho-
therapist now in private practice in

New York City, reported on his in-

vestigation of psychic healing in our
own culture. He distinguishes two
varieties of psychic healing. In the
first, the healer strives for some
form of mystical state in which he
sees the universe, including the pa-
tient, as perfect. The second variety
involves actual transfer of psychic
energy from healer to patient, typi-
cally by laying on of hands. The sec-
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ond type is commoner and easier to

achieve but less permanent. Dr.

LeShan concludes, than the first.

From the literature of mysticism Dr.

LeShan has extracted procedures lor

obtaining the requisite mystical state

and currently he is conducting semi-

nars to train students to become
psychic healers.

Another of the featured speakers

was Cleve Backster, the Manhattan

polygraph expert. I was particularly

eager to hear his reply to the criti-

cism of his work that recently ap-

peared in the Journal of Parapsychol-

ogy. (Curtis Fuller commented on

the controversy in "I See by the

Papers" in January 1973 Fate.) Mr.

Backster raised considerable doubt

that the research done by Rex John-

son was truly a replication of the

original experimentation, the con-

flicting results being due primarily

to a change in instrumentation.

Backster made some preliminary

observations on his more recent re-

search. He has found that an electro-

encephalograph gives results com-

parable to a polygraph (lie detector)

when attached to a plant; that is, the

plant shows a reaction to threats to

its well-being. EEG electrodes

attached to a chicken egg also record

a reaction when another egg is

dropped into boiling water. Mr.

Backster has promised to bring out a

new book describing his experiments

in detail

PROJECTION AND PRECOGNITION
AFTER listening to Mrs. Grof, Dr.

Katz, Dr. LeShan and Cleve Back-

ster with only a hurried break for

lunch, I confess that my attention

was not as keen for the remaining

three speakers on Saturday's program,

especially since I had heard the ma-
terial previously. Robert Monroe,

author of Journeys Out of the Body,

described the onset of his out-of-the-

body experiences, essentially the

same as he had reported at the
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STAL GAZING AND

ARE WE
TO FEAR GOD?

.»ITU'SSMSr-"*"

1969. Zipporah Dobyns spoke on
using the horoscope as a diagnostic
tool in evaluating personality. I sus-
pect her audience on this occasion
was more negative toward astrology
than the majority of groups she

John Mihalasky of Newark College of
Engineering ended the afternoon
with a discussion of his precognition
experiments with various groups of
business executives, artists. PTA
groups and other.= 1 think it was not
quite fair to schedule this talk on
statistical ESP tests after a whole
day of more exciting papers. More
than hnlf the audience already had
reached the saturation point and had
left the meeting. Mihalasky avoided
the dull details of statistical evalu-
ation and spuke of the implications of
his results His talk deserved more
attention than it received
Sunday morning was devoted to

two talks sandwiching a general dis-

cussion and qucstion-and-answer
period. Douglas Dean showed films
of Russian sensitive Nina

gradova. another Russian
who has trained herself in

has the ability to t:

to others for brief periods. Several
visiting Western scientists, including
Dr Krippncr. were able to cause a

cylinder to roll back and forth across
a table for about a minute after
Vinogradova had transferred psycho-
kinetic power to them.
Astronaut Edgar Mitchell closed

the program with fairly general re-
marks about the philosophical
significance of psychic discoveries
and the need for proper funding for
further investigations. During the
discussion period the audience raised

FORTUNE TELLING
WHAT DOES THIS
CARD REVEAL?

(a) Unlimited aid from friends.

(b) Beware of a jealous man
(c) Expect a favorable change
(d) Money is on the way.

THE ANSWER IS lc>

A new 128 page book, How To Tell

Fortunes With Cards, shows you the easy

way to reveal your future by reading or-

dinary cards. This fully illustrated book
also tells the secrat history and mean
ings of Tarot cards.

Order the book now and you will

also receive a sample card from a deck
of fortune telling cards. Each card has

a symbol and a written message. Read the messages and weave them
into a story about yourself.

ORDER NOW! SATISFACTION
GUARANTEED OR YOUR MONEY BACK.

Mail to: Tarot Books, Box 42124-EA. Atlanta, Ga. 30311

Send me a regular sized deck of Tarot Cards in a plastic case

plus instructions. I enclose $2.98.

D Send me How To Tell Fortunes With Cards (ordinary cards may
be used) I enclose $1.25

Send me a sealed deck of Fortune Telling Cards with Instruction

Booklet. I enclose $1 ,gg
Send both. I enclose only $2.99

Name

Address
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questions about all manner of

psychic phenomena, altered states of

consciousness, Kirlian photography,

meditation and numerous other sub-

jects. Clearly the group was stimu-

lated by the presentations but also

had read widely in the field before-

hand. The only complaint I heard

concerned the insufficient time al-

lowed for discussion and questions,

which simply indicates how seriously

interested the psychotherapists were

in the subject matter of the con-

ference. Renee Nell deserves a

tremendous amount of credit for

having organized such a stimulating

and rewarding weekend.

OTHER REVIEWS
FACTS, FRAUDS AND PHANTASMS by

Georgeis McHargje, Doubleday and Co.,

Garden City, N. Y-, 1977, 296 pagei, $4.95.

Described on the jacket as "a

survey of the Spiritualist move-

ment," this volume is just that and a

fine job too. Happily it oversteps the

confines of Spiritualism to hark back

to the anthropological bases for be-

lief in spirits down through Greek

oracles and French mesmerists be-

fore tackling its official subject.

Georgess MeHargue takes a scien-

tific and unbiased look at all the

great names — the Fox sisters, D. D.

Home, the ubiquitous Eusapia, the

late Eileen Garrett and even Harry

Edwards — ending with considera-

tion of the famous Bishop Pike se-

The author is carefully neutral in

her presentation of pro and cons,

although the book carries rather

more cons than some readers will

like. She explains how supposedly

evidential seances can be produced.

Two points are particularly impor-

tant— that ESP can explain many
though not all "messages" and that

the subconscious mind knows no

right or wrong. This second point is

important whenever a medium's fine
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character is cited as indicative of

authenticity. As MeHargue points

out. when in trance and at the mercy
of the subconscious, the medium
recognizes neither honesty nor dis-

honesty.

One problem in such an historical

approach is that the writer is at the

mercy of her sources. Miss MeHar-
gue is not the first to state that the

planchette was invented by a French
Spiritualist named Planchette in

1853. As psychic researcher Thomas
Tietze recently pointed out, this

seems a remarkable coincidence in

as much as planchette is French for

"little board," which is what a plan-

chette is. In his Encyclopedia of

Occultism Spence gives the "French
Spiritualist" explanation and I sus-

pect is leading an entire generation

of authors astray.

All in all, however, the book with

its glossary, bibliography and index

provides an excellent overview of

Spiritualism, one that will be inval-

uable to the newcomer and useful (if

not always welcome I to the veter-

an. — Diana Robinson.

OBSESSION by Arthur Guirdham, Neville

Spearman, London, England, 1972, 186

pagei, £2.10.

The possibility that psychic im-

pressions may be a causative or

complicating factor in neurosis and
major psychiatric disorders has been
a provocative topic for many psy-

chologists, psychiatrists and para-

psychologists. British psychiatrist

Arthur Guirdham, who previously

has written on religious aspects of

the psychic, in this volume argues
that these disorders may be due not

merely to psychic impressions but to

an actual and very real force of evil

existing in the world.
Although my sympathies lie with

Dr. Guirdham I'm afraid this book is

rather unsatisfactory. A major por-

? psychological ob-
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session — compulsive acts, tics, night

terrors, etc. In Guirdham's view
these disorders are caused by the
inner struggle of the psyche to ward
off psychic and evil impressions.

Most of the cases are drawn from
the author's 40-year practice as a

psychiatrist but I find it hard to

believe that many of his patients
suffered anything more than com-
mon neurosis. Many cases of "inex-
plicable" night terrors of children

are explained as due to interaction

with this primal evil force and their

own psychic dispositions. Yet Guird-
ham presents no evidence that these
children had psychic sensitivity, al-

though he points out that they
suffered from migraine, epilepsy or
somnambulism which he claims are
indicative of psychlsm. He also

claims that women prone to Caesari-
an operations and children with colon
disturbances likewise are psychically
disposed! But where is the evidence
to back up such statements?

In cases where he notes that the
parents or families of his patients
suffered from similar obsessional
problems, instead of coming to the
obvious conclusion that an hereditary
factor or unhealthy home environ-
ment is involved, Guirdham argues
that the parents likewise were psy-
chic — but again offers no evidence
other than migraine or epilepsy. He
cites some interesting cases of pre-

cognition among his patients but fails

to show these are more common or
differ from the psychic experiences
reported by normally healthy people.
Despite the fact that Guirdham

offers no support for his central the-
sis, the book does contain provoca-
tive material. He cites numerous
cases of persons who became aware
of personal, overwhelming evil

around them — evil which was not
the. projected thoughts of the living
or the dead but a cosmic force in the
universe. In a few cases psychic
concomitants such as seeing an ap-

Know what you are?
YOU'RE WHAT'S HAPPENING!

Know where you are?
YOU'RE WHERE IT'S AT!
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parition accompanied this sense of

evil. I agree with him that some such
episodes cannot be explained within

the framework of orthodox psycholo-

gy.

But while other researchers have
presented considerable evidence of

psi factors in psychological prob-
lems, Guirdham fails to be convinc-

ing. — D. Scott Rogo.

HIDDEN SYMBOLISM OF ALCHEMY
AND THE OCCULT ARTS by Herbert

Silberer. translated by S. E. Jelliffe, Dover

Publications, New Yorfc. N. Y., 1972, 451

pages, $3.00 (paperback).

First published in German in 1914

Silberer's book is the pioneering psy-

choanalytic treatment of alchemy
and mysticism antedating Jung's
better known studies. The book be-

gins with the lHth-Century text of a

German Rosicrucian-Hermetic para-
ble in which a narrator pursues a

definite but unstated goal. On his

quest he encounters a variety of

symbolic persons, animals and lo-

cales culminating in the death of a
bride and groom and their resurrec-

tion as a mighty queen and king with
magical powers.
From a psychoanalytic perspective

Silberer demonstrates that the para-

ble concerns the narrator's psyche,
his Oedipal conflicts, his regression

to the womb and his desire for magi-
cal powers. Yet at the same time the
parable can be given a mystical or

anagogic interpretation in keeping
with the basic principles of alchemy,
Hermeticism and Rosicrudanism.
The parable is then seen to be con-
cerned with the religious life, spiri-

tual purification and mystical union.

In his central chapter Silberer at-

tempts to explain how a single set of

symbols can sustain two apparently
contradictory levels of interpreta-

tion. At no point does he attempt to

reduce the mystical meaning to the
psychoanalytic level but rather ar-
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LEARN WHILE
SLEEPING

gues that both stem from introver-

sion. Jung's term for sinking into

one's self or withdrawing from the

world. The author of the parable has

employed symbols which refer not

only to his individual psychic life but

to the general introversion process

and the potential of spiritual fulfill-

ment. The mode of presentation of

the book is diffuse and not helped by
the mediocre translation. Despite
these difficulties the book has much
to say that is valuable — Robert Gal-

breath.

SINGER IN THE SHADOWS by Irving

Litvag, Macmillan Company, New York,

N. Y., I97Z, 293 pages, $7.95.

It all started in St. Louis in 1913

when two housewives, Pearl Curran
and Emily Hutchings, worked a

Ouija board and began to receive

messages supposedly from a 17th-

century Englishwoman named Pa-

tience Worth. Soon Mrs. Hutchings
dropped out and Patience became
the exclusive property of Mrs. Cur-
ran. After a year or two John Curran
took charge of the readings and for
nearly a quarter-century kept a writ-

ten record of all that came from the

board — voluminous poems, plays,
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short stories, books and reams of

conversation. These documents have

been preserved by the Missouri His-

torical Society and form the basis for

Litvag's book.
Patience's words first were made

public when newspaperman Casper

Yost devoted an entire page to her in

the St. Louis Globe-Democrat in

February 1915. Reader response was
sensational and other articles fol-

lowed. Meantime William Reedy of

Reedy's Mirror (publisher of early

poems of Sarah Teasdale, Vachel

Lindsay and Edgar Lee Masters)

capitalized on the Patience vogue by
printing an article on "Necromantic
Poetry" and later by publishing tor-

rents of Patience material in his

magazine.
Soon Patience was addressing

gatherings of people through the Oui-

ja board. Scientists and literary crit-

ics became interested. Distinguished

scholar John Livingston Lowes, then

teaching at nearby Washington Uni-

versity, was present at a Patience

reading and spoke to her personally.

Eventually Mrs. Curran gave up the

Ouija board for direct contact, con-

tinued her public readings and in-

evitably went to Hollywood.

In 1916 Yost published a book

about Patience which drew mixed
reactions. James Hyslop of the

American Society for Psychical Re-

search denounced Patience as a

fake. Others were favorably im-

pressed. Patience again made head-

lines when she had a baby — having

forced the Currans to adopt a baby
girl and name her Patience and
thereafter advised on the child's care

and wrote reams of poetry about her.

Patience's fame reached its peak
in 1917 with the Patience Worth
Magazine published by the Patience

Worth Publishing Co. In 1918 five of

her poems appeared in the Anthology
of Magazine Verse, an annual vol-

ume of the year's best poetry edited

by W. S. Braithwaite. That same
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year, however, astute critic Agnes
Repplier in Atlantic Monthly dealt a

death blow to Patience's works and
other "spook literature" which was
proliferating everywhere. In 1923 a

collection of Patience's poems had
little sale and caused no comment.
By now Mrs. Curran was publishing

short stories under her own name
although she kept in touch with Pa-
tience until her death in 1937.

So who was Patience Worth? Lit-

vag ends his account with a discus-

sion of various theories about her

without coming to any definite con-

clusion. Fate readers, one would
think, will view the entire phenome-
non with great skepticism (as indeed

scientific investigators did in her own
day). Enough of her poetry and
prose is included in the book to make
one fervently hope we never will

suffer another Patience resurrec-

tion. — Nan Cooke Carpenter.

I must dissent with Dr. Carpen-

ter's cursory dismissai of the Pa-

tience Worth phenomenon which is

recognized by many as one of the

classic coses in psychic research.

Dr. Walter Franklin Prince, pioneer

American psychic researcher, wrote

in 1927, "This is the most important
known case of its kind." His full-

length study of Mrs. Curran, The
Case of Patience Worth, was reis-

sued by University Books in 1964. —
David Techter.

THE ROOTS OF COINCIDENCE by Arthur

Koestler. Random House. New York, N. Y..

1972, 158 pages, $5.95.

Arthur Koestler, best known for his

autobiographical Darkness at Noon,

has been a foreign correspondent,

novelist and teacher. Now, in five

brief chapters, Mr. Koestler takes us

on an excursion into parapsychology.

In the chapter entitled "The Per-

versity of Physics" the author finds

evidence for parapsychology in the
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assumptions of theoretical physics.

For example, some physicists pre-

dicted the existence of the neutrino,

a subatomic parlicie, some 30 years

before it was proven to exist. Koest-

ler's basic point is that physics uses

such assumptions to carry on its

work of explaining the universe.

Another chapter tells us about Aus-
trian biologist Paul Kammerer. who
kept a diary of extraordinary coinci-

dences which happened to him. Dr.

Kammerer's conclusion from this rec-

ord was that "concidences, wheth-
er they come singly or in series, arc

manifestations of a universal prin-

ciple in nature which operates inde-

pendently from physical causation."

Kammerer considered such manifes-

tations as fundamental as the laws of

physics though as yet unexplored.

In a long chapter on "Seriality and
Synchronicity" Koestler discusses

the views of Freud. Jung and others

towards parapsychology, drawing on
widely divergent views in his search

for an ultimate unity. Koest'c-

agrees with H. H. Price that "psy-
chic research is one of the most
important branches of investigation

which the human mind has under-

Koestler closes by stating, "The
limitations of our biological equip-
ment may condemn us to the role of

peeping Toms at the keyhole of eter-

nity. But at least let us take the

stuffing out of the keyhole, which
blocks even our limited view."
This somewhat complex volume is

a book that dares us to think. — Paul
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York, N.Y., 1971, 180 pages, $5.95.

Biologist-philosopher author presents a

studv of man's attempt through the ages

to formulate a theory of the nature of life

GILDAS COMMUNICATES by Ruth White and
Mary Swainson, Neville Spearman, London,

1971, 222 pages, £2.10.

A brief account of how Ruth While
began to receive messages through la-

cnir-jriun.-.l ,1,-itins it followed by com-
iachings on karma and rem-

OE5IGN FOR DE5TINY by Edward Russell,

Neville Spearman, London, 1971, 189 pages,

£ 175.
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A CHECK ON MARC REYMONT
The recent controversy surround-

ing Marc Reymont has come to my
attention. Since I have kept records
on predictions for the last lew years
I believe this controversy can be
settled scientifically.

The method I use is to write down
the date a set of predictions was
made, the name of the psychic who
made them and the particular publi-

cation which printed them. This al-

lows us to take 3 look at Marc
Reymont's record,

On December 13, 1970, he wrote
these in the National Enquirer;

(1) Mayor John Lindsay will defeat

Richard Nixon in the 1972 presiden-
tial elections.

(2) Vice-president Agnew will nev-

er again hold a significant national

polifical office.

(3) America will be out of Vietnam
by October or November 1972,

(4) American troops will become
involved in Latin America in the
spring of 1971,

(5) A weird kind of shakeup will

occur in the FBI either in late 1B70

or early 1971.

(6) There will be a major train

wreck in Indiana about the middle of

January, 1973.

(7) An American ship will be in-

volved in an international incident

with Russia in February, 1973.
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DREAM PROGRAMMING

Of these seven predictions only the

last two may yet prove out.

Next we have Marc Reymont fea-

tured in the issue of Midnight dated

February 22, 1971:

(1) Jackie and Aristotle Onassis

will adopt a red-haired girl who will

be very young, possibly only two or

three years old.

(2) Tom Jones will fade from the

limelight and lose bis television

(3) Trouble for Dean Martin will

occur when police pull in his eldest

son. possibly for drug abuse.

(4) In a particularly harmwing
auto accident Paul Newman will

narrowly escape death.

(5) Johnny Carson, host of the

popular "Tonight" show, will quit in

the fall of 1971,

(6i John Wayne will make one last

movie, then abandon Hollywood after

a bout of illness

On this set of predicted events, all

supposed to take place in 1971, only

the one on Tom Jones is a hit.

From Reymont's past record it

seems to me he may as well step out

as a prophet — Peter Waijenblasl

.

Gobriolu island, B. C , Canada.

A MODERN RUNESTONE?
I note in the March and June 1972

issues of Fate that again what is

thought tu be the first authentic evi-

dence of Viking contact with the

continental United States (a runic

stonei has been found. It's not the

first time nor the first stone.

It is strange that the Vikings never

made their stones in the same man-
ner in America as they did at home.
Could it be that they were influenced

by the language of the new country?
The stone pictured in your March

issue is extraordinary in many ways.

The rune-makers never used to date
their stones but this one is dated.

There is no question about that. The
date reads "ahr 1010" lyear 1010).

That is a time that even a rune-
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Now FO-TI-TIENG, a rare and
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made available lo you. Delightful
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maker who dated a stone would
have been likely to use Christ

chronology Besides, the idea of p
ting 10 and 10 together to get i

thousand and ten shows Arable
modern influence The spelling >

for year is 19th-century Swedish.
hil-mat

oild hai

that

i
popul

inly ha
nounced hell-man which in Old Scan-
dinavian means about what it means
in today's English.

The text of the stone reads skik hel
man (which is bad language) and
could only mean: send hell man.
Line 10 spells sikla (segla) shibi —
"sail ship" — with an H instead of

a K, a bad mistake. It shows modern
pronunciation. In fact, the main char-
acteristic of the inscription is that its

mistakes are modern in nature.

The medieval variant of the runic
alphabet (a "mixture" developed
during the 13th Century) was com-
monly used in Sweden until the be-
ginning of this century on such ob-
jects as runic wands and calendars.
It is well known that a great many of

the Swedish immigrants to America
in the 19th Century, especially the
uneducated ones, were just as famil-

iar with these traditional runes as

with the Latin alphabet used by the
upper class and taught in schools. (I

myself learned runes before I was
taught Latin letters.)

What a coincidence that the Amer-
ican runestones are inscribed with
some sort of late medieval variant

and very unclassical Scandinavian
language — which a lot of immi-
grants but no Viking could have

It is true that the Vikings came to

America but that they did not make
this stone is beyond doubt. — Sander
Svensson, Malmo, Sweden.
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marks concerning Dennis Wheatley's
recent talk on the dangers of witch-
craft and black magic (October 1972
Fate) it occurred to me that you
might be interested in Wheatley's
own words in a letter to me dated
July 27. 1972:

'•You will be glad to know that
recently there has been the begin-
nings of quite a considerable revival
here among the young, in the major-
ity of cases not a return to the
established church but more general-
ly to Christian principles and I have
great hopes that this will continue
and increase. It may interest you to
know that at long last the Church of
England is now taking an active
interest in countering the activities

of satanists and the spread of witch-
craft covens. Only a few weeks ago I

was invited by my old friend the
Bishop of Peterborough to address
150 of his clergy on this subject as

the majority of them know so little

about it, but this movement is ob-
viously also all to the good."
His last sentences refer, of course,

to the lecture Mr. Fuller discussed in

"I See by the Papers," — George
Wagner, Fort Thomas, Ky.

PSYCHIC PRIEST DIES . . .

On February 6. 1972, the Rt. Rev.
Msgr. Dan A. Laning died. Fate
published a story about him in the
September 1968 issue ("Texas Priest
Uses ESP'" by Bill Starr).

Father Laning of the Church of St.

Paul in Mission, Tex., was loved and
highly respected by everyone. He
had wonderful saintly powers and his

prayers for others i regardless of re-

ligious affiliation) were always an-
swered.

I thought Fate readers would like

to know that he has gone on to a
better place. — Mrs. William Spert-
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published in your August 1972 issue

concerning the Rev. William Brown
of Toccoa, Ga. I do not know him but
I am in sympathy with his work
Since I myself am an absent spiritual

healer.

The writer of the first letter, Vir-
ginia Wiborg, told the Reverend
Brown the truth about herself and
was wonderfully blessed. The second
writer, Mary Glowacki, admits to

telling him an untruth about her
eyes; she received nothing.

This work is not "play." We are
completely sincere and honest and
we expect others to be the same.
Also it is not we who heal. Healing is

the prerogative of our Heavenly Fa-
ther.

I have only this to say to all who
request help from healers; be hon-
est. You'll get better results. — Laura
Jackson. Philadelphia, Pa.

CHANGING DATES
In b letter in "Report from the

Readers" published in the July 1972

Fate Dee Watt expressed confusion
regarding birth dates and astrologi-

cal signs. The reason for changes in

the dates which encompass the signs

is that the time that the sun or any
other heavenly body enters a sign

varies. For instance, in 1972 the sun
entered Sagittarius on November 22

but 10 years ago (in 19621 it entered
Sagittarius on November 23. A per-
son born on or near these dates is

said to be born on the cusp and
would reflect characteristics from
Scorpio as well as Sagittarius.

The moon sign is always a strong
influence too. For instance, a child

born 10 years ago would have Libra
as a moon sign and would find that
many Libra characteristics would
fit, as well as those of Sagittarius

and Scorpio.
The exact positions of the planets

are calculated astronomically and
published in ephemerides for each
year. It takes a little astrological

I
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training to read them but you'll find

it worthwhile. — Alpha McGarvin,
Sweet Home, Ore.

It may help Dee Watt to learn that

the sun does not enter a new astrolog-

ical sign on the same date each

year and signs do not change at

exactly midnight on any date. This

accounts for the variations in the

beginning and ending dates of each

sign.

Anyone born near the cusp of any
sign would have characteristics of

both signs. Also, the sign on the

horizon at birth (rising sign* is im-
portant in astrology and accounts for

the many differences in persons born

on the same date. — Carl Winters,

Brant, N. Y.

It would be simple if only the earth

traveled around the sun at a constant

speed and took exactly 360 days to do

it. But this is not so and our eccen-

tric calendar needs correction, the

commonest of which is the day add-

ed every leap year
Astronomers tell us every year not

HtgM signs

lay. So the

November
Sagittarius

ay. But if

these figures arc accurate for Con-
t Moscow^ When
22 in Connecticut

t days
but also at what ti

sun may be in Sco
22 up to 6:15 P M.
the remainder of

,ese figures are
;cticut. how aboi

is 15 November

Dn-'is. InlPTlaihen, Flo

FOR THE DEFENSE
Regarding Curtis Fuller's review

in the October 1972 Fate of the Time
magazi ne article, ' 'The Occult Re-
vival," I feel I must speak to the

points on which I disagree.

First, I am tired of reading vilifi-

cations of Aleister Crowley, He did
not embrace satanism or devil wor-
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LIFE READINGS
THROUGH INSPIRATION

REV. E. HESSEL
P.O. BOX 79, BROOKLYN, N.Y. 11207

ship. His drug experiments were not

used as an adjunct to any rituals.

Crowley meant to overcome the

power of drugs and he broke the

habit many times through his own
willpower. Each time he returned to

drugs it was with the conviction that

"this time I'll be in command."
Granted, perhaps no man is capable

of such power, but do we discredit

him because he tried?

"Do what thou wilt shall be the

whole of the law" (you misquoted it.

by the way) has been so misunder-
stood for so many years by so many
people that I don't know why I both-

er to defend it except that I believe

with Crowley that it is an important
doctrine. "Do what thou wilt" does

not mean "do as you damn well

please" but rather do the will of the
greater self. To follow this maxim
has nothing to do with materialism.
What it really involves is learning to

differentiate between the self and the

personality, a task of great difficulty.

Second, while I am not in agree-
ment with LaVey's beliefs, I would
like to point out that materialistic

doctrines are not the sole property of

LaVey's inor Crowley's) followers.

Our greatest industrialists and in-

deed our very society make mate-
rialism appear to be the most popular
"religion" of the Western world. Why
should any individual or group of

individuals be attacked for devoting
themselves to "making money and
enjoying life as best they can . .

,"?

Isn't that what we are taught from
the cradle?

It has been said that "there is

something in the Mysteries for ev-
eryone" and that "you must start

where you are." Many of our young
people are "starting" way ahead of

their elders and therefore find it

difficult to obtain valid instruction.

As a result they search alone, wan-
dering unaided through a labyrinth of

material with no clue other than
their own instincts as to what is valid
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Is this
TIIE HUMAN AURA?

CAN YOU SEE THE AURA? Sci-
ence confirms that it exists. Clair-
voyants have seen it. Now you may
see it too—most people can.

THE SECRET is in the specially
designed Aura Goggles, scientifically
manufactured in England with pina-
cyanole bromide filters.

FREE BOOKLET accompanying
the goggles explains the aura, de-
scribes what it looks like, tells you
how to interpret what you see, ex-
plains how to use these remarkable
visual aids—The Aura Goggles.

SUCCESSFUL with 90 per cent of
ali students. Order today and you
may soon have this unusual experi-
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Highland Park, III. 60035

and worthwhile, often not recogniz-
ing their "something in the Myster-
ies." perhaps because it is so buried
and so alien to all they have been
taught.

Today there are few great teachers
and fewer genuine schools where one
may search. Is it any wonder that
without guidance many young per-
sons go astray? Instead of crying
about their denial of modern religion
and insisting they be "brought back"
to the churches, perhaps we should
find out what they are looking for
and attempt to aid them in their
quest. — JW, Elizabeth Berry, Escon-
dido, Calif,

REPORT FROM RUSSIA
My UFO sighting might not be of

more than passing interest except
that it took place in Russia — and I
think you may not have many re-
ports from there!
On a tour of Europe we were on

the one road that leads from Berlin
through Warsaw, Brest. Minsk and
Smolensk to Moscow. (Napoleon and
Hitler took it and didn't get there but
we did!l

Beyond Smolensk, the road leads
through silver birch forests all the
way to Moscow. On this road at 10:00
P.M., May 29, 1972, my husband and
I saw a UFO on our left— that is, to
the north of our bus. We had a clear
view of the bright orange-red UFO,
larger than a star or planet and quite
different in appearance. It flew
alongside our coach for at least a
minute, then it seemed to switch to
half-light and a second later, it blink-
ed out, no longer to be seen. We
surmised the craft was on surveil-
lance duty, watching the unusual
sight of a European coach carrying
50 people along the Moscow road
where there is no traffic except a
few lorries— no passenger cars nor
coaches. — Judith Gee. London En-
gland,

(Continued on page 160)
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York

, NY 10017

REPRINTS FOR ESP RESEARCH — Out
of Print articles and reports on extra-
sensory and psychic phenomena Wri!f fur
list.—FOLLETT STUDIOS, Box 362
Moorhead. MN 5S560

SANE OCCULTISM - DION FORTUNE
'*- George R. Eleven-" 2R\'i

Louisville. KY 40212

WHITE MAGIC? Druidlsm? H
Witclicralf Coril.-,ct Secret Suciet
der 1973 "Myslerv Schools" Di
Invaluable guide for TruSh-Seekei
pp.—A. C. Publications, 1911 B

1-] v.. !ve.

s TRANSCRIPTS. Tim Smith's eon-
13 hrs. long. 30- 50 paces! Atlantis
continent). Bermuda Triangle Fyr-
i. Sananda (Jesus). Love, Faith,

irlty. Lord's Prayer interpreted. Soul



is, no sleep-learning,

no willpower, no hvpnosis. Release your
PHOTOGRAPHIC Memory Instantly.

S,,:hiriL! is i-.rfiutlc!,
1 I.iieralrs EXTRA-

ORDINARY knowledge, powers, confi-

I TE OF ADVANCED
THINKING
P.O. Box 606
Dept. F-Z73

Pacific Palisades, CA 90272

"DIVINE POSTURE INFLUENCE UPON
ENDOCRINE GLANDS" by Cajzorar, Ail,

F.-aiteric secrets of !he 1.1 glands for

nhvsii-al mcnr.nl. -ui nf.ial hm riki'rinifi

ll-,[fi!-:i(i"iis, Hcillns and regeneration
Send *S.B5 plus 50c for handling.

"YOUR DESTINY"

Oklawahn,' Fla. 32679

608 page book, "ANTIQUITY UN-
V T~ T I . [''.Li". f!l im r

-
p = - 1 -

b5fj .Spirit Entities

voice through Traiifc Medium.—Dr. W.
Jodoin. 1229 Astor Ct, New Port Richey.

FL 33552

1973 TEMPLE OF LIGHT World Predic-

tions bv Spirit Cnmrnentawrs. $1.25 copy,
45th year published. -Rev. Marion Owens.
7230 4th St. North, No. 2,104, St.

Petersburg, FL 33702

HOW YOU CAN GET MONEY lor

inform.-, bail «c!:d 2sv— Box 374. Canoga
Park, CA 91305

AWAKEN GOD WITHIN. Live Abundant.
!v, £2.00.—RAKER, 123(1 S. Marlborough.
Dallas. TX 7520B

ASTROLOGICAL

rologtcal Calendar

MICH, 48108

"INSTANT RELAXATION"
INSTANTANEOUS relaxation remo'
tension, fatigue, tiredness. AMAZING n

ADVANCED THINKING
Dept. T-213
P.O. Box 606

Pacific Palisades, CA 90272

MAITREYA DICTATIONS,
zette. 6 Philliinore Place,
London, W.8.. England.

OCCULT. PSYCHIC. New. used, buy
exchange Sales Lists. 35c. Refundable.

-

BOOK EXCHANGE, 1429 Lardner, Phila
delphia. PA 19149

There" is no work,
planning or prayer involved. $1.00 (Ai
Mail $1.25). Satisfaction guaranteed. -

Judith. 1053 E. Fairview Blvd., Ingl

REVEALING OCCULT MONOGRAPHS!
S;iui!ilp Ulc - WAT I/iur.pany. Box
Independence. OH 44131

NEW AGE INSTRUCTION BOOKLETS:
M.i]du...:iiig Cosmic Laws; Power of

Vliad; Resolving Life's Problems; Science
.if Living: Only True Peace: Adjus

—

=
New Age, 50c each. Rocky ^Mountain

80104
; aiiT. Castle Rock. CO

MAGIC MIRROR: Praclice contacts
Astral Brotherhood of Magic. RecjuE

13075. St. Louis

OCCULT BOOKS! Yoga, Magic. Esp,
ilerhs Sfieci.di.si.s in the Occult. Free
catalog Ram Importer, Inc., Bl Second
Ave.. New York, NY WOO 3

SEE THE HUMAN AURA 7 Book by
popular St. Louis^ psychic will leach you

ie;*ca<v s

classes, Univ
School. Conla

i in Adu.ll Ediicnlion
Cttv, Missouri. High
cct>,ful methods, il-

' The Human Aura." bv Bevy, $3.00 guar-
;in:n'-l fruni- l-b.oeiali/.edAura. bus 131") in.

St. Louis, MO 63119
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25,000 PROVOCATIVE BOOKS, Courses
seldom found In libraries. All subjects.
Slate interests. Catalogs, Lists, Details
sent tree! Old, out-of-print books locat-

98 Lafayette St.,
Mokelumne Hill, ( I 95245

.TESUS CHRIST CONDEMNED MAR.
RIAC-E! His complete Truth, not general-
ly preached heretofore, now- reveaied i:

these latter times Bool;, $1.00: mailed
PO*tage prepaid—Selh Abel, P.O. Box
87. Rhlnelander, Wis. 54S01

x* of

')' by Solastro, No

396. Resdali'.

YOf CAN HELP prevent your mail or-
ders from being "unanswerable" or
' lost

'' Clearly PRINT your name, ad
dress and Zip code, both on your letter
01 .MONEY ORDERS And mention that

t in I

WTLHELM KETCH, M. D.. DIED in a
l

r

.S. prison. His books were burned. His
..lis. ..v nc- hold the key to Planetary
Survival and the UFO Invasion hVad
"Orgone Energy," bv Jerome Eden.
£H. ni.id. - Exposition Press. 50 Jer-
icho Turnpike. Jericho, NY 11753

3 C-ullpm, Chicago. IL 6

CHAPEL OF THE
HEALING PRESENCE

Mi-ta|ib-. ic.s Libra rv. Religious. Occult,
Self-Help liooks. Free catalog. Open Sun-
day ,.:nlv. - 61H2 \Vovrh, Dallas, TX 75214.
Phone 824-7252

sex. A complete ins
cendence Send for free information. —
iNsiTnrn-: or ,\nv anc rn thinking.
Dept. F-273 P.O. Box 606. Pacific Pali
sades. CA 90272

THE
METAPHYSICAL SECRET

OF MONEY
The • : metaphys
Ing" money 1

require NO visi
Eliminate povert;
be "i- iMu-r-a- re p.'--

TY IS YOUR niHTHUlCiHT. send
free information.

INSTITUTE OF ADVANCED
THINKING

MAGAZINES

THE CRYSTAL WELL, formerly the
WAXING MOON, America's oldest witch-

detter. Introductory issue. $1.00.

PAGAN Organization, NEMETON, pub-
lishing first- rate magazine. Send $1.50 for
premier edition lo NEMETON. Box 1.3037,

Oakland, CA 94661. or write for free

X- UNDERGROUND JOURNAL OF OC-
CULT. New. Different. $1.00 an issue -

Rod Frye. Box 7374, Hampton. VA 23366

AMERICANA
: Bi-monthly

itter. $2.50 per vear.—Occult Amer-
3686 Ludgate. Cleveland, OH 44120

England. WeeklyPSYCHIC NEWS i

Year
W
Jl
P
i

a
70"." SendVol! a bill 'for

five different get- acquainted copies—Psy-
chic News, F-8, 23 Great Queen Street.
London. WC2B 5BB. England

10 ASTROLOGY CHART BLANKS Z5c1
Associates. Box 57-F2. Manchester. 1
37355

RISING SIGNS calculated with explana-
tion, $1.00. Basic Horoscope including Ris-
ing. Sun, Moon. Venus S3. 00. Send birth-
date, time and place.—Talisman Press,

YOUR COMPLETE HOROSCOPE—per-
sonal, typewritten! Send birth time,
place. S2.00 Wilson, Bo* 32(1 A Ha v ward,

ASTROLOGY CORRESPONDENCE
COURSE. brings details. — Mr. Den
La Rue, MAFA. P. O. Box 20412. Portland
Oregon 97220

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

214 RADIO. 112 TV STATIONS will Sell

HOW TO MAKE MONEY v-rlting stmrt
p.iraj.'!. ;ir.<. Information fire Barrett.
DacH ("W-SJ. MM N. ClarK. Chicago.
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, — Salesmen's
1460 Hancock

cago. IL 60811

HEALTH RESORTS

HEALTH-BEAUTY

ACUPUNCTURE ATLAS. The ancient
Chinese method oi medic inc dalins hack
In i he Yellow Emperor. 25U B.C. Charted
and translated itiln simplified Western
version, lifj- v color. Onlv $6.00. Bonks
available. HERBAL HOLDING '.

585* FT. Los Angeles. CA 91413

RADIANT HEALTH DifEAKTHHdl-fiH-
Read "The Shocking Truth About Water"
by Dr. Paul C. Bragg: $2.00 ppd. Infornia.

LOSE UP TO 4 INCHES
Secret Formula used ___

expensive salons now available for
mteetl

OVERWEIGHT?
practicing a re-

in health system

Let VITON control your envi
home, office, auto. You can't
quality outdoors: but you may
with Viton. Nut jusi another
Lcolonical broaklhru. VilaliM
storing natural electrical balai

No ionizing radiations.
Un fOL

, sinus, hayfever, related disco
forts. Home/Office Unit $42.50. Auto U
134.50. Ppd.. 4-5 weeks delivery, Arizo
add 4% sales tax. Send check/M.O.
AKASHIC ENTERPRISES, P.O. Box It

Glendale. AZ Basil

PURE KOREAN GINSENG. S5.O0 60
cups of tea, mature large roots, tv.ari

ounce Chinese and iluinMir herbs used
l.o Ktreiiq'he!i hod', and ps\ chic centers.
Six-herb sampler with infusion spoon.
5.( 75 Fast service.- The Herb Lady.
Dept. F. Box 26515, Los Angeles. CA

FREE! FREE! FREE! Korean Ginseng
;.:im;ilc. Legendary borlv. mind rejuvena.
tor! Hurrv!—Gatti Nutrition. 42 Essex.
Buffalo, NY 14213

HERBAL TEAS FOR HEALTH, Imported
and Domestic, believed to help stomach,
nerves sleep, reducing, etc. In tea bags
or bulk. Sample and brochure 25c —
ZORINA. i)c],i 1!H. iJo\ 14(106. San Fran-
cisco, CA S4114

VALUABLE INFORMATION on Endo-
crine glands and their food discovered,
Anatnmv-viiumin chart priceless other
helps. SI 00—Abundant Health. Dayton,

BURSITIS? Try

INSTRUCTION

•E PROBLEMS EASILY. Learn
i Laws. Guaranteed results —WISE,
So. Marlborough, Dallas, TX 75208

— ACRYLIC
00 each. Mount
h.—Mary Bijor-

READ TAROT for yourself, frii

]y Complete t-asilv Lindcrsloi

['ions S5.uu.—TAROT, Box 2Ri

TX 75221

LEARN

SAGE, Box

THERAPY. Complete
FREE details. MAS-
lincy, MA 02183

THE SECRET POWER OF the Crystal
Pendulum! How to use it! Learn how to

question your own subconscious mind so

personal problems A complete course in

this fascinating procedure only S3. 50.

Satisfaction guaranteed.—PENDULUM,
Box 190-F, Quincy, MA 02189

ASTRAL PROJECTION. Complete c
with detailed step by -Mep mstruc
Proven methods for achieve:
15 00—Rilltowii Er.tcrpi ;ses. 438 Grrr
*t . Williumspor!. Pa 17701

WIN AT THE RACES! Pros wnyorin
methods revealed! Info. 10c. I.rnvil
8649 E merald. Funtana. CA 92335

THREE UFO DETECTOR PLANS. Sl.lH

37355

LEARN TO CRYSTAL GAZE! Complet
six lesson course only SI. 00 postpaid.

-

STAN RAY. Dept. G, 103 Park Ave., Ne.

LEARN CARTOONING AT HOME. Free
Booklet; "Key To n Carioon Career".
Approved for G. I, Bill. Write 1

Cartooning. Box 706SP. Colorado Sprinys.

RIETEENG FONIKLEE impelz
speleene. Gied wun dolur—

u

tuvit. — Joesif Bcdnash, 1515 Pus

PSYCHOZICS, "THE well-guarded secret
of the BOMBARDING THOUGHT'
Worthy purposes unli- S.'i 03 Adult'- Satis-
faction m- refund.- Clarion. Bos 1709-Z7
Chicago, IL 60630

SONGWRITERS! Don't know notes? Get
your composed tunes on paper anyhow,
[n-i! ruction hook, SI .00.—Kennedy Press
:i:ioC Argoone Ave.. Norfolk. VA 23509

LEARN WHILE ASLEEP—Hypnotize

!

Astonishing details, strange catalog free-
Sleep Learning Association, Box 24-FT.
Olympia, Wash. 9B501

HAWAIIAN GUITAR COUR!
fied. proven Write; O'Bi
Hritohkiss, CO 81419

SELF-HYPNOSIS in one
nolhing. S3. 00—Psyeholof
Petersburg. FL 33733

Box 12167. St.

MISCELLANEOUS

SECRETS OF THE SPIRIT WORLD.'
Only 10c ppd.- Methods 41(iF Palo Altc
Ave., Mountain View, CA 94040

made butter recipes, SE
addressed stamped en
Route 7, County Road 5

i easy horn
ash and sel;
e. - E. Mill;
nth. Conner*

OCCULT DEGREES' Sin

ONION SKI\ POETRY (8"xl0"l Per.
sonalh handwritten by struggling Capa-
chine Poet. $2.00.-301 W. Faunce, Oak
Ridge. TN 37830

Write: TONY PRODUCTS, Box 7B3F, CoB-

' BUCCANEER
)n. 25 words or

S2.00. Extra words. Be. Sample copy
25c Subscription ;12.0ii MARTIN'S. SER-
VICE. 1MB FT Rives Rd., Martinsville.

JIND READINGS.

WANTED SALABLE Over the counter
items.—R.J. Turner Co., Lock Box 458,

New Buffalo, MI 49117

E HIGH WITHOUT DRUGS! Manu-
:ript describes methods; provides R4
?ferences 12 Wi. Omega Point. 212 Eg-
lont. British Columbia, Canada

WISHING
s good luck

FREE INFORMATION. Aslro-Numroso-
phical persenahtj profile. Selbadriiojsecl-
stamped envelope appreciated.—ARI. 1737
Chestnut. Suite 1200, Philadelphia. PA
19103

BIOFEEDBACK. Professional
merits loach control of dilution:
liviiv. ESP. awareness.—J & 3,
Bainbridge. WA 98110

ALPHAPHONE™ HEADSET—bi
trainer. Free literature.—Aquari
Ironies, Box 627-P, Mendocino. CA

LEGENDARY MAGIC A
clairvoyance. 8" diameter. Send S10.00 to;
Mirror. Box 10103, Kansas City, MO 64111

DO FRIENDS A FAVOR and make good
money. Sell Home Products, Cosmetics
in i.-iend:- in spare lime Yen hu\ whole-
sale. We send 4 full-size products plus
ample Rue Cleaner for FREE TRIAL.
Rush name, address to; BLAIR, Dept.
57AC, Lynchburg, PA 24505



C ARD HEADINGS MAILED Individui
prepared Ancient mc:hod. Conlidenl
Shuffle regular 52 playing cards Send
first 30 cards, sol r addressed sUmi
envelope and 13 00 I-ady Louise. No
Box Anchorage. Alaska 9930(1. (I

Regular 11c United Slates Airmail Pc

HYPNOTISM REVEALED Free Illus-

trated details Powers. 12IU5 Sherman
Road, North Hollywood. Calif 91805

Box I095FA. Alameda. CA 94501

COCKROACH HECIPK. Rids your home
nf MCfcrOaCOttl and MIt, overnight Costi
less than 20 cent- \e.nly. quick, safe and
-ure $1 00 fur recipe M F VoMM 1901
San Francisco St . San Antonio TX 78201

HELP TH HOUGH HYPNOSIS. Two
suggestions tailored lo your personal need
In professional hypnotist mi cassette tape.
Sr:i ll- exact problem. S7.B0. ABC Emcr-
prisi. :-. TSiim 150. Giand Prairie. TX 7.iiijij

ORGANIZATIONS

PEACE ORGANIZATIONS — Secula
Mankind United, iietigion. The Goddiai
Holilical, "Tlie Taxpayer's Party",

~

"Be Your Own

MONEY-MAKING OPPORTUNITIES

HOW TO WIN! Sweepstakes Contests. .

Prizes! Write for free details.—Servie

t

Box 644-FDB, Des Moines. IA 50303

I RECEIVE CHECKS Every Week from
Editors. Send for particula rs .- Halph
Under hill. Beebe. AH 72012

GET SOME FUN OUT OF LIFE 1 Earn
extra money in your spare time with a
fascinating h,)i.ih\. kxpand rnlii a full lime
retirement business. Details 25 c.- -CAM-
MEO, 7627 Delmar, St. Louis, MO 63130

SCIENTIFIC MASSAGE: Big earnings
uncrowded profession. Learn space time

t home. Diploma awarded. Free catalog.
--' Dept. B-B7C,

YOU loo
sweepstak
stakes Cm

:an Cash In on Nationwide
i Contests. Read how '"Sweep-
lie Iteapslakes." $1.00.—Eenro
Ens fi656F. Philadelphia, PA

MEN WilMK.N' fill out our Income tax
forms at home In own ImillWn We ihow
you how Simple, c.lv to learn |7t)0 per

Montrose. Chicago. IL 60618

HOW TO MAKE MONEY Writing short
paraffl *phl 1

1 tell \ou what to write,
where and how to sell, and supply lists Of
editors buying from beginners Small
checks can add up worthwhile extra
income Write In svi! fp.h! awjy Send for
free (acts. Barrett. Dept C-305 SI. 8216 N
Clark. Chicafio. IL 60680

PitAY KHS UNANSWERED? Needs
lullilled' God ran help you If you hi

[•lib Send for free details today Shr
of Sothis. Dept. BP. Box 14096. s

TAROT FORTUNE by Highiv Skilled
Header SKMIO Rosalinda. 702'i Canyon,
Santa Fe, NM 87501

DETAILED ANSWERS to five problem-
aiieslinns. $5. Karmic Life Reading, f'iil.

Brochure explaining all servic

THREE READERS Answer Three Ques-
$;(.(«).— Reba. Dollv. Jim Bell. 466-4

31th. Suite No. 3, San Diego. CA 92116

:A. P.O. Box xmitb. Vav

COUNSELING - PRAYER Send prob-
lem, contribution and birthdate.—NOW or— Inc.. 4816 Clay St., N.E., Wash-

TAHOT WHAT Revelations awail voir.'

Explore the unknown, $5,00.—Carter
Bradley, Box 268 Prospect Heights, IL

MIRACULOUS PRAYER FORMULA.
$1.00, PROSPERITY MEDITATION,
$1.00; Strange Secrets Revealed, $1.01).

(Checks. $1.25). Lists 25c (Coin).-
. Hyde Park. Doncas-
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Ferent : Send letter in your own h a iidwnt.
tnfi on unlined paper. Give full birth
name, nirih dale, year, month, date and
,,:ih Saco In: Tolno Moran. W2t\ Oak Terr..
Placervillc. CA S5lifi7

THREE QUESTIONS answered 1

and stamped envelope.—Erma Wr
W. 17th St,. Anderson. IN 4B016

pie way to contact spirits Everything you
need is in vmir home Not hiiifi to buv. Fur
(nil instructions send $1.00 to: CON-
TACT, P.O. Box 16355, Portland, OR

FROM GOD "all skill and ;

all pity, love and care."
Second Coming Literature.
1(1.001 Journal of Heritage ol

Box 1764, Los Angeles. CA 901

CIGARETTE SOFTENER. A new pock<
i/o device ili.it eliminates almost 30 r

; i

lar and nieoliiie (mm cigarettes wiLhoi
altering (he tasle. Laboratory prove]

(ii(AI'Hl.il.( ICY SPECIALISED LES-
sii\s f5 in:, each Specialized Analysis
J5.0IJ Joseph Monirn. Certified Cr.inho.
legist. P.O. Box 406. Reedley. CA 93654

ANTOINETTE HELPS with problems
fi.no [nbution Send birth d.ila 1' O
Box 501. Chicago, IL 60690

DON'T FRET. Order your Mini Horo-
.scope wild intuitive impressions Might
be good News' Send Birth date and
$7fni .salvia Smallwood. Box 4043. El

HANDWRITING REVEALS the I

YOU! $3.00 and good sample. Send tc
Hopper. Box 585. Tonopah, AZ 85354

e Unwa
seco-i,:. $2 00. C v,re |.„x manl Hair
12 l» Ynuthif. v.Jr Complex^-: ji 25
l.»e Weighi Like Mar c

1

1 1 on (Checks
25c ex'.rai SatisLed clients ev.T>w-ere
Cl.J.saal Cat.,:.!* -j, (colm M.,i\ CottV
W S. .rset Hyde Park.

"

gland

NEW HANDWRITING ANALYSIS
METHOD. Expose inner trails. secriH
desires, physical—sexual appetites, dis-
honest v and others Svstem perfected
Horn clinical slndies ease histories by
recognised l-;nf<ti.sli handwriting expert
aultioi-il v. Fur legiutnale purposes only,
all confidential Send liberal sample and
SS. 00 (no checks!— F. Hastings. P.O. Box
115, Rio-Dell. CA 35562

PROBLEMS
Complete Infoj
Mi.rrjy. M-nrievillc l.A 70148

FIVE Qt'h>TloNS a
w.in spiritual wnd
Send H-i! . d.lre.seri
and $10 00 eor.iribu'ii

SEND THREE DOLLARS for three
a.cner.il qne-s- ions answered to: l'OWWI.e
Box 291, Southampton. PA 1B9G6

TWELVE QUESTIONS answered through
an insightfully gifled, sincere response
WOO Contribution. How to Meditate. $3
contribution^—Ann Sokol, 4440 Lonyo. De.

SPECIAL INTEGRATED TAROT read-
me.- Sin 0,1. rniostioti.-, —Lloyd Anderson.
140 W. 79th, Apt. HE. New York, NY

DON'T FAIL ti

UNUSUAL READING
S5.O0

P. A.M. Box 2044-F. Inglewood, CA t

NY 13669. Ovt

THROUGH Psychome
Send photo, contribution of (2.00 to:
Namias. Box 6S8 Flushing. NY 11353

SPIRITUAL ILLUMINATION
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I1NDF IISTAND - OVERCOME
i net sensitive empathy. Send a
cleaned men held only by you.
I.ree questions. *5 0» Joy e Day-
i llr.v 'INK. Oak Park. IL

... . JS- EASILY" Costs
Si- dally Iteiry Juice INFORM ATION.

is other amazing slimming secrets,

rmalled> $2.25—Mary Cotlle. 3B Somcr-
:. Hyde Park, Doncaster, England

SLATE READER—PSVCHOMETRY Will

answer three questions. Send birthdate
isnrr photd or haridkerchieF (will return I.

19.00 Rev L. A. Kowink. P.O. Bos 4562.

Anaheim. CA 92B03

FORGED FROM THE FUSION of

Science Religion ant) Philosophy, THE
ORACLE. Free in formation.—P.O. Box
491. Stanwood, WA 98292

NEED MONEY? Secret technique to

bring all you want. $3.00—Argosy. P.O.
Box 422, Milford, NJ 08848

PERSONAL HOROSCOPES. Life, charae-
l£?c nti.Tlvsis. Bid. Oil. Year's forecast, $10.00
Send complete birthdata.—Robert Ray-
mond Shanks, Box 15065, San Diego, CA

I AM A WITCH. Advice, guidance. No
evil requests. $5.00 contribution appreci-
ated. Blessed be 1—Blue Light, 1500 Lin-
den Ave,. Janesvllle, WI 53545

IN DEPTH reading thru all inspired
channels. Clients pleased. Three questions
12.00— Rev. E. G, Martin, Box 14542. Las
Vegas. NV 88114

FREE FAITH Handkerchief. Prayer re-

quests. — Universal Prayer Group, Box
42, Mira Loma, CA 91752

MEET YOUR IDEAL MATE — Scientific
Computerized Matching, nationwide, all
ages, FREE questionnaire. Write:
"TEAM". 1270 Broadway, New York, NY
100O1

THREE QUESTIONS answered. Gifted
reader $1.(10.— Barbara, Box 2002, Seplll-
veda. CA 91343

FOUR QUESTIONS answered. 53.00..

—Samantha Fisher. Box 44fi. Rensselaer,

HELP FROM SHARLA. Any three ques-
tions, $3.0(1 plus bonus astro analysis
FREE. Send birthdate to: Sharla. P.O.
Box 507. Chula Vista, CA 92010

YF.S. Iher
works' Re
now living^

on all U.
Iiooo 10

tt

H,t

Safe shipmer

lethod for tho fir:

CLIENTS AMAZED: Ff
Birth date. (3 00. sUTnned
ciple of David. 9528 Detrn
land. OH 44102

PAST LIFE READINGS thro
inspiration of gifted mystic
<crlpllons given. Spiritual
Free Informallon — Relncar
Search LabB. P O Box 43. 1

.
Box 10103. Kat

SHOULD YOU PRAY for
friends' Free literature
of All Souls. Box 528. Zuni.

TH KEF. QUESTIONS DO C
Romance. (2 00. bend htrt

re Bloom. P. O- Box 464
6904

4

x 574. W. Fargo, ND 58078

EXPERT HANDWRITING
Special $1.00

Eva. Box 202-F, Eagle. I mo

CLEOPATRA'S JOY PERFUME. Leaves
a Haunting. Oriental fragrance that
lingers long Try it once, you'll always
wear it. 1 ounce only $4,98. No personal
checks.—The Tom Riseman Co., P.O. Box
188. Bay City. MI 4S706.

THEOTHERAPY TO DISPEL DIFFI.
CULTTES1 Helps bring you health, wealth
and happiness. For your valuable Good
Luck Pamphlet and Personal Spiritual
Horoscope, send $1.00 and your birth-

date—St, Lav " "

Cathedral Stati

CARD READING — Excellent insight.
Clients amazed. $2.00 for each question.
Dreams analyzed for $:t.00 each. S5.ii0 for

short reading. $10,00 for longer reading.
$25.00 for fantastic life rending. $50.00 for
reading involving specific people and
dates. $100.00 for yearly forecast. Give
color of hair and eyes and dale of birth.

Enclose self addressed stamped en-
velope—F. Bryant, Main P.O. Box 1712,

Topcka. KS 66601

HELP' Stt* personal problem
•rung, unoei slanting U slrnlng|.

natmrs Send $5 00, time, date
. lor Horary chart For $10 00.

Rlrth Chart, explaining ten
questions Include oumplete

la. time of niii.ng -Robert

It looks like everyone wants the GOLDEN
KEY (VII-FPt. Why? That's easily an-
swered. Moses. Joshua, Jesus used it willi

azing results! You too can acquire its

ret. $1.00. —James Mitchell, 1516 OLh
:.. Los Angeles, CA 90019

SEVEN QUESTIONS plus ho.
.
m-ope.

$3.00, Stamped envelope,
birlhdato.—Peterman, 2585 Aqueduct
Roaii. Schenectady, NY 12309

TAROT and Psvchometry readings by
expert. Exact dala given. Satisfaction
guaranteed. Five questions.
55.00 — Wilma Thomas, file 6th Ave.,
Marco, FL 33937

ESPei-uilly yours: personality-vibration
reading from your signature. S5.00. Over
thirty years experience.—Rev. Mabel
Haie.ll. Box 2372, Dept. F, San

>. CA 94126

ts oo I.tte Reading

TELEMANCY
Thoughts MVS I KHIOUSLY " Worthy
pjrposes only lAdulti ™ '

Chicago. IL i

. We call
bow to unlock your Mind Power and
•CtdSVfl success. happlMM and freedom
from all frustrations: Wrtte for free
hook H-;sr- ll.iur.. PO Box 2710. Dept
N-2 San Antonio. Texas 7B29U

ARE YOU living tn accordance with your
Soul? Do you feel an innir turmoil?
Maybe you are not letting the physical •>

the oiflir.g of your soul Get a Soul
Reading, and see how much it can help
You Ask lO.- Sn;il Re.ifi.iv s

t
,.
1(. t:; i it.;!.-. -,

along with $100 IVrsmah/ed reading.
$2 00 to Inner Self. P O Ron 4M Greer.
Valley, AZ 85814

MINISTER COUNSK LOR—Three ours
tior.s answered through insight on Higher
Planes ol Prayer. $2 00 Clients claim
Remarkable Accuracy."

wers" "Splrttua
Sn.rlt World " Each tl.00 —Rev* Jeanetn
M I .. Ho. ;M\ Nurii-ridue. Calif 91324

FOUB QUESTIONS ANSWERED. Insight
through prayer. Amaringly accurate. $1.00
and stamped self-add rested ei.velupe —
Francis, P.O. Box 3312, Federal Way.
Wash. 98002

WHAT IS YOUR PROBLEM? 25 years
experience. State preference, automatic
writing or crystal ball. $1.00 per question.
Include birth date, postage- Desca Davis,
2203 N. Clybourn. Chicago. Ill, 60614

REVOLUTIONIZE vour he.,lth, appear-
ance, and prosperity; and help others to
do the same. One Miracle Theranv
assures success. Free details — The
A^ro-Yegn F'oiind:ilinn, P.O. Box 22218.
Fort Lauderdale. FL 33:115

IN DEPTH PSYCHOMETRIC and Mens;,
cy Reading hy Charlotte Holt JAM.
(-(easiest in vour nun handwriting 1721
Fulton Everett. Wash 98201

rite: Al C Manning. ESP
Labor sitorv, 7559 -Santa Monica B!vd .

Los Angeles, Calif. SC048

INNER VISION- -five Quest
ed. Send birth dale 'Stamp
$3 011—Mcrrltt Heed. PO
Tucson. Art* B57I6

WISH TO LEARN lo ne a
have a charter? write. Chut
P O Box 3082. Orange. CA S

BKCOMF. REVKHKND and Honorary
flOCTOK OK DIVINITY Know now po.
tent and free you can be Have both
oouer and lull eccleaiagtical privileges
Aicept leps and donations Counsel and
teach as you desire Start your own
church Tax free Prim your name as
you wish It to appear on your Honorary
Doctor nl Divinity Degree Orduiailon and
II). Card Send $10 00 lo: Church nf
Universal Brotherhood. A Hawaiian
Cr.ui. h 6311 Yucca S? Dept F 2. Holly
wood. CA 90028
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TZADDI GARDEN OF PRAYER
P.O. Box 30B2, Orange. CA 92665

Attention: Dr. Joe, Garnet and Rev.
Peggy. Write to our Garden of Prayer
today, 'or you or another. Put prayer In

sealed, ^cif- addressed, stamped envelope.
Will return in six weeks: send with
church contribution In envelope addressed

ESPOGRAM TWO
I Slumped addressed

JOIN GREAT WHITE BROTHER-
HOOD.—Sir Valiant. Box 830, Dept. 10,
Alhambra, Calif. 91802

SEVEN QUESTIONS. $3.00. Send
stamped envelope, biribdale. eye color-
ing.—Banc! I .

'lam Ariu'-duci Road, Sctie.
nectady, N.Y. 12300

HOW TO HAVE GOD answer your pray-
ers. This plan is guaranteed to work
everytime. $3.00—Robert Wagner. Box
5863. Chicago, 111, 60680

PSYCHOMETRY. Send photo or ertii
*' -lestions. 15.00.—Ann Flshi

\ve., Albany. N.Y. 12203

FREE—YOUR NAME placed on our
m.-iiLiu: lisi to receive all tvpes of occult
and n-vchrc material. — Psvcliu: News. 4:t6

Germania Si., Williamspori, PA 17701

ST, GERMAIN'S Freedom Group invites
you. 11:00 A.M. Sundays. Taped Ascended
MaftM- Dictations. 1308 South New II;<:np-
shire, Los Angeles. Phone 291-2753. For
tree information, write: Sir Valiant, Box
830. Alhambra, Calif. 91802

FOUR QUESTIONS answered. SI 00.
stamped envelope.—Adde. 88 Willett
Albany. NY 12210

PRINTING — STATIONERY

PERSONALIZE YOUR STATIONERY
greeting cards and thank you noies iwth
your own photo. Real pictures in stamp
form. Each photo-stamp, l"Xlli", is a
professional high gloss photograph, clear,
brilliant. ~p,i]-lding, perftirates with
gummed backs. Like a sheet of postage
staMpi. Your original is returned. No. 098
Photo Stamps (50), S2.0O—W H Collins
9905 58th Avenue, Rego Park, NY 11368

imprinted social — pro-

riialog, 25c—Jacques Stationery,' Box 395-
', Wallingford, VT 05773

PRODUCTS-NOVELTIES

INDIAN C
luck. Hand made.
Old Bethpage, NY

NECKLACE for

CREATE AN EXOTIC ATMOSPHERE 1

1

Fruit of Lite In. i.n:-y- Sample Pack, $1.00.
-RAMA, 1936 Murrav Ave

.
Al!;m(i.- City.

NJ 11201

FANTASTIC GIFT FOR YOUR FAMILY,
friends or boss An individually compiled
horoscope for iinlv So.fin. Send check Willi

name. Inrtlic1.lv. time, locution to: THE
HOUSE OF SAGITTARIUS 421B N. Cen-
tral Ave.. Chicago. IL 80634

ALLEGED ANTIQUE TALISMAN! Used
by famous Filipinos ilGlh-Jillh century) to
repel invaders. Reportedly protected

spirits Limited suppli
.

Send S9.B5 or
14.98. Free mystical catalog.—He]
Mail Order. Box 1562. Manila. Phibp-

I.UCKY FOUR LEAF CLOVER. Give as
treasured gifts! Send $1.00 plus stamped-
self-addressed envelope.—Costa, 111 West
Ifith St., New York. NY 10011

B2.35:—Aiken,

THE CURIOSITY SHOP. Has occult
items. Tarol, Oils, Roots, Herbs, Zodiac
Jewelry, Much More! 25t- for c;itiifog to:

JESTER, Box 882 IF), Palmdale. CA
93550

MAGNIFIER—Excellent for reading tine
print. Slim as a credit card. Can be used
as a book mark. Clear plastic lens in
vinyl case, onlv $1.(11).—Tarletun Salt's
P.O. Box 17035, Long Beach, CA 90807

BEELZEBUB IS BACK! Talismans, Gra-
ven Images of Daemon hosts, Mayieat
figurines in sterling and bronze. Im;ifc 01

Satan $7.50 ppd. Send 25c for catalog.—
Beelzebub. Box 119, Hyde Park. VT 05555

EXCLUSIVE PROJECTA-G EMS. Some-
thing really new. Slide transparencies.
Pictures from inside rocks. Natures cre-
ated art. Real art collector items, 10
assorted slides only $25.00 prepaid guar-
anteed $25 color enlargemenl Free —Sut.
niii's Originals, h'4252 Fremont, Seatlle.
WA 9B103
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INCENSE! Create an Exotic Atmosphere!
Sample pack, only $1 .""

-Ram Importer. Inc 01 second Ave..

N.-» York. NY KKl'is. Wholc.-oilc r.italou

available to shiipinvners on request.

TALISMEN - Proven "PROTECTORS"
'([,r.WSElV aEairiM

"
r.er.-M ive-ri;-- s

Two saricil -vmtmlv daily ms'i-uc-

lioiis" it If. pud IT S Canada. -- M. J.

nrtipimii- 2V<>2 Nc» Alr-.'inv. Cuinamiii-

son. NJ OB077

EDGAR CAYCE nded gems.
pie, 25c. Send larKe

mope.- Kirstnn's. 1033 Fr.mk-
ff, CA nSOBO

"OIIANGA BAG" R-rt clnth

i!Mt:i h'v^.'ntic,

i,e(";f,.\;iai;y tall-'man lor wealth soc.

Five oalafuc. of churns. l.il'Mi-.i.r s nci-lis.

Send a s.,m;,|i. Fortune- Huii-.c. P.O. Box
422. Milford. NJ 088-16 ___
FAIKY STONES, carried by Thamaa
Edison. Colonel Linillivi rh. Pn- iriciits

R.him-vlIl and

ESSENTIAL OILS!

RECORDS-TAPES

.__ MINISTER help solve

_. problems. $2.00 contrilmlion.—Rev,
John Holman, Box 513, Billerica. MA

APPLY FOR ORDINATION: Non-denom-
": Please send ft amp for particu-

_ jrtercd 1942. — A.C.S. Inr.. Dept.
F PI) R.n 115. Easl New York Station,

•yn. NY 11207

CATHOLIC CHURCH of Pro-Vali.
.mi 'Ives' Free informal inn. Old

Drmation Service, Box 528.

i. KM 87327

ORDINATIONS MAIL. Informatia
1 of Life Fellowshli
me. WA 992H9

MINISTERS ARE NEEDED. Be legally
daincd Hv Uhiii'i'snl life Church, a tvell

tahlifhcd Rrmvins Church, perforin

a Falls, TX 76307

SELF-IMPROVEMENT

INTERIOR DECI

IMPROVE YOi:R READING -peed and
ehension at home Kc.-nlisiR let
- Upstal. Box 31F, Cedarhurst, NY

COLOR YOUR THOUGHTS POSITIVE.
Having trouble keeping your thoughts
pu.-:ti\v? Try Color- Tci-hiiim.e Il's

, 3401 N.W. 36th St.. Miami. FL 33142

VOICE TRAINING. Theory and Practice.

\ complete Voice Lesson 12" LP Record
95—Victor Drilea, Box 655, Sarasota.

FL 33578

F-HYPNOSIS
"What's It

."—TAPES. Box 190 F. Quincy,

INDIAN OCCULTIST OFFERS: Free
Name lirithdHte Analysis. Lucky Part-

,
periods: ISO. HI). Dc-lir.v Chart :

J3.I11J

(M.
' O. I—OSTARO, BP-230, Paris 12,

AMERICAN INDIAN VISIONARY. Two
...

''
:

date—Aurelia. Box 152. Old Bethpage.
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CHESS READING BY ALPHONSO. :

name, address now and (20.00 only if

are satisfied after your reading Is i

pieled,—Circle Chess, Box 63,

Plaines. IL 60017

x 787f. Lindenhurst, NY 11757

ASTRO-EUGENICS FAMILY PLANNING
Guidance. $3.00. Send birth data of
yourself and mate or intended mate for
personalized service and book. Write: L.
Donee. Box 5803. San Diego, CA g2105

GRAPHOSYNTHESIS*
charted (nun your writing.
Box 62. Tyner, TN 373H2

PERSONAL HOROSCOPE
HANDWRITING ANALYSIS

Psychic Science
817 N. Hayworth, Los Angeles, CA B

DREAM INTERPRETATIONS—write ev-
ery little detail no matter how small
Send n-iih J.I no -Inner Self, P.O. B->\ -151

Green Valley, AZ 856-14

YOUR HANDWRITING analyzed. Send a
sample of your writing and siEiinl.rre
plus (1.00 to: Steve Beach. 809 De La-
GlMrrS St., Apt. 11. Santa Barbara, CA

TAROT READINGS S1O.0O
birthdate,—Miss Able, 100 '

New York. NY 10O23

STUDY COURSES

ESP AND MYSTICISM. Advanced meth-
od. Knowing the future can make you
successful. Previous study suggested 1st
Lesson, S I -00.—Baldun A. Little. Bo:; (574,

Pony. MT 59747

THERE IS PSYCHIC UNFOLDM FN'T U,i

. Let t

* in mystic
spiritual phenomena,
tated from the Spirit World rileirrnvii.iai'
Development as~ured upon eoniplel ion of
course and sincere livisis. spiritual putd-
rmec upon leqiiesl Medium. Henler. Mys-
tic Teacher.—Rev. Darrell W. Pringle,
1317 E. 45th St.. Kansas City, Mo. 154110

HEALING HANDS! Learn how to heal the
sick by the "laying on of hands.

1 '

Wonderful results. Complete course $3.00.
—Healing, Hox 190 F Ojmcy,_MA 02109

METAPHYSICAL SCIENCE CORRES-
PONDENCE STUDY. Quality instruclion
through qualified instructors. Write for
free [iitnl.ir-.—LIGHTHOUSE P.O. Box
4677. Tampa, Fla. 33607

TAROT PRODUCTS

T FORTUNE
the widom of

mcnMQKy wnn mat oi tne Tarot, Com-
plete deck, '.vith easy inrtune telline
ini-trtit-lions. nnlv $.1.00 (plus 50c for post-

ingJ —STANRAY. Dept-FT,
. New York. NY 10017

Park Avenue South, New York, NY

WITCHCRAFT

WITCHCRAFT! Two revealing books for
SI Hit?. Snusfiirrr.ioii tfnisi nr:ti_-i.'tl. Free list.—
Asm.idens. Box 491-JF, Elk City, OK

WITCHCRAFT AT HOME!
•Secret Dook, newsletters. $1,00,—STAR-
WISE. Bo n SiOlH. Cleveland OH 44137

Myles V, G. REVEALS witchcraft se-
crets. Firsl time available through Inner
Earthe Trading Co. For further informa-
tion and catalogue, send 50c to- Inner
Earthe Trading Co., 13107 Ventura Blvd.,
N Hollywood, CA S1604

WITCHCRAFT.

Book Shop, P.O.
—Pandemonium

WITCHES SPEAK. Isle of Man Import.
$3.00: AR.ADIA. Gospel of Witches. $5.20;

Witches Newsletters, $4.00,—MARTELLO,
153 W. 80, New York, NY 10024

THE TALISMAN OF EGYPT, whose
legendary powers have changed many
lives, can be yours FREE! Ask me!—The
Avoosal. P.O. Box 6643. San Francisco,
CA 94101

CANADA — OCCULT
crvatal hulls, oils. Iierbs, candles, crosses,
tmamaaa. Send 50c for catalog.—Witch-
craft, 104 Yorkville. Toronto, Canada

YOU CAN HELP prevent yi

"lost."
r
c"early

P
'pRINT

n
youi

dress and Zip code, both on
or MONEY ORDERS. And r

you "saw it In FATE!"

WITCHCRAFT. "THE Ineffable Doc-
trine"; P.O. Box 2375. New Orleans. LA
70116, Charms, spells and Curses. Catalog
(1.25. Refundable with purchase. Free
advice.

AMULETS, CHARMS BELIEVED to

1409S. Sat CA 94114

AFT HANDBOOK of spells,

charms, sorcery -plus M-pr!i:c iltusl rated
Oct id! Catalog. St- 00. Thousands of books,
herbs oils, symbolic jewelrv. Tnrnt. Von-
doo dolls, lalisiiians. curios rind supplies
Eiilnre! — Imports. Box 2010-FF, Toluca
Lake, CA 91602

WORLD HEADQUARTERS for
s-.ippitti— Kits. Dolls. Oils. Books. Skulls,
Talismans. Rings. Crvstnls. Herbs. He-
cord... become rr Witchdoctor and more!
Free gift certificate. We have atr-nlntely

even 'thing! Catalog 25c—Carol, Box
2074 F. Sepulveda, CA 91343

BLACK ARTS Magic - Voodoo—Witch-
craft. Send 10c for listing.—A Hbem 1st

Box 2772F. Rochester, New York, 14620

WILL YOU TEST the legendary powers o:

Witchcraft! Four questions, $2,00. Free
Cleopatra's t«ve incense. — Countess As
taroth. P.O. Box 1413, Oakwood Station
Gretna, LA 70053

MAGIC WORDS
"I SAW IT IN FATE"
c-]iti..N FATE ulien replying 1

33-1/3 RECORD ALRUH j

MjfttPaonti

Expert
HANDWRITING ANALYSIS

Special — SI .00

EVA, Bo*. 20I-AF, Eagle, Idaho 83616

Psychic- Criminals Aftack!

Give to

UNITED
CEREBRAL
PALSY

Dir. — FATE Magoi
son Hyacinth Piece

Highland Pork, 111. 6003 S





WHAT HAS SA Ji ll m STORE
FOR YOU?

- . . ( chance to explore the
unknown . . . truths you find
nowhere else . . . articles and
stories to fire your imagination—
that's what FATE has in store
for you. Here it Editor Mary
Fuller's report on stories plan,
ned for future issues:

«• A foot-thick bend of shale in

west central Indiana has given sci-

ence a startling new picture of the
distant past. David Techter details

how Chicago's Field Museum geol-
ogists did the sleuthing.

•» Arnold L. Kent recaptures for us
the glory of an ancient city, a thriv-

ing trade center In pre-Roman times:
rose-red Petra, "the city half as old
as time."

• Who are the silent invaders of
the "Great Gray Barn"? Joey St.

Clair, who lived there, tells of night-
marish visits, mysteriously moving
napkins and even an attempt on her
life.

» An unusual form of healing is

practiced by the Kung Bushmen of
the Kalahari Desert, where half the
adult population experiences trance
during nocturnal healing dances.

Each month FATE publishes more
IHan 40,000 words of true articles on the
strange, the unusual, the unknown. Yon
can read such stories only In FATE be-
cause FATE Is the only magazine or
Its kind In the world!

DON'T MISS A SINGLE ISSUE—
SUBSCRIBE TODAY!

CLARK PUBLISHING CO.
500 Hyacinth Plot.
Highland Park, III. 6003 S
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New Manuscripts from the Master K.H.

Studies of
the Human Aura
Through Progressive Revelation

God Still Speak* Today

Those That Have Ears

To Hear Will Hear

Many yean ago in the little

town of Assisi, Saint Francis gave

to the world his immortal Prayer
for Peace—"Lord, make me an
instrument of Thy Peace . , .

."

Today the Divine Poverello,

now known as the Ascended
Master Kuthumi, writes tran-

scendency for modern disciples

of Christ in his Studies of the

Human Aura.

Originally published by The Summit Lighthouse as Pearls of
Wisdom, his series of twelve lectures on the human aura will teach you
what the aura is and how you can read it, how you can control, energize,
and expand its forcefield, and how you can use it as an instrument for the
good of all mankind.

As Head of the Order of the Brothers of the Golden Robe, Kuthumi
sets forth the Truth that will free you from popular misconceptions about
the mysterious light that surrounds the body of man—always present,

but seen only by those gifted with spiritual vision.

A LIMITED NUMBER OF THIS
SERIES OF TWELVE PRECIOUS

MANUSCRIPTS IS

AVAILABLE ON A FIRST COME,
FIRST SERVED BASIS.



7heTlnjuMsfkd9acti.o§£fje
THERE are some things that cannot

be generally told — things you ought to

know. Great truths are dangerous to

some— but factors for personal power
and accomplishment in the hands of

those who understand them. Behind
the tales of the miracles and mysteries

of the ancients, lie centuries of their

secret probing into nature's laws—
their amazing discoveries of the hid-

den processes of man's mind, and the

mastery of life's problems. Once shroud-

ed in mystery to avoid their destruc-

tion by mass fear and ignorance, these

facts remain a useful heritage for the

thousands ofmen and womenwho pri-

vately use them in their homes today.

THIS FREE BOOK
The Rosicrucians (not a religious

UBe Rosicrucians

organization) an age-old brotherhood
of learning, have preserved this secret

wisdom in their archives for centu-

ries. They now invite you to share the

practical helpfulness of their teachings.

Write today for a free copy of the

book, "The Mastery of Life." Within
its pages may lie a new life of oppor-

tunity for you. Address: Scribe D.N.M.

i SEND THIS COUPON
)

Scribe D.N.M.
The ROSICRUCIANS (AMORC)

! San Jose, California 95114
I Please send me the free book, The Mastery

| of Life, which explains how I may learn to

j
use my faculties and powers of mind.

| Name .

Address-

City_ Zip Code-
PLEASE INCLUDE YOUR ZIP CODE

(AMORC) SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA 95114, U.S.A.




